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Abstract 

 

This thesis explores the performative and cultural identities of Hong Kong female 

Lolita subculture, using data from narratives of their lives, art exhibitions and 

resources from online platforms.  Lolita subculture originated in Japan in the 

1980s and has become popular worldwide.  Due to geographical and cultural 

proximity, Japanese Lolita subculture has quickly emerged and developed in Hong 

Kong in the following decades.  Many young females who started joining the 

Lolita subculture in Hong Kong decades ago are now married adults with children. 

Many of these Hong Kong Loitas are still playing very active roles within the 

Lolita group.  This research aims 1) to understand the formation and development 

of feminine identities of Hong Kong Lolitas over the past decades; 2) to examine 

how the symbolic meanings of style, experience and body have been represented 

and transformed as Lolitas become mature women; 3) to explore to what extent 

the “Lolita identification” can be understood as a form of performance, a creative 

art expression, re-gendering, resistance or a form of self-crafting fantasy identity.   

 

Theoretically, Goffman’s work of dramaturgical theory, Lacan’s theory of the 

mirror stage and Judith Butler’s gender performativity theory are employed to 

evaluate the meanings and significance of Lolita identity formation in Hong Kong.  

Semiotic works by Saussure and Barthes are also used for analysing the codes of 

Lolita fashion styles and art-making, as well as relevant images and texts available 

in online platforms by Lolita participants. Methodologically, a hybrid qualitative 

research method was adopted for data collection, which includes life history, 

ethnographic interviewing and art-based research methods.  Twenty Lolitas (aged 

20 to 40) were invited for in-depth interviews.  A series of artwork were produced 

and displayed in Macau and Hong Kong for the public as a means to further 

explore the questions of identity formation of Lolitas. 

 

The study proposes that the development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong can 

be divided into three main epochs from the year 2000 to the present time: the 

Justice Epoch (2000-2005), L.O. Epoch (2005-2010), and HK Lolita Epoch (2010-

present).   Data collected shows that the style, experience, body, and cultural 

identity of the group have changed in each epoch and that local Mong Kok Lolita 

style is a remarkable example of cultural hybridization as it reflects transnational 

and translocal features in its formation and development.  The research also 

demonstrates how “Lolita” was interpreted and expressed as a form of “specific 

feminine” identity by artists, ordinary/popular audiences and the Lolita 

participants themselves.  The emphasis on the aesthetics of fashion, the potential 

of artistic creation and expression, and the classic beauty of Lolita subculture are 

crucial factors for its continuous development globally and culturally in fashion 

markets and art creation arenas. 
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2.   CHAPTER ONE 

                                                   Introduction 

 

1.1. Introduction 

In early 2006, I returned to Hong Kong after completing my master’s studies in 

London.  I noticed that there was a very interesting fashion style in Hong Kong.  

It resembled certain fine traditional dresses that were worn in the West by young 

women in the last century (see Figure 1.1).  Some even dressed up as the 

character “Alice” (see Figure 1.2) in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s in Wonderland.1  I 

was attracted to such extraordinary clothing style, wigs, and makeup that those 

young people wore.  The first question that popped up in my mind was “What 

motivates such a fashion style in Hong Kong?”  They appeared in a few public 

areas, such as streets in Causeway Bay and Mong Kok, and MTR (underground 

transportation) stations in Hong Kong.  Frequenting the streets of Hong Kong 

in such a unique fashion style was like someone from the 19th century traveling 

to a postmodern city through a time tunnel!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

1 An everlasting story book for children.The full name of the book called Alice’s 

Adventure in Wonderland, which was written by Lewis Carroll (the pseudonym of 

Charles Dodgson) and was fist published in 1865, and Illustrated by Sir John Tenniel 

(Carroll, 2020).   

Figure 1.1 

 Clothing style depicting Louisa May 

Alcott's Little Women 

 

Figure 1.2 

 Alice in Alice’s Adventures 

in Wonderland 
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In one annual reunion gathering with my secondary schoolmates, the topic of 

Lolitas came up and people’s immediate response to the subculture is: “Oh, they 

are cosplayers”.  One person refuted the comment and replied, “No, I think they 

are Lolitas”.  She was a teacher in a girls’ secondary school, and she further 

explained, “Yes, it was quite popular in Hong Kong in these few years, some of 

my higher form students are Lolitas too.”  I wanted to ask more, but the topic 

soon changed.   The brief discussion and contrasting views raised my curiosity 

about Lolitas and that really started my search for more information about this 

subculture.   

I had some basic ideas about this group and found the behaviours of this group 

of girls quite interesting.  Putting on expensive dresses imported from Japan, 

they were enthusiastic to present themselves as sweet and cute princesses for tea 

parties and other in-circle gatherings.  However, the heavy work schedule at a 

community college at the time deterred me from further action of deeper 

investigation, and it was only until 2010 when I met Win that the idea of 

conducting a research on Lolita subculture surfaced.  Win was one of my 

students studying in an Associate Degree programme at that time.  She did not 

attend my classes in a Lolita outfit but the themes of her artworks were often on 

the Lolita style and design as she got much inspiration from her personal 

collections of Japanese magazines.  Her art project on Lolita fashion drew my 

attention, and her design work impressed me a lot.  She told me that sometimes 

she would invite her friends to wear Lolita dresses that were designed by her for 

photo shoots.  With her consent, she provided me with a few photos (see Figure 

1.3 & 1.4), and showed me an online platform “Deviant Art”, where she posted 

and shared her own drawings and designs of Lolitas as well as icons of manga 

images with friends or people who have common interest in related topics.2  

  

                                                           
2 See more information about her other drawings or design in Win’s blog on the online 

platform (Deviant Art, 2011) .  However, when I re-visited her Blog in May 2021, it 

showed that she has not been an active member since 2014. 
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Questions such as “Why do this group of girls call themselves Lolitas”? “Why 

do so many young women admire this kind of Western traditional clothing style 

which seems out of place in a contemporary society?” “What is the difference 

between a Lolita and cosplay?”  “Why did the Lolita style originate in Japan, 

but not Europe?”  “Where do young girls get money from for purchasing those 

expensive dresses?”  “Why do they present themselves as cute and sometimes 

act like little girls?”  Bunch of queries were spiraling in my mind and the 

curiosity motivated me to explore into knowing more about this subculture, and 

focusing on Hong Kong as the site of investigation.   

 

1.2 Getting Started & Research Aims 

 

At the beginning of 2010, I encountered a thirty-five years old Lolita participant, 

Robbie. I met Robbie via on-line platform while searching for Lolita 

information.  As one of the crucial and active participants, Robbie owned and 

ran a Lolita fashion shop at CTMA Centre in Mong Kok between 2005 and 2007.  

She expressed that she also had been interviewed a few times by local magazines 

Figure 1.3 

Win (age 20) wearing Lolita style 

 

Figure 1.4   

Win’s first design of Lolita outfits 
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and TV programmes that were interested in Lolita issues.  Then, I met Robbie 

in person twice in 2012 and explained to her that I was interested in conducting 

a study about Lolitas, and she supported my idea by inviting me to parties to 

meet her Lolita friends.   Since then, these interests and experiences directed my 

attention to look for online resources, books, and academic journals on the topic, 

which further deepened my understanding of the research questions and 

research aims of the Lolita subcultural studies.   

 

This study inquires into the formation and performance of female identities of 

Hong Kong female Lolitas over the past decades.  I will examine the symbolic 

meanings of style and the representation of body experiences in Lolitas as young 

women as well as when they become older.  The aim is also to explore to what 

extent the “Lolita identification” can be understood as a form of performance, a 

creative art expression, re-gendering, resistance, or a form of self-crafting 

fantasy identity.  This chapter describes the research background, research 

themes and key questions.  It also elaborates on how and why theoretical 

frameworks of dramaturgical theory, gender performative discourse, theory of 

the mirror stage (imaginary) and semiotics analysis could be applied in this 

study.   A general description of the aims and content of each chapter is also 

presented here for an overview of the structure of this thesis.   

 

1.3 Background of the Research  

Lolita, a female figure dressed in doll-like Rococo and Victorian costumes and 

adorned with ruffles and lace,3 is identified as a subculture phenomenon born in 

Harajuku,4 Japan around the 1990s.  It was first introduced by the Japanese 

youth visual rock musicians in performances known as “Visual Kei” in the 

                                                           
3 Rococo fashion style began in France from early 16th century to late 17th centuries, 

its style emphasized on extravagance, elegance and refinement ; while Victorian 

fashion was popular in the 17th century, which highlighted large dresses, poke bonnets, 

and modest coverings for women’s style (Breward, 1995) 

4 Harajuku is a district in Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan.  “It is known as a center of Japanese 

up-to-date youth culture and fashion” (Imada, 2018). 
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1980s.  Visual Kei, meaning “visual system or visual style” in Japanese, refers 

to a certain characteristic performing style of some Japanese rock musicians. It 

involves theatrical costumes in concert performances with an eclectic 

combination of rock, metal, Goth, and pop music varieties on stage (Gagné, 

2008). Rooted from this characteristic look on the stage, “Lolita” first emerged 

as an insignificant female-oriented subculture but later turned into a flourishing 

fashion-craze internationally.  Here is an account of such a development by 

Gagné: “As Japanese global pop-cultural influence began to rise in the 1990s 

with the spread of Japanese animation, comic books and video games, Japanese 

youth cultures in the form of subcultural expressions began to capture 

international attention” (Gagné, 2013, p.1).   

Following the emergence of the subculture in Japan, Lolita appeared and has 

developed in Hong Kong from the last two decades until now.  Participants 

usually communicate with each other through on-line platforms or organized 

activities in private locations/settings, such as tea parties and private photo 

shoots in clubhouses, hotels, theme parks or countryside.  One might argue that 

Lolitas in Hong Kong are not as prevalent as before, and there is nothing new 

for further research.  Perhaps it is true that many of them have not physically 

presented themselves in the streets in recent years.  However, the reason for this 

apparent physical “disappearance” is that they have chosen on-line platforms 

and private locations for communications and gatherings.  In fact, the number 

of Lolitas has not dropped much; it is just that, many participants prefer to 

present their Lolita identity in virtual social spaces, such as Facebook, Blogs 

and YouTube.   

According to Erikson's life theory (1968, 1975), in general, teenagers might 

change their behavior or appearance to be part of a subculture for it is a process 

to build up a sense of belonging and explore personal identity to form 

independent adult identity.  After becoming an independent young adult, they 

will slowly detach from their subcultural groups.  However, participants in 

Lolita subculture are still enthusiastic in joining their group activities even when 

they are getting older.  This explains why even if some of the more long-time 

participants have turned from mid-teens to youth and from youth into more 

mature adults, they still play very active roles in organizing activities and 
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interacting with new members.  The precise population of Lolita in Hong Kong 

is difficult to know.  However, it is estimated to be around 300 active 

participants and 200 passive participants as revealed by Lolita participants in 

my previous pilot study on this subcultural group in 2014-2015, and the age 

range is from 15 to 40.  Among all the Lolita participants, around 5% are 

Brolitas (male Lolita).5  Since the outbreak of the pandemic Covid-19 in 2019, 

active Lolita participants are taking a long break as gatherings are restricted and 

many activities are postponed. 6   As data provided by one of the leading 

administrative staff of HK Lolita, respondent SL, their official webpage (on 20th 

March, 2021) indicated that there are over 5,600 followers, which included 

participants and visitors from the public. 7   She estimated that the total 

population of active Hong Kong Lolita has increased around 5% to 10% in the 

past five years, while the percentage of Brolitas seems to remain unchanged.  

The population of the webpage actually consists of four groups: (1) about 380 

active participants who always attend group activities; (2) about 250 passive 

participants who usually dress as Lolitas and post photos images through on-

line platforms, but seldom attend activities; (3) around 30 overseas participants 

who are studying overseas or have already immigrated to other countries; these 

“Hong Kong overseas” Lolitas only attend activities when they return to Hong 

Kong during holidays/term breaks; (4) the rest are visitors, around 5000, from 

the public and they are not participants.  It shows that many people are interested 

to explore more about this group through the HK Lolita Facebook which is open 

to the public.  

Traditionally, youth subcultural studies were confined to delinquent youth, male 

dominated and particular social groups.  Men oriented subcultures, such as Goth, 

Punk, Mods, Hip Hop, Rock, and female oriented subcultures, such as Grrrl 

Zine, Ganguro, etc., are in general perceived as related to delinquency and 

                                                           
5 Brolitas are male who wear Lolita fashion, however, which is “not a matter of cross-

dressing or males questioning their sexuality or anything of the sort” (Meyer, 2017, 

para. 5 ). 

6 “Active Lolita” means that the participants actively join various activities within the 

group, which is not like the “passive Lolita", who are mainly active in virtual space 

through online platforms.    

7  Data based from online Facebook platform: HK Lolita on Facebook (n.d.) 
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comprise of antisocial elements.  Their cultural expressions involve themes that 

are dominated by horror, menace, violence, and aggression.  However, the Lolita 

subculture is rather different from most of those previous subcultural groups in 

terms of style, representation, and presentation, which are perceived as gentle, 

cute, and lovable.  

It is true that youth culture expands into a much wider range of groups, such as 

emerging adulthood, young adulthood and mature adulthood.  The development 

of female oriented Lolita, for instance, seems to represent a new form of 21st 

century youth subculture spreading from Japan to different places of the world.  

It signifies a modification or renewal of its characteristics and meaning.  This 

group of young women present themselves as “Urban Princesses” in various 

subgenres of clothing style (Gagné, 2008), such as Sweet Lolita, Gothic Lolita, 

and Classic Lolita, etc.  However, the interpretation and understanding of the 

subject of Lolita varies significantly among different scholars (Winge, 2008; 

Bergstrom, 2011; Rahman et al., 2011; Porzio, 2012; Gagné, 2008 & 2013) who 

offer a spectrum of different perspectives and discourses in the fields of youth 

subculture, arts, fashion and social cultural studies.  Their work mainly used 

Japan or other western couturiers for thematic analysis and references.  This 

study, however, focuses on Hong Kong Lolita subculture and explores its 

significance in current research on subcultural studies.   

 

1.4 Research Questions 

Given the research background about Lolita subculture and the research aims of 

this thesis briefly mentioned above, my research questions are listed and 

elaborated in the following: 

Research Question 1: Why the term “Lolita” has been a “stimulating” topic for 

Literature and Cultural studies?  And how does it relate to Lolita subculture? 

The terminology of “Lolita” has been associated with Literature and Cultural 

studies, which is a “stimulating” title/name according to social and cultural 

contexts in the West.  There has been a number of investigations and discourses 

on Lolita subculture since its inception in Japan in the 1980’s, while the 

interpretations of “Lolita”  by scholars of various fields of studies need revision 
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and clarification.    

Research Question 2: What kinds of resources have the female Lolitas used for 

creating their feminine identities?  How are the symbolic meanings, experiences, 

body, and style of representations of female Lolitas produced, transformed, and 

maintained as Lolita age?   

I divided resources into three main areas: physical materials, visual images, and 

virtual platforms for the discourse on feminine identities construction and 

development.  The resources would facilitate analysis of symbolic meanings 

produced and represented by Lolitas in a particular time and space.  

Research Question 3: What motivates a group of women to adopt and perform 

the Lolita style over years?  Have they faced any struggles from the beginning 

to the current time as a Lolita participant or not, and what are the struggles? 

“Motivation” refers to positive factors that keep encouraging Lolita participants 

to join activities within the group.  “Struggles” are the negative factors or 

problems that the participants faced/adopted for becoming a Lolita in her life 

experience.  This is to study how Lolitas view their own identity and how they 

respond to the views of others on them.   It is also to investigate how such views 

have changed as they transform from young women (for example, views from 

peers, parents, and colleagues) into mature women. 

Research Question 4:  How is Lolita subculture being viewed, studied, 

evaluated, and applied by professional and amateur artists through art activities 

or art creations?  Whether Lolita is a form of performance, a creative art 

expression, re-gendering, resistance, or a form of self-crafting fantasy identity? 

Lolita subculture has not only drawn attention of scholars in diverse discussions 

on gender, subcultural, sociological, and fashion studies, but also is a 

stimulating topic and element for art creation by contemporary artists (both 

professional and amateur) in the global era.  I believe the investigation of Lolita 

subculture through art creation would provide an innovative view for this study.  

Therefore, I created artworks and curated two art exhibitions as an art-based-

research for achieving this goal.  In the following section, a brief instruction of 

theoretical frameworks is discussed, and how they are employed as analytical 

tools for this study.  
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1.5 Theories Employed 

Systematic subcultural study was first introduced by Birmingham University’s 

Centre for Contemporary Culture Studies (CCCS) in the UK during the 1970s 

and 1980s.  The school (CCCS) proposed systematic investigations of post-war 

youth subculture based on overall studies of working class young people. The 

investigations of youth subcultures are mainly from the CCCS traditional 

perspectives (Thornton 1996, McRobbie 1998; Muggletton 2000 and 

Hodkinson 2002).  However, youth subculture studies are no longer limited to 

delinquent adolescents or youth in the working class as recent studies have 

indicated that there is “increasing diversity, complexity and longevity of youth 

and the porous nature of the boundaries between adolescence and adulthood” 

(Bennett and Hodkinson, 2013, p.1).  Lolita subculture in this study is a case in 

point because participants are mainly from middle-class background, and also 

includes a large age range (15 to 40, i.e. from teens to mature adults). Previous 

works on Lolita subcultural studies, nevertheless, such as Winge (2008), Porzio 

(2012), Gagné (2008) & (2013), and Hinton (2013), mainly used Japan or other 

western couturiers for thematic analysis.  However, this study mainly focuses 

on Hong Kong Lolita subculture and examines its significance in current 

research on subculture studies.   

In this thesis, therefore, I have adopted the dramaturgical theory and mirror 

stage theory to discuss and explore how the “hyper feminine Lolita identity” (as 

a new form of subculture) is being created.  In addition, the semiotic theory as 

well as performative theory of gender were also used in the analysis on how the 

Lolita group is being represented and performed.    

Goffman uses the metaphor of theatrical performance in The Presentation of 

Self in Everyday Life, which is known as dramaturgical theory, to describe the 

ways in which people present themselves (ourselves) to others.  Although 

Goffman’s theory did not focus on specific performance of identity, identity can 

be viewed as a socially or culturally constructed phenomenon which can be 

“performed” within “interaction rituals” in everyday social interaction that 

Goffman deliberates.  According to Goffman, the term “Performance” refers to 

the “activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his 

continuous presence before a particular set of observers and which has some 
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influence on the observers” (1955, p.22).  Goffman’s work will be useful to 

understand how Lolita participants make a good use of social media as a 

performing platform (the stage), such as Facebook, to perform themselves.  

Moreover, in order to understand the meanings, significances, symbols, 

citations, and intertextuality of the visual representations that are generated by 

the Lolita group, the semiotic theory proposed by Ferdinand de Saussure and 

Roland Barthes will be used in analyzing relevant data.  This is because semiotic 

analysis can help me understand how images posted on online platforms, 

magazines, selfies, clothing styles, accessories and other signs of feminine 

identities are associated with the Lolita group.  Although language is the most 

striking form of human sign production, the whole of our social world is 

pervaded by messages which contain visual as well as linguistic signs.   

Psychoanalytical theory of Jacques Lacan’s notion of “Lack” is employed to 

make analysis on how identity is formed as an ideal self that Lolitas desire in 

this section.    Lacan’s notion of “Lack” can be used as an analytical tool for 

exploring further into the formation of feminine identities of Lolita.  In his 

article “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytic 

Experience”, which was published in 1934, Lacan argues that the human child 

is born into “lack in being”, and it is in his or her union with the mother that this 

“lack” is fulfilled (Lacan, 1988).  The concept of lack in Lacan’s work was 

originally inspired by Sigmund Freud’s formulations of psychosexual 

development in relation to women.  Freud introduced the notion of “penis envy” 

in women’s psychosexual experience (Yadav, 2018).  Freud suggests that 

women are dissatisfied with their state of being when they discover that they are 

considered to be inferior to men, as women are born with a “lack”: lacking the 

“penis” in the Oedipal stage (Mitchen, S.A. & Black, M., 2016).  Feminist 

thinkers, such as Karen Horney (1967) , criticize Freud’s concept of “penis envy” 

as one-sided and supercilious. who instead advocates the idea of “womb envy” 

in which men experience feelings of lack of power or inability because of their 

inability to bear children (Paris, 1994).  However, it is outside the scope of this 

study to go any further into this psychoanalysis debate.  The mentioning of the 

Freudian conception of “lack” is an acknowledgement of it being the point of 

origin from which Lacan develops his theory of the “mirror stage”.  This is 
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because the psychoanalytic term “ideal ego” suggested by Freud has been 

associated with the idea of “mirror stage” in Lacan.   

Lacanina’s mirror stage idea inspired Judith Butler’s work of “performative 

theory” in which Butler “questions how bodily acts become performative and 

explores the ways that lives and bodies are connected to one another and to 

larger systems” (Bushnell, 2015, para. 2).  In fact, a “mirror” is always an 

essential tool for Lolitas participants for verifying, practicing, visualizing and 

transforming the idealized self (i.e. performing the cute and sweet feminine 

identity).  Butler’s work investigates in what way that “gender is constructed 

through specific corporeal acts, and what possibilities exist for the cultural 

transformation of gender through such acts” (Butler, 1988, p. 521).  Hence, 

performative theory would be useful for exploring how the hyper-feminine 

identity of Lolita is represented, performed and its implications in this study.  

 

1.6 Summary and Structure of the Thesis 

The specific clothing style and activities of Japanese Lolita subculture has not 

only shown its extreme feminine and adorable characteristics, but also at the 

same time receive various attentions from the general public, artists as well as 

intellectuals since it was born in the 1990s.  The research goal of this study is to 

examine the formation, chronological growth, social implication, artistic 

expression and significance of the self-identities of the Lolita subcultural group 

in the past two decades in Hong Kong.  The research questions were investigated 

mainly through ethnographical and longitudinal studies by field observations, 

art-based research methods and personal communications with the interviewees. 

Significant implications were discussed, and conclusions were made for the 

research topic.  

This chapter shows the background of Lolita subculture, the study aim, research 

questions and introduces the theoretical frameworks of the study.  Here is an 

overview of the following five chapters: 

Chapter Two offers an overview of previous studies on the Lolita subculture.  

They include studies on the historical background of youth subculture studies 

(Hebdige, 1975; Thornton, 1996; McRobbie, 1998; Hodkinson,  2002) and 
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discourses on how Lolita subculture has been defined, investigated, and 

analyzed by various scholars from different disciplines in the last 20 years 

(Winge, 2006; McVeigh, 2000, Mackie, 2009; Gagné, 2007; 2008; 2013).  It 

further discusses and constructs the theoretical frameworks based on theories 

proposed by Erving Goffman (1974, 1990, 2005), Roland Barthes (1974, 1984), 

Stuart Hall (1980, 1990), Jacques Lacan (1977, 1988, 2001) and Judith Butler 

(1988, 1990, 2012) for analyzing the formation, performance, representations 

as well as psychological journey of the Lolitas in this study. 

This chapter also deliberates the ways in which Hong Kong young women (from 

the 1950s to current time) perceive and present themselves through reviewing 

previous studies on gender and social role towards women.  Chinese women in 

Hong Kong, under the influence of modern ideologies of capitalism, colonialism, 

and socialism from the West, are perceived as being westernized, stylish and 

modern (Wong, 2012).  It examines how these influences contribute to the 

identity formation of the Lolita subcultural group in Hong Kong from the 

discourses through its historical, social, and cultural backgrounds.  It also 

provides review of literature, offering a cultural, historical, and theoretical 

context for the study. This chapter aims at answering research Question 1 & 2. 

Chapter Three elaborates on the rationale of the choice of research methods 

and the research design in this study.  All the data collected ethnographically 

and longitudinally are presented in this chapter.  It highlights the hybrid, art and 

feminine nature of Lolita subculture that led to the use of a mixed-methods 

research design.  Including those respondents that I connected with before 2012 

and the pilot study in 2015, a total of twenty respondents, from different 

backgrounds and age, were invited for in-depth interviews for the study.  The 

incorporation of qualitative and art-based-research methods and the use of 

verbal, and visual data are deliberated in detail in the process of data collection 

and investigation.  

Chapter Four and Five analyze the empirical data that were drawn from on-

line platform resources, interviews with Lolita participants and two art 

exhibitions.  Both chapters also respond to Lacan's psychoanalytic and 

performative theoretical debates and discuss implications and meanings that 

Lolita subculture generated.   
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Chapter Four examines the development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong in 

the past two decades mainly through investigating the online practices within 

the group.  I proposed that there are three major epochs of Lolita subculture 

development in Hong Kong from 2000 to the current time, i.e. The Justice 

Epoch, L.O. Epoch and HK Lolita Epoch.  It concludes that the changes of 

online practices in the past two decades leads to the transformation of 

performance and representations of Lolita identity.  It also indicates that the 

development of Hong Kong Lolita subculture shows a positive impact of 

cultural hybridization.  This chapter aims to answer research Questions 2 & 3.   

Chapter Five presents the artworks produced by various artists which were 

inspired by Lolita subculture.  It explores in what ways the identity of Lolita is 

being interpreted, expressed, and represented as contemporary art expressions.  

Then, it moves to introduce my art creation for the two art exhibitions: Wonder 

Loli I launched in Macau in 2018, and Wonder Loli II launched in Hong Kong 

in 2019.  It illustrates how art resources and data were collected, used, and 

analyzed in the whole process of art making and art exhibition.  It also explains 

why this research method has provided an exceptional chance for bringing this 

research work to a wider audience in the community, and how the Lolita 

participants expressed their unique self through engaging themselves in the 

exhibition.  This chapter attempts to answer the research Question 4. 

Chapter Six concludes the findings, significance, contributions, limitations, 

and conclusion of the whole research work.  It demonstrates significant 

implications, challenges and directions for future research.  It concludes that the 

emphasis on feminine beauty and the classical aesthetics fashion styles that 

Lolitas represented and performed, are crucial factors for its expansion globally 

and culturally in fashion markets and art creation arenas.  Finally, future 

research directions and suggestions are proposed and discussed in this last 

chapter. 
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3. CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review & Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The first part of this chapter examines the connotation of Lolita subculture and 

the ways in which their behaviour and clothing style can be understood as a 

“soft power” to rebel against the mainstream view on contemporary women.  It 

reviews studies of Lolita subculture within the fields of literature, fashion, 

gender, identity, and youth subculture studies in the last two decades.  It also 

presents its connections with other specific Japanese cultures, such as Kawaii, 

Shoujo and Doll.  The aims are to clarify its female ordinated identities that were 

performed and represented by the Lolita group and give an overview of previous 

studies on Lolita subculture by various scholars in recent years.  At the same 

time, it also provokes new questions and highlights innovative research 

directions in this arena.  The second part of this chapter reviews the concept of 

subcultural studies that was proposed by the Birmingham University’s Center 

for Contemporary Culture Studies (CCCS) in the 1970s and elaborates why the 

notion of youth subculture being unclear and open to more interpretations in the 

early 21st century postmodern time.  It also presents and explains why key ideas 

such as mirror stage, semiotics, dramaturgical and performative theories are 

applied in this study. The last part of this chapter elaborates on the gender 

identity of women in Hong Kong from historical and cultural perspectives 

within the context of Chinese society from the 1950s to the current time.  It also 

highlights how Hong Kong women’s clothing style changed since it was 

colonized, and how they constructed their gender role and status by referring to 

the concept of “self-beatification” that is emphasized by the Western culture.  It 

aims to provide a brief background that contributes to the analysis of the 

formation of feminine identity of Lolitas in Hong Kong.  
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2.2 Lolita and Lolita Subculture 

Lolita, fundamentally a girl’s name in English, is perceived quite differently in 

the West.  The name “Lolita” is understood as a sexually precocious girl in many 

Western societies.  This is because of the English name “Lolita” which 

originates from Spanish and is the diminutive of Dolores.  Dolores Haze is the 

same name in the novel Lolita, it was written by the Russian author, Vladimir 

Nabokov, and first published in 1955 in Paris.  However, according to Wing 

(2008) and Porzio (2012), the current subculture of Lolita has “no direct 

reference” to the novel according to the original meaning.  However, I argue 

that the “no direct reference” means an “indirect reference”, which implies there 

might be a “hidden reference”.  Yet, it is a debatable issue for it is unlikely that 

the group “picked” the name in an accidental manner, and further discussions 

are required. 

In fact, Lolita was born in Harajuku, Japan in the 1990s and was first introduced 

by Japanese youth visual rock musicians as “Visual Kei” performances in the 

late 1980s (see Figure 2.1).  It is recognized as a mix of glam rock, punk and 

metal singing performance combining with visual impacts, and members in the 

bands dressed as Lolitas for magazine photographs and on-stage performances.8 

Gagné defines Lolita as “a predominantly female subcultural aesthetics whose 

participants strive to embody a “princess” theme through fashion and 

mannerisms” (Gagné, 2013, p.1).   

                                                           
8 “Scene and heard: Visual kei”, at the Guardian. See more from (Hughes, 2010). 
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The style of Lolita subculture emphasizes a cute and sweet little girl’s look, 

which is just like Shirley Temple’s style (see Figure 2.2 & 2.3) in the American 

drama movie “The Little Princess”.9   Because of its emphasis on theatrical 

costumes at the beginning, and some of the Lolitas also at the same time are 

members of the cosplayer group,10 there are confusions between the two groups 

(Staite, 2012).  Another misinterpretation of the Lolita subculture is related to 

Nabokov’s novel with the same title.  The following sections review and 

address the meaning of this subculture by referring to different academic 

scholars’ work.  

                                                           
9 The film was produced in 1939, directed by Walter Lang. It was “based on a children's 

novel The Little Princess written by Frances Hodgson Burnett”, which was published 

in 1905 (Barson, 2021, paras 1-2). 

10Cosplay (コスプレ kosupure), “a contraction of the words costume play, is a hobby 

in which participants called cosplayers wear costumes and fashion accessories to 

represent a specific manga character”. See more from (Cosplay, 2017, para.1) 

Figure 2.1 

Versailles, a band of visual rock musicians 
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2.2.1 Neither Cosplayer nor Nymphet nor Rorikon 

2.2.1.1 Lolita not Cosplayer 

Lolita should not be defined as cosplay for they have different intentions in 

terms of performance. Cosplay is originally a Japanese term which means 

“costume play” and has been involved in popular culture among young people 

in different places, especially in Asia, since the early 1990s. 11   It is a 

performance art and the performer, whether professional or amateur, is called 

cosplayer.  The main purpose for this kind of performance is to express 

adoration for a character, usually from comic books (manga), animations, TV 

series, or from popular video games, and for those who seek to become that 

character by wearing costumes and fashion accessories (Runnebaum, 2019).  As 

shown in Figure 2.4, cosplayers are dressed up as their favourite characters and 

attending 15th Ani-Com and Games at the Hong Kong Convention and 

Exhibition Centre (HKCEC) in Wan Chai.  

                                                           
11 The first cosplay , however, was not Japanese, but was an American young woman, 

called Myrtle Rebecca Douglas Smith Gray Nolan, who dressed her as a character in 

her favourite science fiction called Morojo in 1939. See more from (Runnebaum, 

2019). 

Figure 2.2  

The Little Princess in 1939 film (a) 

 

 

Figure 2.3 

 The Little Princess in 1939 film (b) 
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However, such practices of behaviour should not be confused with that of a 

cosplayer.  Lolitas are not mimicking anyone/role from manga or animations.   

Using Goffman’s (1974) concept in his dramaturgy theory on the discussion 

about performance of figures, being a Lolita is just like constructing a unique 

“self” as a “natural figure”.  Therefore, Lolitas should not be perceived as the 

same as cosplayers for one of my informants also expressed that she was rather 

frustrated for being categorised as a cosplayer, she stressed that “Lolita is 

different from cosplay, it is not a character from comics or amines, but a fashion 

style and has its own autonomy for identity expression of the self”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.2 Lolita not Nymphet 

As mentioned earlier, “Lolita” is often associated with the title character in 

Nabokov’s novel, featuring a preadolescent girl, who is attractive and sexually 

responsive (Bishop, 2004).  The novel depicts Humbert (aged 37) as an émigré 

academic scholar, writer, and admitted pedophile (Nabokov, 1997).  He is 

obsessed with a 12-year-old girl called Dolores Haze; he recognizes her as a 

“nymphet”.  Humbert gets sexually involved with Dolores after he becomes her 

Figure 2.4   

 Cosplayers in Hong Kong 
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stepfather, and he bestows Dolores a private name, “Lolita”.  Therefore, the term 

“Lolita” implies a man’s sexual attraction to adolescent girls.  After the novel 

was adapted into a British-American film, directed by Stanley Kubrick in 1962; 

and another American French film, directed by Adrian Lyne in 1997, the 

popularity of the book reached its highest in the 1990s.  It was also credited as 

the Time's List of the 100 Best Novels and guaranteed its significant status in 

English literature (Kelly, 2010).    Because of its sensitive subject matter and 

being visible in the cinema, the book became very controversial in the West 

(Hinton, 2013).  As a result, the term “Lolita” is commonly associated with a 

psychiatric disorder as paedophilia, which implies a man’s sexual attraction to 

adolescent girls. 

In 1959, according to Hinton (2013, p.1589), “Lolita was first translated into 

Japanese by Yasuo Ohkubo and published by Kawade Shobo ShinSha”.  There 

was not much debate about the subject matter of the book in Japan.  This is 

because it is believed that there has been a long tradition in Japan that the love 

relationship of a young girl with an older man is regarded as a common issue 

(Zank, 2010, as cited in Hinton, 2013).  Hence, people in Japan do not see (or 

be sensitive) there is any association of Navobka’s Lolita with Lolita subculture 

in general.  In Hinton's (2013) analysis on Japanese shoujo, it is quite normal 

that older men and young women have a love relationship.  The scenario was 

commonly seen in Japanese novels and real-life experience.  Therefore, most 

Japanese do not perceive the content of the novel, Lolita, as a taboo or have 

connections with pedophiles, which is rather different from the western concept.  

Hence, Lolita participants in Japan as well as in Hong Kong, in general, are not 

aware that “Lolita” has been associated with Nabokov's novel and they reject 

such association when they learn about such a relationship.   

 

2.2.1.3 Lolita not Rorikon 

There is another confusion that Lolita has been mistaken as Rorikon 

(pronounced as “lolicon”) which refers young girls using sexual attraction to 

relate socially to men and get paid.  The reason why Lolita subculture is again 

associated with pedophile or assisted dating is because it relates to “the genre of 
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manga called “rorikon”, a Japanese abbreviation for Lolita complex” (Hinton, 

2013), which means pedophile.  The term “rorikon” is a reference to Nabokov's 

Lolita, which was first translated as “Lolita complex” and used by Russell 

Trainer in the 1970s (Galbraith, 2009).   In the manga of rorikon, Lolita is “a 

mythical shoujo--the opposite of the emancipated woman -- undeveloped, cute, 

childlike, nonthreatening, and obeying the male characters’ erotic wishes, 

providing an imaginary world as an escape from the anxieties of engaging with 

real shoujo” (Hinton, 2013, p. 1593).   Lolitas are completely different to 

“rorikon” in such context despite the fact that the pronunciation of the name 

“Rorikon” in Japanese is very similar to “Lolita”; however, the subjective 

intention of Lolitas is very different from this connotation.  According to 

Mackie (2010), Lolita discards anything excessively masculine and with sexual 

implications, for kawaii as represented in the Lolita group means the opposite 

of sexual experience, a way to escape from the demanding adult world (Hinton, 

2013).  My informants also denied that there is any intended sexual connotation 

in the Lolita subculture.  As they responded in the pilot study, (details of this 

pilot study are in Chapter Three): 

Outsiders should not regard “Lolita” as synonymous with a sexualized 

view of young girls. This is a big misunderstanding, we like being cute 

but not sexy. 12(SL, personal communication, May 4, 2019)  

I don’t like people who link us with assisted dating or rorikon, and we 

are not, of course! 13  (Charm, personal communication, January 9, 

2017) 

 

This is because a real shoujo suggests “fear” and “desire” for the rising power 

of young women in Japan (Kinsella, 2012, p.124).  With this background, it 

clarifies why Lolita makes a defence on this issue.   Gagné (2008) also stated 

that Lolitas have attempted to avoid conflation of Rorikon “Lolita Complex” or 

“Lolicon” by adopting non standard way of writing the word (rorita) for an 

                                                           
12 Italic font style is used for all the quotations that refer to my informants’ replies to 

my questions or other remarks throughout the thesis.  This distinguishes such 

quotations from other referencing quotations such as from books or journals. 

13  Assisted dating, means “Enjo-kōsai'' in Japanese, is a type of transactional 

relationship. It usually refers to the practice of older men giving money and/or luxury 

gifts to good-look young women for sexual favors” (Enjo kōsai, 2021, para. 1)   
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alternate phonetic to enunciate the “kon” sound in the word.   Hinton has another 

suggestion too, "Lolita the shoujo may embody Humbert's romantic exploitation 

romantic dreams, but she is also a modern girl with a mind of her own” (2013, 

p.1590), and this signifies the rising power of contemporary Japanese young 

women. Therefore, a real shoujo is perceived as "fear" but at the same time 

"desire" by Japanese men.  Although it appears that Lolita in one direction has 

a "sexual" meaning or "romantic" connection with the novel or the manga 

"rorikon" at the beginning, it also has developed in another direction that 

emphasizes fashion style and self-identity.  Lolita participants, understandably, 

are annoyed and disagree with the negative associations with "Lolita complex".  

Therefore, the word "rorikon" is not used within the Lolita group, and the 

nonstandard Japanese word "rorita" is being generated (Gagné, 2008).   

 

2.2.2 “Soft” Resistance to the Mainstream Culture  

Lolitas practice specific behaviours and dress themselves with a particular 

clothing style.  Specific social behaviours of Lolita group including performing 

with the manners of a lovely and nice western noble woman in the 19th century: 

speak in soft and polite tones, always keep smiling, gentle and maintain 

appropriate gestures when talking to others.  In addition, Japanese shoujo’s cute, 

mode and adorable behaviours are emphasised, such as typical postures are 

practiced when taking photos by making heart shapes or victory hand gestures 

together with wide open eyes which highlights innocence, silence, and purity 

(See Figure 2.5 & 2.6).   
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In fact, the cute and sweet Lolita look carries specific meanings, for instance, 

the insider would see their dress as a “suit of armour”.   As a Lolita expressed 

in newspaper interviews declares that, 

The others see that I look like a stranger for I dress like an European woman 

from the 18th century; however, I would see my dress as a “suit” of 

armour’….it is my freedom to choose what I want to wear regardless of one’s 

body shape, age group or identity” (HK01, 2018, para.3).14  

 

The above declaration denotes how some of the participants described their 

Lolita clothing as "the suit of armour",15 a psychological expression that enabled 

them to switch their role in everyday life.  This suggests that they are not 

satisfied with the role of a woman in their current situation.  Winge (2008, p.62), 

for instance, also judges that the performance of the Lolita subculture “creates 

a visual form of resistance against culture and provides both the subculture and 

                                                           
14 This is my own translation, where data was collected from an online Chinese 

newspaper HK01:【Lolita 文化】外人眼中的奇裝異服  Lo 娘：是我的盔甲”. 

HK01. 一条  (2018). Unless otherwise indicated, any translation from Chinese to 

English in this study is my own. 

15 Unless otherwise indicated, any translation from Chinese to English in this study is 

my own. 

Figure 2.5 

 Sweet Lolitas with cute accessories 

 

Figure 2.6   

Hong Kong Lolitas dress Classic style 

(left) and Gothic style (right) 
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its members with agency and identity”.  Actually, Lolitas not only separate 

themselves from the mainstream culture as a general understanding, they also 

show their intelligence in finding a “soft” way to express their resistance.  The 

following sections further elaborate on the notion of resistance in the context of 

other subcultures. 

 

2.2.3 Separated from Male Dominated Subcultures 

When comparing with other subcultural groups, it seems that gender imbalance 

in the Lolita subculture is more palpable and explicit from its fashion style and 

contextual background.  Apart from the issue of naming, the perception of Lolita 

also seems different from other territories of subculture, such as Goth, Punk and 

Rock, which usually involve aggressive, powerful themes, and generally are 

male dominated.  As stated in Paul Hodkinson’s book Goth-Identity, Style and 

Subculture, the Goth scene (see Figure 2.7) is usually “seen in black and 

sometimes coloured PVC and rubber trousers, skirts, leggings, corsets, tops and 

dog collars” (Hodkinson 2002, p.51).  In contrast, the Lolita group presents 

gentle, conservative, modest, calm, cute and adorable looks.  Even though the 

Gothic Lolita (see Figure 2.8) is dressed in black with fancy accessories, it 

presents a non-aggressive image but rather a calm and soft appearance.  

Figure 2.7 

 Goth style with Corset 

 

Figure 2.8   

Elegant Gothic Lolita 
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2.2.4 Different from Other Female-Oriented Subcultures 

Although Riot Grrrl, 16  Grrrl Zine and Ganguro are distinguishable female-

oriented subcultures,17 they are regarded as rude, proactive, bizarre, avant-garde 

and unfriendly.  For example, the Grrrl Zine members (see Figure 2.9) that 

emerged in the early 1990s in Washington, USA, are considered as a precarious, 

violent, and man-hating youth subculture (Kearney, 2006; Downes 2013).  As 

for the Ganguro subculture, which is inspired by Japanese mountain witches and 

African culture, is considered as a form of revenge against traditional beauty 

concepts towards women in Japan.  Normally, women with white or pale skin 

have been perceived as nice-looking in Japanese mainstream culture, for 

example, many Japanese women apply UV products on their face, wear hats, 

carry UV parasols or even wear long gloves for their arms.  In contrast, Ganguro 

emphasises the beauty of black African culture and performs a strange witch 

look (Ganguro, 2020, para. 1-3),18 which demonstrates an immense deviation to 

the traditional beauty concept about Japanese women.  As shown in Figure 2.10, 

Ganguro girls usually tanned their face, bleached their hair brown or blonde, 

and they wore super-short miniskirts and platform shoes.  This fashion style 

trend was regarded as an innovative subcultural group in Japan but faded out 

within a few years afterward (Mowbray, 2004).   

                                                           
16 “An underground feminist punk movement.” ( Riot grrrl, 2018, para.1)  

17 The Grrrl Zine was developed under Riot Grrrl, women in the group began to create 

their own magazines, fanzines or “zines”. See more information from (Lottermoser, 

n.d.)  

18  Ganguro ( ガングロ ) literally is translated as “Black Faced Girls”. “It is an 

alternative fashion trend among young Japanese women that started in the mid-1990s, 

distinguished by a dark tan and contrasting make-up liberally applied by fashionistas”. 

(Ganguro, 2020, paras. 1-3) 
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As a result, Grrrl Zine and Ganguro subcultures embody very different 

gesticulation, duration and aesthetic value when compared with Lolita 

subculture.  Lolitas perform themselves in a rather “soft” tone, which allows 

them to be more “acceptable” by their parents or the society as their behaviour 

is not perceived as harmful or aggressive like other subcultures.  Apart from 

performing specific gestures and dress style, the Lolita group also separates 

themselves from the mainstream language by performing a specialised lady-like 

form of speech, called joseigo,19 which was also discussed in Gagné’s article, 

Urban Princesses: Performance and “Women’s Language” in Japan’s 

Gothic/Lolita Subculture, “Lolita’s use of (re)constructed joseigo in the form of 

“lady’s speech” indicates, however, is how the fertile ground of idealised 

femininity can be tilled for expressly non-mainstream purposes” (Gagné, 2008, 

p.147-148).   

Therefore, the performance of Lolita can also be understood as a practice of 

using “soft gestures” as “soft power” and their clothes as "soft weapons" to 

sustain an alternative voice in resistance to mainstream as well as other 

                                                           
19  In Japanese, “speech patterns associated with women are referred to as onna 

kotoba ("women's words") or joseigo ("women's language"), and those associated with 

men are referred to as danseigo ("men's language")”. See more from (Gender 

differences in Japanese, 2021).  

Figure 2.9   

Riot Grrl 

 

 

Figure 2.10  

 Ganguro girls 
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subcultural values.  The soft nature is also a bargaining power which allows 

them to survive well even with their marginal position as a subcultural group. 

 

2.2.5 The Male Lolita Phenomenon  

Although Lolita is predominantly a female subculture, it is open to male 

members.  The group created a name for male participants as “Brolita”, which 

can be explained with semiological analysis: “Brolita” combines the first three 

letters “Bro” from “brother” and the last four letters “lita” from “Lolita”.  They 

wear the same Lolita dresses, make up and wigs as female Lolitas.  From my 

observation during field studies, it was rather difficult to identify their sexuality 

until they speak.  According to Meyer (2017), Brolita is “not a matter of cross-

dressing or males questioning their sexuality or anything of the sort”.  However, 

I believe there are various reasons for being a Brolita.  Putting on Lolita dress 

might be a desire to transmute themselves “into the opposite gender or match 

outfits with his girlfriend etc.” (Brolita, n.d., para. 1).  Wong & Hau also state 

that, 

“Brolita can be divided into four types: (1) without makeup, and just 

simply putting on Lolita dress for they love Lolita fashion; (2) a sexual 

desire to be female instead of male; (3) as a hobby and help them feel 

relaxed from ordinary stressful life; (4) someone who suffers from GID 

(gender identity disorder), which means Gender dysphoria (GD) 20 

(P.9, 2017).  

 

I did interview a few Brolitas in this study, but the number of such respondents 

is very small.  Due to the presence of certain complicated and personal issues 

accompanying some Brolitas, building up a trustworthy relationship for 

conducting an in-depth interview with a Brolita would take much more time 

than with female Lolitas, and to include Brolitas in this study would be too 

lengthy a process than I had planned for this study.  Moreover, as female Lolitas 

take up 85% to 90% of the total Lolita population in Hong Kong, their 

                                                           
20 Gender dysphoria “is a term that describes a sense of unease that a person may have 

because of a mismatch between their biological sex and their gender identity”(NHS, 

2020 para.1) 
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representation should be significant enough to satisfy the research aims and 

answer questions I set out at the beginning of this research.  The decision was 

therefore not to include data on Brolitas in this current work.  However, I do 

believe that the findings on Brolitas in this study would provide a good 

foundation for Brolita studies in the future. 

 

2.2.6 Lolita and Lolita Fashion 

According to Ann (2005), Lolita is known as a fashion from Japan that attempts 

to capture the innocence of youth, and nostalgia for the 19th century.  The 

participants perform themselves as middle-class women by wearing European 

clothing styles of the 18th and 19th centuries, such as Rococo (1723-1795) and 

Victorian (1837-1901) fashion style, which stresses the use of hoop skirts and 

corsets (see Figure 2.11 & 2.12).  The dress style by the time were decorated 

with lace and ribbons along with bell-shaped sleeves, while accessories such as 

hats which were trimmed with feathers, flowers, and ribbons were always worn 

(Breward, 1995).  Therefore, the design of Lolita clothes and dresses has strong 

associations with fashion design elements that were much emphasised in the 

Victorian time.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.11   

Photograph of princess of Queen 

Victoria’s daughters 

 

Figure 2.12   

Victorian Fashion Style 
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With the Japanese emphasis on “Kawaii” (cuteness) and modesty,21 a cultural 

hybrid was created through the performance of cute Lolita fashion.  Among all 

Lolita styles, Sweet Lolita, Gothic Lolita, and Classic Lolita are the dominated 

styles within the circle (see Figure 2.13-2.15).  Sweet Lolita emphases child-

like style, which mainly uses lots of bows, ruffles, cute theme prints and 

soft/cream colours, (such as pastel pink, baby blue, light purple etc.) to design 

the outfits.  It is one the most prevalent styles within the Lolita circle.  As for 

Gothic Lolita, it is a Victorian-inspired Goth style, which is also regarded as a 

combination of the Gothic and Lolita fashion.  The design uses rather dark 

colours, such as black, navy blue and maroon etc.  Crosses or religious themes, 

bats, deep red roses are common patterns or accessories for the style creation.  

The style of Classic Lolita is inspired by historic fashion, which reflects the 

elegant Victorian lady look that is relatively more welcome by mature Lolitas.  

The length of the skirts is usually a bit longer than other Lolita styles.  The 

colour is more solid, and the theme usually applies print features such as 

antiques, crowns, little animals, crests, and duplication of classical paintings as 

design on the dresses.  There are other sub-styles such as Punk Lolita (see Figure 

2.16), Wa Lolita (see Figure 2.17), Sailor Lolita (see Figure 2.18), Qi Lolita, 

and Prince Lolita etc.22   

 

                                                           
21 Kawaii is a Japanese word, which denotes “lovely", "lovable" or "adorable". The 

idea of Kawaii has become a prominent aesthetic value of Japanese culture and 

national identity (Kawaii, 2020). 

22 See more from (Lolita Fashion, 2021) for details of other Lolita styles. 
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2.2.7 Kamikaze Girls Make Lolita Visible  

Although the name “Lolita” is perceived as something “exotic” from the 

perspective of a middle-aged man in Western societies, as mentioned in the 

above, the meaning of Lolita in Japanese subculture is very different.  Winge 

also agrees that Lolitas are young women “who dress in cute and modest fashion 

style without the overly sexualized appearance typically associated with 

Nabokov’s Lolita” (Winge, 2008, pp. 47- 48).  Lolita subculture continues to 

expand in major global cities, such as Seoul, Shanghai, Los Angeles, London, 

Figure 2.13 

 Sweet Style 

 

Figure 2.14 

Gothic Style 

 

Figure 2.15   

Classic Style 

  

Figure 2.16   

Punk Style 

 

Figure 2.17  

 Wa Style 

 

Figure 2.18   

Sailor Style 
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Paris, and Scandinavia e.g., Finland and Sweden.  They usually communicate 

with each other through on-line platforms or organising activities in private 

locations/settings, such as tea parties, private photo shoots in various places.  

Nevertheless, in the very beginning, Lolita subculture was neglected by most 

Western countries.  It only drew many people’s attention and became 

internationally visible after the film Shimotsuma Monogatari (aka Kamikaze 

Girls) was broadcasted in 2004 (see Figure 2.19).  By adopting the best-selling 

novel of Japanese “maiden” subculture written by Novala Takemoto,23 the film 

became a box-office hit in Japan and a cult film in the West.  The story 

showcases the friendship of two young girls who come from entirely different 

backgrounds.  One of them is a Yankī biker,24 and the other is a Lolita.  I believe 

that the use of a Lolita character in Takemoto’s fabled light novel Kamikaze 

Girls (published in 2002) is not entirely accidental.  The role of Lolita in 

Takemoto’s novel is different from the one in Nabokov's book.  The 

“contemporary Lolita”, as portrayed in Takemoto’s novel, has her own 

autonomy to tell what she is, but not being passively shaped by someone else, 

i.e., the male narrator, Humbert, in the book.  From this point of view, Lolita 

would have an “indirect” meaning that connects to Nabokov’s Lolita.  

                                                           
23 A contemporary Japanese writer and fashion designer. 

24 A Yanki is a subculture that was popular in Japan in the 80's and 90's. It is ordinarily 

used as a nickname referring to Northern soldiers during the American Civil War from 

1861 to 1865.  
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2.3  Japanese Unique Cultural Connection with Lolita 

2.3.1 Shoujo Culture and Lolita  

Shoujo is a Japanese word which refers to young women from around 7 to 18 

years old.  In Japanese culture, the young, beautiful, and pure shoujo should be 

“well-preserved” for they are just like the fragile cherry blossoms (sakura) – the 

signification of “transient nature of both beauty and life” which is embedded in 

the unique Japanese aesthetics of a certain melancholy and sensitivity of things 

(Hinton, 2013).  Hinton elaborated, “The shoujo has been represented as a 

romanticised image of uncorrupted innocence and beauty, a state that adults are 

keenly aware they have passed but still hanker for, like their lost childhood” 

(2013, p. 1589).  Therefore, the metaphorical meaning of sakura can be 

understood as the transient beauty of the shoujo.  According to Zack (2010), 

Lolita can be understood “in terms of Humbert’s dreams of lost youth and first 

love with the character of Lolita aligned to the romantic appeal of the shoujo” 

(as cited in Hinton 2013, p.1589).  Following in this vein, the new meaning of 

Figure 2.19  

A DVD film cover image of Kamikaze Girls 
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Japanese Lolita apparently matches its own original idea for it represents a 

modest, innocent, graceful, polite, and beautiful image as shoujo.  

Hinton (2013) also analyses “Lolita subculture” through the idea of social 

representations and states that it is unfair to view “Lolita” as a “femme fatale”, 

“teenage vamp” or “nymphette” that the films stereotyped or projected, for the 

original denotation of the book, “Humbert’s desire is portrayed as destructive to 

the girl and her childhood, and it drives him to murder” (P.1585).  He further 

explains,  

In the movie, Humbert’s desire becomes understandable rather than perverted. 

This was repeated in the 1997 (film) remake, in which Dominique Swain (also 

older than 15) played an older version of Lolita. Whereas in the book 

Nabokov makes Lolita’s tomboyish lack of interest in sexuality very clear, in 

this film (1962 version) Lolita acts in the opposite manner—flirting with and 

kissing the buttoned-up Humbert. The Lolita of the film has become a 

different character—older and coquettish and aware of her sexual appeal 

(Hinton, 2013, p.1585) 

 

Hinton’s makes a clear analysis that, in terms of media discussions around the 

promotion of teenage girls, the distortion of the original representation of Lolita 

can then be viewed as the modification of publicity that meets the social and 

cultural expectation, i.e. “by making Lolita older and sexually aware, she ceases 

to be the exploited child of the book and becomes, in popular culture, a teenage 

vamp…then it is culturally more acceptable for her to display a sexual appeal” 

(p. 1586).  I agree with Hinton’s opinion not only from his reasonable discussion, 

but again because Lolita has not played any active role in the book from the first 

line until the end.  The story was only told by Humbert with his own (seductive) 

language (trying) to convince the readers to justify his paedophile problem.  I 

argue that the representation of sexually attractive desirable teen girls is only 

Humbert’s imagination and articulation because Lolita is silent in the book.  The 

case in point provides evidence that the original meaning or interpretation of 

Lolita has no harm to the positive connotation of Lolita subculture.  However, 

it might also imply a “revolt” purpose or behaviour as performed by the 

participants: to have total autonomy to present who they are.  
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2.3.2 Kawaii Culture and Lolita 

During the 1980s, the Japanese mainstream culture was widely obsessed with 

the concept of “Kawaii”, it means cute in Japanese.  According to Kinsella 

(2013), it primarily means childlike, “it celebrates sweet, adorable, innocent, 

pure, simple, genuine, gentle, vulnerable, weak, and inexperienced social 

behaviour and physical appearances” (p.220).  Kawaii also means an object that 

is soft, delightful, colourful, round, and cuddly, for example, Sanrio’s characters 

Hello Kitty, Chococat, My Melody, Pompompurin are principally kawaii.  It is 

not surprising that Lolita participants, from their clothes and accessories, play a 

role in this kawaii culture. Winge precisely noted, “Cuteness has become a 

significant part of the Lolita subculture” for Lolita usually shows the 

characteristics of “hypercute” through the use of “feminine dress, postures and 

Kawaii objects” (2008, p.49).  It is also suggested that high school shoujo (girls 

aged 15 to 19) developed their own kawaii culture for it helped them to escape 

from harsh adulthood as they had more pocket money and more leisure time 

than other members of society during the economic boom between 1970s and 

1990s in Japan (Treat, 1995).  Being an adult means the end of their “sweet 

shoujo time”, and there comes the need to take up new responsibilities after 

graduation from schools or universities.  This also explains why some of the 

studies state that Lolitas are reluctant to move to the adult stage for they want 

to stay in their comfort zone, just like the young girls in the "shoujo" stage.  As 

Hinton states (2013), "They (Lolitas) are plucky shoujo striving against an 

undesirable adult world and, as such, represent the model shoujo in kawaii 

culture” (p.1596).  Therefore, this group of teenage girls have no aspiration to 

move into adulthood for the prospect of women’s adult life in Japan was viewed 

as one of hard work, responsibility, family duty, and gender discrimination 

(Hinton, 2013).  

In addition, Brian J. McVeigh (2000) provides an alternative view about the 

ideology of cuteness in Japanese culture.  He argues that Japan is a society based 

on gender hierarchy and under powerful bureaucratizing forces, cuteness 

“sweetens” the social relations, and usually is “used to symbolise, reinforce and 

communicate norms which privileges males over females” (P.144).  In other 

words, “cuteness” is a term that communicates messages as the “ideal woman” 
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in Japanese culture, which softens social relations, making a hierarchized and 

formalised social existence more relaxing, cheerful, and warm.  According to 

McVeigh, femininity is often associated with dress styles like skirts with lace or 

rose flora pattern garments (McVeigh, 2000).  From a psychological perspective, 

McVeigh sees the “cute and fancy” Lolita look as a form of doll-like and 

innocent characterization which is considered to be sexy from “a Western 

perspective - a particular type of euro-kawaii” (2000 p.176).  With this view, 

Lolita and their dress style may be associated as sexy and glamourous from 

males’ perspective in Western societies.  Therefore, analysis of the Lolita 

subculture in previous studies shows not only gender boundaries but also culture 

boundaries.   

 

2.3.3 Doll Culture and Lolita  

Another cultural element that is connected with Lolita is the Japanese doll 

culture, which implies a fear of growing up and has been regarded as an escape 

from reality.  As suggested by Bernal (2011), such fear can be detected through 

the attachment of Lolita’s princess-doll-look appearance.  Doll culture in Japan 

can be observed in a famous festival called Hina-matsuri, which is held 

“annually on 3rd of March, known as Dolls’ Day or Girls’ Day”.25  It is a special 

day for the celebration of dolls and girls.  These dolls are called “Hina dolls” 

(see Figure 2.20), which are “displayed in formal settings as well as households 

all over Japan for the purpose of bringing good health and growth to families 

raising girls” (Bernal, 2011, p.138).  Many Japanese girls are familiar with these 

traditional “spiritual” dolls.  Although these traditional dolls are no longer 

popular for many contemporary Japanese girls, it is still common to have dolls 

as childhood companions for girls.  Subsequently, because of the influence of 

Western aesthetic concept and Japanese kawaii culture of the cute and pretty 

girls’ look, a princess like style of Super Dollfies (see Figure 2.21 & 2.22) is 

                                                           
25 This traditional festival can be traced back to the Heian period (794 and 1185 ) in 

Japan. See more from  (Hinamatsuri, 2021) 
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produced26 - with big eyes, long eye lashes, and blond/brown curly hair style.  I 

learnt the term “Super Dollfies” from my respondents.  They told me that “Super 

Dollfies” are associated with Lolita fashion because some of the doll dresses are 

designed by well-known Japanese Lolita brands, such as Baby and Atelier-

Pierrot.  In answering the question “What motivates you to dress as Lolita?” 

one of my respondents said: 

I am a fan of SD, meaning “Super Dollfies”. I like to collect them because I 

liked playing with dolls when I was a little girl.  When I saw SD dressed like 

a Lolita style, I also tried it myself. (Kel, personal communication, July 20, 

2017) 

 

 

 

Rika Kayama (2006) states that “by dressing up like (frilly) babies, the Lolitas 

are attempting to hang on to the carefree days of childhood” (as cited in Bernal, 

2011, p.164).  Indeed, dolls have a special place in some of the Lolitas’ hearts 

for they bring them back childhood memories which is basically a “need for 

security via familiarity with infantile things”.  Bernal also suggested, “The loss 

of a real child that could very likely feel like a loss of part of one’s self” (2011, 

p.154).  It somehow supports the role of a woman as a little girl by using the 

doll as an essential “plot” to perform the innocent and childlike self – the lost 

part while turning into an adult.  This view echoes with Lacan’s “Mirror Stage 

/Imaginary” theory of an individual always looking for the “loss of part of 

oneself”.  In other words, through performing the “ideal-self” as a Lolita with 

                                                           
26 Super Dollfie, often abbreviated SD, “is a brand of ball-jointed doll, or BJD, made 

by the Japanese company Volks”. (Super Dollfie , 2017, prar.1) 

Figure 2.20  

Hina Doll 

 

Figure 2.21 

Pullip Doll 

 

Figure 2.22  

Dollfies 
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specific clothing style and behaviours, it allows the participants to attain a more 

“completed self”.  Relevant data collected from the interviews with Lolita 

participants will be discussed and analysed in Chapter Four and Five in this 

thesis.  

 

2.4 CCCS Subculture Theory and Lolita Subculture 

Historically, the concept of subculture was first applied within the Chicago 

School during the 1920s, which is “created to counter anime, where symbols, 

rituals, and meaning promote social cohesion” (Blackman, 2014, p.498).  

However, in Britain, subculture appeared with a different explanation and 

application from that of the Chicago School.  It was theorised as “abnormality 

rather than normality” by British theorists and sociologists during that time 

(Blackman, 2010b).  Until the 1970s, systematic investigations on subcultures 

were first introduced by the Birmingham University’s Centre for Contemporary 

Culture Studies (CCCS) in the United Kingdom. The school proposed 

systematic studies of post-war youth subcultures based around spectacular 

styles of working-class young people.  Since then, sociology scholars in 

American and Britain suggested that the youth, who form particular groups of 

gangs, was considered as a social problem for some of their deviant and 

delinquent subcultural behaviour (Hall and Jefferson 1976; Thornton, 1996; 

Hebdige, 2002).  Therefore, traditionally, the term subculture has been regarded 

as a foremost descriptive instrument for “sociology and criminology to 

understand deviant behaviour” of youth culture (Blackman, 2014).  It is a 

subversion to normality, which brings together like-minded individuals who 

share similar values, beliefs and “cultural practices that are different from the 

mainstream” (Hebdige, 2002).  

 

2.4.1 New Definitions on Youth Subculture 

Without doubt the Lolita group should be placed under the umbrella of 

subcultural discourses, as the hyper-feminine image created and performed by 

Lolitas is totally contradictory to the style of contemporary women in the 

mainstream.  However, distinctive evidence in this study, including, but not 
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limited to Lolitas, shows that subcultural studies are no longer restricted to 

delinquent youth, male dominated, and specific social classes.  It expands into 

a much wider range of groups, such as female oriented, young adulthood, and 

mature adulthood from different social classes and media spaces.  Therefore, 

some scholars such as Iain Chambers and Andy Bennett, have begun to make 

new definitions on subculture through a postmodern approach.  As quoted in 

Blackman, 

By the start of the twenty-first century new terms premised on postmodern 

ideas to replace subculture flourished, including post-subcultural, neo-tribe, 

scene, life style, after and beyond subculture (Chambers 1987). Andy Bennett 

(2011, p.493) described these new terms as representing “the post-subcultural 

turn” (2014, p.504). 

 

For post-subcultural theorists, subcultural construction and practice are no 

further articulated by the modernist structuring relations of social class, gender 

and race which are advocated by the CCCS.  The notion of “youth culture” 

seems to be increasingly unclear and open to more interpretations in the 21st 

century postmodern time (Blackman, 2010a; Bennett and Hodkinson, 2013).  

Post-subcultural theorists see subcultures as more creative, and it liberates 

individual identity from the subordination of oppression.  Although the 

emphasis on individual consumer creativity seems to enable subculture 

participants to construct their own identity through the meaning of 

“individualistic identity, pleasure and individual performance”, the social 

structure, social divisions, gender and the collectivism of young people’s 

identity are restrained (Blackman, 2014, pp. 506-508).  For this reason, 

subcultural theorists, such as Paul Hodkinson and Patrick Williams revised the 

CCCS theory of subcultures and suggested new forms of subcultural theory. 

The new theory not only focuses on questions of resistance and misbehaviour 

within capitalism, but also is grounded on the cultural studies approach to 

deviance (Hodkinson and Lincoln, 2008; Williams; 2011).  Blackman rightly 

states that the revised CCCS theory “has explanatory potential to account for 

young people’s subcultural activities across different countries at different 

historical and political conjunctures” (2014, p. 505).  For a more comprehensive 

analysis of the Lolita subculture in contemporary cultural context, as briefly 

presented in Chapter One, I have engaged three main theories to investigate the 
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construction and performance of Lolita identity in this study.  It includes Erving 

Goffman’s dramaturgical theory, the semiotic theory proposed by Ferdinand de 

Saussure and Roland Barthes, as well as Lacan’s theory of mirror stage.   In 

addition, I have also employed Judith Butler’s performative theory to examine 

how the hyper-feminine identity of Lolita was performed and viewed within 

contemporary gender discourses in this study. 

 

2.4.2 Self-Performance and Dream Space 

Goffman states that people construct themselves as having “some set of 

essential characteristics that they cite as defining their self-concepts, and that 

they engage in interpretations and practice intended to affirm the continuity of 

those self-concepts over time and place” (Gioia, 1998, p.19).  As applied in this 

study, the set of essential characteristics includes plots (i.e. clothes, accessories 

and makeup), behaviours (body movement, facial expressions and ways of 

speaking) and speech (use of tone and language) that Lolita equips themselves 

in presenting to others.  For Goffman, “Front” is “that part of the individual’s 

performance which regularly functions in a general and fixed fashion to define 

the situation for those who observe the performance”.  It implies how 

individuals perform themselves to fit in a specific place (or space) for the 

purpose of making the appropriate facial expressions and body movements.  For 

example, when joining a tea high party, Lolita participants will perform as a 

sweet Lolita or classic Lolita style, while attending a Halloween party, they will 

perform as a serious, mysterious and elegant Lolita by putting on the Black 

Gothic Lolita style.  As subjects, individuals are not simply “role taking” but 

also “role making” (Turner 1990, p.860; as quoted in McVeigh 2000, p.5), while 

“people act not because of “needs” or “force”, but “simply in order to make their 

conduct meaningful to those around them as well as to themselves” (Brisset and 

Edgley 1990a, p.203, as quoted in McVeigh 2000, p.6).  Here “role taking” 

means adopting and acting someone’s role, for example, characters from manga, 

animations, or film; while “role making” means the individual (participant) has 

his/her own autonomy to be him/herself, and not necessarily to act as a fixed 

character.  
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Moreover, performing themselves as young women of the 19th century upper-

class implies that the space/stage of the performance place for the Lolitas, is not 

located in a “normal space” of social interaction that Goffman described, but in 

a particular imaginative/ideal space, which I would propose as a “Dream Space” 

in this study.  This is because Lolita’s behaviour/performance is neither limited 

by outsiders (audiences) nor restricted by the public space.  Therefore, another 

“space” would need to be added in redefining the nature of “stage” in Goffman’s 

theory.   The dream space, however, is not just a dream but a place to voice out 

what they want to express in society.   This concept of the dream space will be 

further elaborated in Chapter Four.  

 

2.4.3 Symbolic Representations & Expressions 

Angela McRobbie (1998) precisely wrote, youth subcultures are symbolically 

engaged in their output of cultural forms; therefore, they naturally come to 

represent a particular historical moment and its generation.  It is rather obvious 

that the distinctive symbolic representations of “super-femininity” in Lolita 

subculture appears to have crafted a remarkably contradictory image to the 

contemporary feminine identity in the 21st century.  As for the concept of 

symbols and representations in semiotics, Saussure believes that language is 

made up of signs (sign: Lat. signum, a mark, a token) that communicate 

meanings and could potentially be studied in the same way as linguistic signs.  

He suggests that our perception and understanding of reality is constructed by 

words and other signs which we use in a social context.  He argues that each 

sign has two parts: the signifier which is “the vehicle which expresses the sign” 

and the signified which is “the concept which the signifier calls forth when we 

perceive it” (Bignell 1997, pp.11-12).  This means there are two components to 

each sign.  One is the vehicle that expresses the sign; the other is the sign 

encoding a specific meaning which is recognized by the surrounding social 

culture.  According to Bignell (1997), signs within an image are presented in 

various ways, many times depending on the style of the image-maker.  

Therefore, particular visual images of self, as represented by Lolitas through a 

cautious selection of clothing style, accessories, makeup, particular practices of 
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manners as well as texts or images posted on blogs/ webs, they all denote 

specific meanings of its gender, cultural and social identities. 

In his “Mythologies” theory, Roland Barthes (1993), develops Saussure’s 

theory in relation to myth or ideology, known as the second level of meaning.  

He suggests semiology is a science of forms, since it studies significations apart 

from their content.  He describes myth as the tri-dimensional pattern which 

consists of the signifier, the signified and the sign.  In the construction of 

meanings through the semiological chain, a second order semiological system 

follows.  This is how Barthes explains the coming into being of myths.  

Therefore, a sign in the first system becomes a mere signifier in the second.  

Barthes declares myth functions in society as a “system of communication” or 

a “message” (Barthes, 1984, P.109).  This allows one to perceive that a myth 

cannot possibly be just an object, a concept, or an idea; it is a mode of 

signification, a form.  Therefore, everything can be a myth.  Barthes views the 

process of myth creation as endless for new meanings are generated with 

changing time and social space.  He also describes the “chain of associations” 

or signs that make up a picture narrative.  For instance, pictures are 

presentational.  Signs within an image are presented in various ways, many 

times depending on the style of the image-maker.  Therefore, the sign on the 

first level of meaning becomes a signifier on a second level.  These two semiotic 

levels can be illustrated by considering the English name “Lolita”.  On the first 

semiotic level, the letters (signifier) simply denote a female name (signified).  

However, on the second level Lolita signifies a “famous novel” written by the 

Russian writer, Vladimir Nabokov.  After the book was adopted as a film in 

western countries, and the book becomes more popular, and then it produces 

negative meanings as “nymphets” or “sexual assault” based on the content of 

the story.  Such interpretation is never-ending for other meanings or 

representations can be reproduced and created in various social and cultural 

contexts.   

The cultural theorist as well as one of the founders of CCCS, Stuart Hall, further 

elaborates on the semiotic concept for culture studies, and states that all 

connotations are continually formed, circulated, and consumed in systems of 

representation through language or practice.  According to Hall, “the semiotic 
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approach argues that these meanings are subject to changes within history and 

culture” (1980, p.130).   For Hall, identity cannot be understood if culture and 

representation are excluded, because “identities are… constituted within, not 

outside representation” (1996, p. 4).  He draws on the semiotic approach and 

Foucault’s discursive approach to describe “how meanings are subject to 

changes within history and culture” (Hall, 1980).  Therefore, Hall’s works on 

“culture” and “identity” will be useful for making analysis of Hong Kong Lolita 

subculture from historical and cultural perspectives.  The clarification and 

connotation of “Lolita” and its association with “Lolita” subculture were 

elaborated and discussed in the first part of this Chapter.  

 

2.4.4 Psychoanalytical and Gender Discourses 

Jacques Lacan developed Freud’s “ideal ego” further and formed his “Mirror 

Stage” theory, which is known as the realm of the “Imaginary”.  The work 

explains “the idea of a “self” being created through an imaginary identification 

with the image in the mirror” (Lacan, 2001).  “Ideal ego” denotes a perfect 

whole self who has no insufficiency - but content and pleased (Lacan, 1988).  A 

case in point can be found in today’s celebrities’ images of being good looking, 

cheerful and healthy models on the covers of magazines.  They are usually 

iconic signs that represent the idea and better self that everybody wants to attain. 

The desire to become the “better-self”, “adorable self” or “good-looking self” 

represented by the celebrities is a desire to overcome the “lack” which is 

experienced by the human psyche.  This can also explain why many Lolita 

participants are more enthusiastic to post their photos that depict their ideal look, 

e.g. sweet and cute images, on virtual platforms or magazines.  Moreover, as 

discussed above, Lolita subculture is partly influenced by/developed from the 

Japanese “Shoujo culture” for it emphasises Kaiwii, young looking and pretty 

which young girls desire (Hinton, 2013).   A shoujo in Japan is perceived as 

young, sweet, beautiful, and adorable.   

Another interesting feature in the cultural performance of the Lolitas is fluidity 

or flexibility of identities.  Lolita participants can “transmute” into a new 

identity as they put on a Lolita dress and “become” a Lolita through 
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“performing”.  For instance, from an ordinary girl into an “urban princess”; from 

a mature woman into a cute little girl; from a male into a sweet Brolita, etc.  

Such a practice can be explained by contemporary gender theories such as those 

proposed by Judith Butler in her book Subjects of Desire (2012) which was 

inspired by Lacan’s notion of “lack” and “imaginary”. This is because Butler 

connects the idea of “bodily contour to the ego in Lacan’s mirror stage, stating 

that the mirror offers the self with a “frame” or “the spatial delineation” dividing 

what belongs to it from what does not” (Bodies that Matter, 1990, p. 74, as cited 

in Wu, 2012, p.34).  In her article Performative Acts and Gender Constitution 

(1988), Butler states that gender and desire are floating; they are flexible and 

not affected by stable factors like sexuality or race (2012).  As Butler claims 

that “the body is not merely matter but a continual and incessant materialising 

of possibilities” (1988, p.521), and “gender is not passively scripted on the body, 

and neither is it determined by nature, language, the symbolic, or the 

overwhelming history of patriarchy” (1988, p. 531).  In other words, gender is 

“doing”, it is constantly performing or acting, which is led by the desire for 

attaining a “preferred”, “particular” or “ideal” identity.   

 Butler’s idea can also be traced in Foucault’s work on power and the body, 

which emphasises on the efforts (e.g. performing specific manners or applying 

tattoos) that someone imposed on the body in order to construct a particular 

ideal self. As she writes, 

The body is not a self-identical or merely factice materiality; it is a materiality 

that bears meaning, if nothing else, and the manner of this bearing is 

fundamentally dramatic. By dramatic I mean only that the body is not merely 

matter but a continual and incessant materializing of possibilities. (Butler, 

1988, P521) 

 

Foucault (1998) states that a specific pattern of social discipline and regulation 

produces a specific kind of body and a particular idea of the self, while all 

behaviours in making the body desirable is a kind of investment of power in 

one’s own body (Vintges, 2011).  The time and money, for instance, a Lolita 

spends to attain the desirable feminine look (e.g. makeup, dresses, and 

accessories, etc.) could be interpreted as a kind of investment/ preparation to 

perform or construct a particular type of identity.   According to Entwistle, 

clothing can be seen to reflect tastes, personalities and social class, while “dress 
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in everyday life is also the outcome of social pressures and the image the dressed 

body makes can be symbolic of the situation in which it is found” (2000, p.15).  

Entwistle’s view on this point is valid in the case of Lolita subculture as the 

clothes and dresses of Lolita is a way to express their resistance to mainstream 

values.  This is because Lolitas express their view through a special clothing 

style, body movement and way of speaking, which appears “out-of-place” 

within a contemporary social context.  However, it reveals a form of “rebellion” 

to the social expectation/value of women in contemporary time.  I argue that the 

feminine identity that Lolitas performed should not be regarded as 

“subordinate”, but rather it is to show that they have the “autonomy” in choosing 

who they want to be. This means, by wearing and performing themselves in the 

Lolita style, they are providing the group with “soft and cute weapons” to 

prepare themselves to rebel against mainstream views on the role of 

contemporary women.  The hyper-feminine characteristic of Lolita is not aimed 

to satisfy or please anyone but is an expression of self-autonomy in constructing 

one’s own specific identity.  

From the above reviews of the CCCS theory on subcultural studies and post-

structural theories on the construction of gender and identity, I suggest that the 

presence of Lolita subculture not only engages the above theories for the current 

subcultural discourses, but also reinforces the evaluation process in the arena of 

subculture studies.  This is because the Lolita group contains rich potentials for 

the discourses on individualistic identity, pleasure, resistance, creativity, gender, 

and cultural hybridity studies.  This study, therefore, intends to deepen the 

understanding of new thoughts of female-oriented Lolitas, and provide 

innovative insights on subculture studies which are not found in existing 

literature.  The next part of the chapter will present the changes of gender status 

of Hong Kong women and how the concept of “self-adornment” that Lolita 

foreshadows in the performance of hyper-feminine identity.  

 

2.5 Transforming of Gender Status of Hong Kong Women 

According to Watzlawick (1984), “gender is the principal category by which the 

social world is organised, while the meanings attached to gender are formed by 
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human history and culture”.  To understand the gender status of women in Hong 

Kong and its subtle connection with the formation of Hong Kong Lolita 

subculture, one needs to investigate the original space and time from social, 

cultural, and historical perspectives for where the subject “Hong Kong Lolita” 

is situated.  Hong Kong became a British colony on June 26, 1843 after China 

was defeated in the two Opium Wars in 1842 and 1860. 27  The colonised Hong 

Kong took a very different track from that of China in its cultural, social, 

financial, educational, and political development before it was handed over to 

China in 1997.   In terms of women’s clothing style, the idea of “self-

beautification” emphasised in the West was a direct reference for Hong Kong 

women during the colonised period, and it was represented in a very different 

style when compared with women in China.  The following sections will 

elaborate on the ins and outs of the transformation of gender status of women in 

Hong Kong. 

 

2.5.1 Hong Kong Women’s Style in /before 1960s 

2.5.1.1 Change of Clothing Style 

In most of the traditional societies, such as China, Japan and Kore, daughters 

should obey their fathers and elder brothers; wives are preached to be 

subordinated to their husbands and parents-in-laws, while widows should 

depend on grownup sons; it advocates that women should be subordinated to 

men (Wong, 1973).  This concept is deeply rooted in almost all Chinese societies, 

and it was the same for most of the Chinese women in Hong Kong before the 

1960s, even though Hong Kong became a colony and dependent territory of the 

United Kingdom for around 10 years by that time.  After 1960s, however, the 

populations and economy grew dramatically for two key factors: first, Hong 

Kong was reinstated to social order after the end of Sino-Japanese occupation 

in December 1946; second, because of the outbreak of Cultural Revolution in 

                                                           
27 “China ceded Hong Kong Island to Britain after the First Opium War in 1842. Over 

the decades, thousands of Chinese migrants fleeing domestic upheavals settle in the 

colony”. See more from (BBC News, 2019, para.1)  
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China during 1966 and 1976,28 many Chinese people, who bought capital and 

techniques, came to Hong Kong for the social environment was relatively more 

stable.  During this period industries in textile and toy making grew stronger 

and stronger, and lots of young female workers were needed.  Women in Hong 

Kong began to work in factories and support the family Wong (1973).  This 

implies women’s status in society began to change in the 1960s; their role in the 

family became different as women were now economically more independent 

and not totally dependent on men. These changes of women’s statues also 

reflected on the transformation of clothes styles in Hong Kong according to 

different periods.  

In general, Hong Kong women's look during the post-war era (i.e., 1950s to 

1960s), as found in old photos, newspapers or magazines, could be divided into 

three main groups: First, upper-or middle-class women (see Figure 2.23), who 

usually wore high quality fabrics with fashionable design pattern Qipao or 

dresses with Western style full skirts, leather handbags and high-heeled shoes. 

These garments and accessories were mainly from western countries.  Second, 

office ladies, who were usually put on neat western style clothing or Qipao 

(usually covering the knees) were seen in either plain fabrics or floral prints, 

hair is short and permed, and wore leader high-heeled shoes (see Figure 2.24).  

Third, young factory female workers, who usually wore two-pieces fitting 

clothes that were made from smooth polyester with small floral print design, 

short or long straight/permed hair style, and quite often completed with a pair 

of plastic shoes (see Figure 2.25).   

 

                                                           
28  See more from “The Cultural Revolution: all you need to know about China's 

political convulsion” (Phillips, 2016).  
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Figure 2.23   

A fashionable Hong Kong woman 

in 1950-60s 

 

Figure 2.24   

Hong Kong middle-class women in the 

1950-60s 

 

 
 

Figure 2.25  

 Hong Kong women worked in factories in the 

late 1950s-60s 

 

Figure 2.26   

Posture of an ideal Chinese 

woman in 1930s-1940s 
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In addition, a fashionable women's clothing style basically was a mix of the 

East-meets-West look for Hong Kong and was influenced by British fashion and 

living styles in many ways.  This can be seen in many of the calendar posters 

that were produced in Shanghai and Hong Kong. Usually models in the posters 

were depicted as fashionable women with wavy hairstyles, sitting with legs 

crossed, and wearing trendy high-heel leather shoes etc.  In Figure 2.26, for 

example, it is a poster for Haig Liquor in the 1930s.  The woman was depicted 

as “provocative, self-contented, crossed legs and exposed armpit, see-through 

dress, visible underwear, high-heeled shoes” etc. (Lago, 2012, p. 55).  The 

western ideal look of a woman was perceived as modern, sophisticated, stylish, 

and sexy.  Although this kind of ideal look was not a common style of Hong 

Kong women in everyday life at the time, it was regarded as modern and 

beautiful.  This was also the time that Chinese Women in Hong Kong 

experienced the western ideal beauty concept about women in modern society.   

 

2.5.2 Women in Hong Kong in the 1960s-1970s 

2.5.2.1 Absence of “Self-Adornment” during Culture Revolution in China 

During the 1960s-1970s, because women in Hong Kong received better 

education and the education level of women improved, many of them began to 

work in factories and offices.  Statistics shows that between 1961 and 1971: 

Educational achievement for the female population has been in the upper 

primary level for those under 15 years of age (9% increase), and in the senior 

middle or higher secondary level for those over 15 years of age (almost 6% 

increased) (Wong, 1973, pp. 15-17) 

 

This contributed to the increase in the total population of an industrial labour 

force in Hong Kong.  As more women become literate, they not only could stand 

for free will and personal liberty in society, but also could have freedom in 

choosing the style of clothing when compared with Chinese women in Mainland 

China.  Concurrently in the 60s, China was in the midst of Cultural Revolution, 

and the communists invented a “politically correct” appearance that signified 

the absence of “self-adornment” (Zhou, 1994, p.190, as quoted in Ip, 2003, 

p.333).  Ip states that “female beauty is viewed as relevant to the nationalist 
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project of strengthening China” and noticeable attention to external appearance 

was considered “shameful, sinful, and anti-revolutionary” (2003, p.335).  It was 

said that “the more plain your clothes, the more revolutionary people considered 

you to be” (Flahavin, 1987, par. 9).  Women should wear no makeup and 

jewellery, while the hair should be kept short and straight; and her outfit would 

be a simple uniform in black, muted blue, grey and olive green.  In short, the 

clothing style of women looked much like men, both wearing “Mao suit”.29  

This indicates the identity differences of women in terms of clothing 

representations in Hong Kong and Mainland China.  

 

2.5.5.2 Practice of “Self-Beautification”  

Women in Hong Kong did not need to follow the revolutionary concept that 

mentioned above, for it was under British governance during the colonised 

period.  Many Hong Kong women would modernise their image by perming 

their hair, wearing makeup, dunning high heel shoes, and adopting Western 

clothing style and accessories through various sources as references, for 

instance, imported magazines, foreign movies on TV channels,  as well as 

travellers who returned from Europe or America (Finnane, 2008).   In her article, 

Femme Infantile: Australian Lolitas in Theory and Practice, Sophia Staite 

rightly states that “Lolita reflects the fashion of the daughters of the colonial 

powers; powers whose impact on the course of Asian-Pacific history was 

profound” (2013, p.1). One can compare the clothing style of the Chinese 

women in the following photos: Figure 2.27 implies that the clothing and hair 

style of Hong Kong women was more westernized by showing slim body shape 

and wave hairstyle, while the style of clothing of the women, as shown in Figure 

2.28, in mainland China was simple, unified, and unisex to fit in the ideal image 

as a revolutionary woman during the Cultural Revolution.    Lolita subculture 

becomes regarded as a “movement that represents a similarly powerful rebellion 

against the conventions of contemporary society” (V&A, n.d.). 

                                                           
29 “The modern Chinese tunic suit is a style of male attire originally known in China 

as the Zhongshan suit ( 中 山 裝 ) after the republican leader Sun Yat-sen” (Sun 

Zhongshan). See more from (Mao Suit, 2021, para. 1) 
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From the above discussion, I claim that the cultural representations of western 

aesthetic values on women’s fashion and style have been embedded in many 

Hong Kong women’s minds and still sustain today.  Lolitas might not agree with 

the ideal images of “modern women” as represented in those westernised 

publicities; however, they do not reject the idea of “self-beautification”.  The 

practice of “self-beautification” is one of the factors that prepare the 

construction of feminine identity of Lolita for the use of specific fashion styles, 

wigs, makeup, and accessories are essentially “self-beautifying”.  However, 

“self-beautification” is not necessarily being regarded as playing favourite to 

patriarchal power as argued by feminists (Bartky, 1990; Bordo, 1993), rather it 

expresses its own (feminine) power with its unique and hybrid identities.  This 

is a point that I will be elaborating on with more details throughout the thesis.   

 

 

 

2.5.3 Women in Hong Kong from 1980s to 1990s 

2.5.3.1 Changes of Performance Space and being More Visible 

Moving into the 1980s, Hong Kong experienced great economic growth, 

becoming home to a multicultural, global city; it was recognized for its wealth 

and unique Hong Kong lifestyle.  After a series of further educational reforms 

Figure 2.27   

Clothing style of Chinese women in Hong 

Kong during 1960s 

 

Figure 2.28   

Clothing style of mainland Chinese 

women during 1960s 
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implemented by the Hong Kong government during the 1970s, and from 1978 

onwards all children were entitled to receive free and compulsory schooling for 

9-years.30  The implementation of the new policies made significant changes in 

women’s roles in society as well as in family.  Many young women were 

employed and they worked outside their homes. This implies new 

responsibilities and a change in authority patterns at home.  For example, the 

wives could “no longer be solely responsible for household duties, the husband-

and-wife power relationship would tend toward a more equalitarian pattern” 

(Wong, 1973, p.14).  Women would pay more attention to their appearance for 

employment outside home, and in Goffman’s idea, this means the changes of 

“performance space” and being “noticeable” in the working site.   

 

2.5.4 Women in Hong Kong from 2000s to Present 

2.5.4.1 Keeps Transforming 

According to Choi and Cheung (2012), more and more educated women entered 

the job market and took up managerial and professional positions and they 

achieved similar income parity as men.  For example, as the data that I collected 

from my Lolita informants, over 70% are degree holders, while 20% are master 

degree holders with professional career prospects.  Precisely, contemporary 

young women in Hong Kong are being perceived as independent, well educated, 

aggressive and self-sufficient (Evans & McConnell, 2003).  Hence, the role and 

status of women in Hong Kong has changed dramatically since the 1990s.  

Moreover, it is very common that well educated working women (especially 

those who are married) will hire other women to help at home.  Most of the 

housemaids have been employed from overseas (e.g. Philippines and 

Indonesians) by contract since the mid-1970s (Kuo, 2014).   

In short, due to the improvement in education, economic development as well 

as the influence of Western feminism, the status of women in Hong Kong has 

“achieved significant developments over the past few decades” (Lee & Collins, 

                                                           
30 Primary education has been free since 1971. The extension to include the years of 

secondary school was made in 1980. 
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2008, quoted in Chan, 2012).  Although “the virtues (of women) are defined 

narrowly around a role as wife and mother”, comparing with women in 

Mainland China and other capital cities of Asian countries, Hong Kong women 

are protected from gender discrimination in many ways e.g., education, right to 

free speech, employment, salary, etc. (Cheng, 1996, quoted in Chan 2012, 

p.387).  As a result, Chinese women in Hong Kong, under the influence of 

modern ideologies of capitalism, colonialism, and socialism from the West, are 

perceived to be more westernised and modern (Wong, 2012).  Their feminine 

identities have been performed in a more diverse and assorted ways; it is not 

apparent as a mono performance, but keeps transforming.  These factors 

constitute part of the feminine identity formation of Lolita subculture in Hong 

Kong.  A further discussion regarding the above factors, as well as how Lolita 

subculture is being defined and located in subcultural studies, will be presented 

in the following section. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

Unquestionably, discussions on Lolita have become more noticeable among 

researchers in various fields of studies in recent years (Gagné, 2010, 2013; 

Winge, 2008; Bergstrom, 2011; Porzio, 2012; Hinton 2013, 2014).  Mackie 

(2009), Gagné (2013) and Hinton (2013) perceive the hyper-feminine aesthetics 

and Shoujo-like (young women) behaviours of Lolita as reflecting young girls' 

reactive fears against growing up and becoming adult women.  As a result, 

Lolita is often being viewed as mirroring the participant’s negation of maturity 

and social conformity to the normative mode of femininity (Monden, 2013).   

However, according to the data that were collected from my informants, they 

did not have much expression regarding the fears of ageing, which contradicts 

the previous studies that are based on Japanese Lolita discourses.  I will deal 

with this point in Chapter Four by analysing the data collected in this study.   

I suggest that the generation of Lolita was partly produced as a resistance against 

the growing exposure of body and skin, as well as the social value on body shape 

in contemporary society.  By referring to the CCCS subculture theory, post-

structuralist and gender theories, Lolita is not just a choice of dress style, but 
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also an expression of identity and behaviours (Godoy, 2007). In many 

Western/Westernised societies, the current ideal feminine beauty is slim, fresh, 

sexy, and young looking as it is being represented in the media (Abramson & 

Pinkerton, 1995; Fitts & O’Brien, 2009).  As shown in field observations, 

however, Lolita participants are not necessarily slim or have tiny waists to match 

the contemporary feminine beauty concept.  They do not aim for attracting the 

male (sexual) gaze, but mainly want to create a cute and sweet feminine look as 

a free expression for choosing her/his self-identity.  In other words, the Lolita 

subculture emphasises a distinctive symbolic representation of “super-feminine” 

identity.  Its visual expression through particular clothing is a result of certain 

aesthetic value or resistance which urges this group of young women to 

transform themselves into another (alternative) ideal female image.   

The changes of Hong Kong women’s clothing and style implies the changes of 

social and cultural contexts, which also indicates the transforming of social 

status and gender identity of women in Hong Kong.  Such changes lay the 

foundation for the development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong with respect 

to its close connection with western culture and the rise of Japanese popular 

culture.  Apparently, the construction of feminine identity of Lolita gives the 

idea of a breakdown of social rules and norms by challenging hegemony with 

its unique style – a practice that is very much against the grain of the majority 

(Cohen, 1997).  It seems that some of the participants are preparing for “war” 

with their “armour suit”, but “war” in the sense of a “quiet resistance or defiance” 

and protection of “private space”.  Therefore, I argue that Lolita subculture 

expresses its resistance to the social order with their “soft weapons” and “unique 

costumes” to defy their “subordination” in mainstream culture.  
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4. CHAPTER THREE………… 

Research Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter puts forward the main research questions and sub-research 

questions for this study and links them to the qualitative methods and the 

research design applied.  A hybrid qualitative research approach is adopted, 

which includes longitudinal ethnographic, reflexive interviewing, and art-based 

research methods.  As Denzin and Lincoln defines (2005): 

Qualitative research involves the studied use and collection of a variety of 

empirical materials- case study, personal experience, introspectiveness, life 

story, interview, observational, historical, interactional, and visual texts- that 

describe routine and problematic moments and meanings in individuals’ lives. 

(p.2).  

 

First, the research is positioned as an empirical and ethnographical qualitative 

study because data were mainly obtained from the life experience sharing of 

human (Lolita) participants and the researcher’s observation in a Chinese social 

context, Hong Kong, rather than just based on existing theories on subculture 

and identity studies.  Second, as a research to investigate the significance of 

feminine and artistic oriented characteristics of Lolita subculture,  an art-based-

research qualitative method for data collection through art making and 

exhibitions is deployed, resulting in the two art exhibitions: 2018 Wonder Loli 

(I) in Macau and 2019 Wonder Loli (II) in Hong Kong.  

Moreover, because of my artistic training background and personal experience, 

my role in this research is diverse.  I will elaborate on why and how my multiple 

roles as a researcher, artist, art curator and mother have enriched and ensure a 

balanced view on the validity of the findings in this study.  This chapter thus 

provides an inclusive explanation of the interviewing techniques and the process 

of data collection and analysis.  It deliberates on the reflexive thinking of the 

researcher as well as the ethical concerns in the execution of the selected 

methods in the end.   
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3.2 Research Interview Questions 

Sub-Research Questions Connect to Main Research Question 1  

As shown in the literature review, Lolita subculture emphasises the importance 

of fashion and style to construct the participants’ identity.  It infers that 

resources and materials are needed for the creation. Therefore, the first main 

research question concerns how meanings of feminine identities of Lolita were 

created and how they had been transformed as time changes.  

The sub-research questions include: 

1. Are there any criteria to be a Lolita, e.g. age and gender, and why? 

2. What were the factors that motivated the participants to join the Lolita 

group at the beginning? 

3. What are the changes of fashion style and identity representations when 

the teenager Lolitas turn to young adults and become mature women? 

4. What kind of materials or online resources do Lolitas use as reference in 

creating their own style? 

 

Sub-Research Questions Connect to Main Research Question 2 & 3  

To understand the real life of Lolita, in a similar way, it is necessary to 

understand participants’ past experiences of social and psychological factors 

(both external and internal) that constitute the current “self” (Lolita).  People 

construct themselves as having “some set of essential characteristics that they 

cite as defining their self-concepts, and that they engage in interpretations and 

practice intended to affirm the continuity of those self-concepts over time and 

place” (Gioia, 1998, p.19). The second and third main research question of the 

study aims to understand the reasons that motivated the participants to adopt 

and perform Lolita style over the years, and the struggles they might encounter 

as they age.  The sub-research questions include: 

1. What are the factors that motivated the mature Lolita to participate in the 
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group over many years? 31 

2. Were there any interruptions in their participation in in-group activities over 

time? Why? 

3. How do they feel or respond when they encounter negative comments in 

different social contexts e.g. school, family, and society?  

4. How often do the participants join Lolita gatherings? What is the nature of 

the gatherings/activities? 

 

Sub-Research Questions Connects to Main Research Question 4  

Lolita subculture has not only drawn academic scholars’ attention to diverse 

fields, such as gender, subcultural, sociological, and fashion studies, but also 

has become a thought-provoking topic for art creation by contemporary artists 

in postmodern time.  The fourth main research question in this study is to 

explore how Lolita subculture is being viewed, studied, evaluated, and applied 

by artists (including myself) through art creations and activities.  It also serves 

as an art-based-research method for data collection through art making and 

exhibitions, i.e. Wonder Loli (I) & (II).  The sub-research questions include: 

1. How is Lolita subculture being investigated and represented by both 

professional and amateur artists through art creation and art pieces?  

2. How do the public (the visitors) view Lolita subculture when visiting the 

exhibitions? 

3. Does the visual performance of Lolita style serve the function of being as 

a collective phenomenon, a form of creative expression, re-gendering, 

reaffirmation, resistance or secret of self and why? 

4. How is Lolita subculture being interpreted and expressed as a form of 

“specific feminine” identity by female artists? 

 

                                                           
31  I name/define “mature Lolita” for those who have joined the group over 10 years 

and aged above 30.   
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Sub-Research Questions Connects to Main Research Question 4  

Lolita subculture has not only drawn academic scholars’ attention of diverse 

fields, such as gender, subcultural, sociological, and fashion studies, but also 

has become a thought-provoking topic for art creation by contemporary artists 

in postmodern time.  The fourth main research question in this study is to 

explore how Lolita subculture is being viewed, studied, evaluated, and applied 

by artists (including myself) through art creations and activities.  It also serves 

as an art-based-research method for data collection through art making and 

exhibitions, i.e. Wonder Loli (I) & (II).  The sub-research questions include: 

1. How is Lolita subculture being investigated and represented by both 

professional and amateur artists through art creation and art pieces?  

2. How do the public (the visitors) view Lolita subculture when visiting the 

exhibitions? 

3. Dose the visual performance of Lolita style serve the function of being as 

a collective phenomenon, a form of creative expression, re-gendering, 

reaffirmation, resistance or secret of self and why? 

4. How is Lolita subculture being interpreted and expressed as a form of 

“specific feminine” identity by female artists? 

 

3.3 Hybrid Qualitative Research Approach  

From July 2014 to December 2015, a pilot study and a number of field 

observations were conducted and primary data were collected before generating 

the research proposal, and a report of the study was also produced (see Appendix 

3A & 3B).  Then more comprehensive data were collected and analysed between 

2016 and 2020, which were mainly collected from participant observations and 

face-to-face interviews.  The duration (almost 6 years in total) ensured a “deeper 

and more complex understanding of phenomena on the part of the researcher” 

(Roulston, 2010, p.84) and hence warranted a higher quality of the research.   

Participant’s personal photos, objects or texts that depict their 

activities/gatherings, magazines and the images that were posted on online 

platforms were considered in the study.   Painting artworks which were inspired 

by the Lolita subculture were shown in two art exhibitions for collecting data 
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through different settings.  The added art-based-research method aimed to reach 

a wider population for data collection from the community and provide different 

ways to investigate Lolita subculture through artistic practices.  Table 1 shows 

a summary of the research approach, sampling, research sites etc., and details 

of how data was collected in the whole procedure will be presented in the next 

section. 

  

Table 3.1  Research Design 

 Hybrid Qualitative Research Approach 

 

 

Mixed 

Method 

Longitudinal Ethnographic Method 

 

Art Based Research Method  

Pilot study: 2014-2015 

Site interviews: 2016-2019  

Art Exhibitions: Wonder Loli I & 

II (February 2018 & May 2019 ) 

 

Physical Site 

Café , Hotel, Restaurant , Industrial 

site storage, shopping mall 

 

Exhibition Venue 

(1) No.10 Fantasia, Macau 

(2) Ming Kown Exhibition 

Gallery, HKBU 

 

Virtual Site 

 

Email, Facebook, Messenger  

 

Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp 

No. of 

Sample 

 

20  (15 Lolita & 5 Brolitas) 

Around 50-60  

(including visitors & Lolita 

participants) 

Sampling  Snowball sampling method : 

Participants and their Lolita friends 

Invitation: invited visitor to 

answer interview questions on 

the paper circles   

Reflexive 

Interviewing  

Group  interview: 3 times, 10 hours  

Individual Interview: 22 times, 220 

hours  

Period: 2016-2020 

Distribution & Collecting paper 

circles  

Period:  2-3 weeks within 

exhibition period  

Researcher’s 

Role 

Observer & Interviewer  

 

Artist, Curator, Observer, 

Interviewer  

 

 

3.3.1 Four Stages of the Research Design 

In order to present the research approach in a more systematic and orderly way, 

Table 2 was generated, and it shows the four stages of this research and outlines 

the arrangement and categorization of the qualitative elements of data and 

analysis.  Details of the procedure will be elaborated in the following sections 

alongside with Table 2, which provide an overview of the steps and procedures 

of the research design.   
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Table 3.2  Four Stages of Data Collection and Analysis 

Stage Qualitative Methods Analysis Result 

Stage 1  

 

Pilot study 

2014-2015 

Getting 

connection with 

participants via 

online platforms 

and attending 

Lolita events 

Presenting 

interview 

questions during 

individual and 

group interviews 

P
articip

an
t: o

b
serv

atio
n

s (P
O

), e.g
. atten

d
in

g
 tea p

arties, C
h
ristm

as ev
en

ts an
d
 w

o
rk

sh
o

p
s  

th
ro

u
g

h
o

u
t th

e research
 p

ro
cess 

Coding 

thematic 

analysis of 

field notes and 

interview 

transcript 

 

Gained 

preliminary 

knowledge about 

the field and 

participants 

Established 

connections with 

participants 

Highlighted issues 

to investigate for 

formal interview 

questions and 

further interviews 

Stage 2 

 

Primary 

Interviews 

2016-2017 

Attending various 

Lolita events and  

mingling with 

participants  

Sending out 

prepared 

interview 

questions 

First individual 

and group 

interviews 

 

Coding 

thematic and 

discourse 

analysis of 

field notes and 

interview 

transcript 

Keep good 

connections with 

participants 

Connected results 

in Stage 1  

Modified 

interview 

questions 

Improving 

interview 

techniques 

Stage 3 

 

In-depth 

interviews 

2017-2018 

Sending out 

prepared 

(modified) 

interview 

questions 

Individual and 

group in-depth 

interviews 

Coding 

thematic and 

discourse 

analysis of 

field notes and 

interview 

transcript 

Keep good 

connections with 

participants 

Connected results 

in Stage 2 

Generated 

planning for 

exhibitions 

Stage 4 

 

Two art 

exhibitions 

2018-2019 

 

Wonders Loli (I) 

& (II) art 

exhibitions 

Coding 

thematic and 

discourse 

analysis of 

visual and text 

data from both 

exhibitions 

Constantly 

reflecting on and 

modifying 

research progress 

Generated codes 

and themes from 

various forms of 

data for analysis 
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Stage 1-Pilot Study 

The first stage consists of information assembling from the pilot study, which 

was conducted in 2014-2015. Data were collected from participant observations, 

online platforms, one group interview and two individual interviews. Participant 

observations were used in this study because it is an essential tool in 

anthropological and ethnographic studies, and has been used as a natural method 

for data collection (Kawulich, 2005).  The pilot study marked the beginning of 

my research and ran throughout the entire process for “it connects the researcher 

to the most basic of human experiences, discovering through immersion and 

participation the hows and whys of human behaviour in a particular context” 

(Guest, Namey & Mitchell, 2013, p.75).  I intensively engaged with the 

participants in various activities organised by the Lolita group as well as keeping 

constant connections with my informants for nearly 6 years (i.e. from 2014 to 

2020).  

 

Stage 2 & 3 Primary & In-depth Interviews 

The second and third stage involved attending various activities and events that 

were organised by the Lolitas and Lolita fans, such as tea parties, Christmas 

parties, workshops as well as market fairs. This allows me to build up 

connections with the informants and keep constant communication with them.  

With these practices, I could get updated information about their upcoming 

activities and decide which events I should join for collecting relevant 

information.  Before the formal interviewing process, establishing a firm 

interviewing relationship is important.  Throughout this period (i.e. 2016-2019), 

I successfully built a very good and trusting relationship with most of my 

informants (especially the administrative member of HK Lolita community) and 

prepared for in-depth interviews, 32 which aimed at encouraging the behaviours 

and opinions of the respondents to emerge in a more natural and relaxed way in 

our interaction.   As Josselson suggests (2013), the role of the interviewer (me) 

                                                           
32 HK Lolita is a non-profit making group which found in September 2011.  It aims to 

provide Lolita information, eliminate misunderstanding from Lolita Culture. More 

information can be found in the HK Lolita, in Facebook (HK Lolita, n.d.). 

https://www.facebook.com/hklolita/
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is to establish a general direction for the dialogue and pursue particular subjects 

raised by the respondents.  During the interview, it was necessary to maintain 

good and clear interactions between my respondents and myself, therefore, a 

general plan of inquiry with specific words and orders was required.  This period 

of field observation, group chatting with the Lolita participants provided a 

concrete groundwork for developing the design of the interviews, art creation 

and art exhibitions in later stages. 

 

Stage 4-Two Art Exhibitions  

Apart from using traditional qualitative field research methods for data 

collection in the previous stages, I also applied an alternative research method 

in stage 4 in this study, i.e. art-based-research method.  This is because the 

unique nature of Lolita subculture offers a platform for multifarious 

developments in the areas of fashion design and art creativities.  Arts-based 

research method “uses artistic forms and expressions to explore, understand, 

represent, and even challenge human experiences” (Wang, et al., 2017, p.16).  

The specific clothing style of Lolita subculture has not only allowed it to co-

exist with the local fashion industry but also at the same time receive attention 

internationally.    

 

As a result, I organised two art exhibitions, Wonder Loli (I) and (II), to collect 

specific data from artistic perspectives.  In this exhibition project, I played 

multiple roles as curator, mediator, designer, artist, and researcher.  I was 

responsible for all the logistics work throughout the whole process of exhibition 

production, which included: looking for suitable exhibition space, writing 

proposals that matched with my study plan and schedule, making application 

for exhibition venues (see Appendix 5), keeping close communications with the 

organisers/sponsors who supported my project, organising framing and 

transportation of art pieces, etc.   Due to limited budget and resources, I also 

designed backdrops, banners and invitation cards for both exhibitions myself.  

Table 3 shows the differences of both exhibitions in terms of time, space, setting, 

exhibits, number of visitors, etc. 
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Table 3. 3  Wonder Loli Exhibitions 

 Wonder Loli (I) Wonder Loli (II) 

Period 3rd to 25 February, 

2018 

 

13 to 30 May 2019 

Venue No.10 Fantasia, 

Macau 

 

Koo Ming Kown Exhibition Gallery, 

Space size Around 200 square 

metres 

(one small 

exhibition hall on 

the 2nd floor, and a 

mini room on the 

ground floor) 

 

Around 800 square metres (whole 

exhibition venue, on the ground and 

1st floor) 

No. of art 

pieces 

20 (paintings) 26 paintings (16 pieces are new work 

while 10 pieces were displayed in the 

first show) 

No. of 

accessories 

10 10 (same items as shown in the first 

show) 

Fashion Show X There are 12 models (1 male and 11 

females), 4 of them are my 

respondents too. I also hired a 

photographer (who is Brolita) for 

visual and video recording in this 

event.   

Tryout corner X I provided my personal collections of 

Lolita dresses and accessories for the 

visitors to have their (first) 

experience as a “Lolita”. 

Magazine 

corner 

X Magazines were collected from my 

personal and my respondents’ 

collections. 

Visitor’s 

comment 

Guestbook & 

personal 

communications 

Guestbook, circle paper slips,  

personal communications 

Estimates 

visitors 

200-250 500-600 

Media record 

(also available 

in DVD 

attached, see 

Appendix 6A)  

● https://e-myum.co.um.edu.mo/tellusyourstory_mar2018/ 

● 澳門人。澳門事 ! (第 1688集 ) 
http://www.tdm.com.mo/c_video/play_video.php?id=36179 

● #wonderloli Instagram Posts https://www.picuki.com/tag/wonderloli 

● https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=384409738830321 

● https://www.facebook.com/hklolita/posts/848655051981720/ 

 

 

https://e-myum.co.um.edu.mo/tellusyourstory_mar2018/
http://www.tdm.com.mo/c_video/play_video.php?id=36179
https://www.picuki.com/tag/wonderloli
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=384409738830321
https://www.facebook.com/hklolita/posts/848655051981720/
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3.3.2 Longitudinal Ethnographic Method  

Participant Observation & Research Sites 

Participant observation is commonly used in qualitative field research, which 

“is a process of learning through involvement in the routine activities of 

participants in a research setting” (Lecompte & Schensul, 2010).  In this study, 

I conducted participant observation throughout the research process to observe 

(Lolita’s) socio-cultural behaviours while participating in their social activities 

and to understand them from multiple perspectives.  My preliminary participant 

observations occurred before I conducted the pilot study.   Basically, in stage 

one of the research, I did not participate in many activities in field sites but 

mainly observed as inconspicuous manners as much as possible.  I did not write 

down my observations in detail whilst “on-site” as I did not want to create any 

uncomfortable feelings in the participants.  Instead, I just took jottings, photos, 

and voice memo recordings with my mobile.  Field notes were quickly reviewed 

after leaving the research sites, and I documented my observations in as much 

detail as possible.  My documentations included description of the research 

settings, tracking of sequences of events, and my dialogue with the participants.  

All these strategies would make sure that nothing of importance would be 

forgotten whilst analysing the field notes in the writing process.  Throughout 

the procedure, I repeatedly reviewed what I was scrawling down and in what 

way are they significant and meaningful to this study. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter One, in early Oct, 2013, I got in touch with a thirty-

five years old Lolita participant, Robbie, through an on-line platform while 

surfing the internet.  Robbie was one of the crucial and active participants within 

the Lolita circle and she organised activities for the group.  I explained to Robbie 

about my interest in Lolita and my plan to carry out a research study on the 

subculture.  She found this plan meaningful and was willing to introduce me to 

her Lolita friends. It is the first step to recruit participants for the research (as a 

pilot study) through a snowball method.  Since then, I was invited to join a tea 

party called “Kawaii Tea Party” in May 2015 (see Figure 3.1 & 3.2) and a 

Christmas party on 26th December in 2014 (see Figure 3.3), both parties were 
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organised by Robbie.  Then, I was also invited by another Lolita, Ali, who 

organised a Christmas party and a fashion show in a hotel on the 20th December, 

2015 (see Figure 3.4), an event co-presented with a Lolita fashion brand, called 

Innocent World.33  Ali was one of my crucial informants in the pilot study as 

well as in the later stages of this study.  Although entry fees were required (as 

indicated in Figure 3.1 to 3.4) to get a place to join the activities, joining these 

activities were great opportunities for me to gain preliminary knowledge about 

the field and the participants.  

 

 

 

                                                           
33 Innocent World is a famous classic Lolita brand from Japan, which was founded in 

1997. The design of the outfits always emphasises elegance and being simple in cuts.  

More information can be found in the official webpage (Innocent World, 2019) and 

design concept of the designer Yumi Fujiwara (Yumi, 2019).  

 

Figure 3.1   

Kawaii Tea Party (close view) 

 

Figure 3.2 

 Kawaii Tea Party (overhead view) 

 

 

Note: Photos of Figure 3.1 and 3.2 were taken in a 

café at Causeway Bay, HK , 2015. 
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3.3.3 Getting Started for the Full-Scale Study 

In mid-2016, my research PhD proposal of this study was generated and 

accepted, and I began to attend Lolita’s events more intensively which usually 

took place in decent cafés in Causeway Bay and Mong Kok for mini tea parties, 

shopping centres, ballrooms or function rooms in hotels for big gatherings such 

as fashion shows, Christmas parties and market fairs.  For example, I conducted 

a field observation in October 2016 at a site located at a shopping centre, called 

D2, in Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon.  Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the leaflet and a 

floor-plan of Garden Market A/W 2016 Loli Poly, a small Lolita fashion shop 

where participants sell their Lolita art and fashion products (see Figure 3.7 & 

3.8).  Apart from that, I also conducted in-depth interviews with the informants 

in restaurants, cafes, a shopping mall, an industrial site, as well as using art 

exhibition venues for exploring this subculture from different perspectives (see 

Appendix 3B and 4A-4C).  

 

Figure 3.1  

Christmas Lunch Party  

 

Note: At Conrad Hotel, HK, 2014. 

(Entrance fee $ 570 HKD) 

Figure3.2  

Christmas Tea Party & Fashion Show 

 

Note: At Eton Hotel, HK, 2015. (Entrance 

fee $688 HKD) 
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Another field observation was conducted in Jan 2017 in a mini storage unit in 

an industrial site (Wong King Industrial Building) in San Po Kong, Kowloon 

(see Figure 3.9).  This opportunity came about as I noticed (in November 2016) 

that one of my informants, Charm, posted an announcement with some pictures 

on Facebook that she wanted to sell all of her cosplay costumes and some Lolita 

dresses and accessories kept in her mini store (see Appendix 3A & 3B).  With 

Figure 3.5 

 Poster card for the Loli Poly event 

 

Figure 3.6 

 Observation site: Floor-plan of the 

market fair 

 

 

Figure 3.7 

Purchasing Lolita posters at the site of Garden 

Market 

 

 

3.8  

 The poster was designed by 

the two sisters in Figure 7 
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her consent, I was taken to her store, and I also bought some Lolita items from 

her.  The objects carry significant symbolic meanings for further analysis of 

Lolita’s fashion style and identity representations.  Then, on 8th April, 2017, I 

was invited to attend an afternoon tea party “Magical time with Akio Namiki” 

at Lafayette Wedding venue, Mong Kok, Kowloon.  It was an event comprising 

a tea party and style making workshop for Lolitas by the HK Lolita community.  

Akio Namiki, a Japanese doll makeup artist and photographer in fashion and 

style was invited to the gathering.  He demonstrated how to set hair style, and 

apply appropriate makeup for creating the cute, sweet and doll-like Lolita style 

in the event (see Figure 3.10).  It is regarded as a standard way for creating a 

doll-like look of Lolita self (i.e. a cute and sweet ones) for it is one of the core 

"spirits" for Lolita style creation.  The style can be modified a bit for fitting 

other sub-styles, e.g. Gothic Lolita or the white face painted Lolita.  But one 

thing is always emphasised: spotless skin with a pair of round, large, and 

stunning eyes, and the long hair Lolita look.  The poster illustration work of a 

Lolita shown in Figure 8 consists of all the key emphasis of such a style. 

 

 

3.3.3.1 Interviewing  Methods 

For interviews, the study first adopts life/ personal history interviewing and 

ethnographic interviewing methods.  This is because the former interviewing 

approach helps the interviewer to understand how individuals (interviewee) 

“walk, talk, live and work within a particular context” (Knowles 2001, p.11; 

Figure 3.9  

The mini storage unit in an 

industrial building 

  

Figure 3.10 

 Attending the “Magical time with Akio 

Namiki” tea party 
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quoted in Roulston 2010, p.25).  The latter enables the interviewer to explore 

the meanings that the interviewee “ascribe to actions and events in their cultural 

worlds, expressed in their own language” (Roulston 2010, p19).  A life history 

is a “written account of a person’s life based on spoken conversations and 

interviews” (Titon, 2020, p.83), which can be transcribed, written down, and 

studied.  According to Denzin,  

A life lived is what actually happens. A life experienced consists of the 

images, feelings, sentiments, desires, thoughts, and meanings known to the 

person whose life it is…A life as told, a life history, is a narrative, influenced 

by the cultural conventions of telling, by the audience, and by the social 

context (1989, p.30). 

 

Through telling his/her own story, patterns of meaning and experiences of 

human and cultural activities in that group are being generated, therefore, “in its 

expanded form, the life history may pertain to the collective life of a group, 

organisation, or community” (Denzin, 1989, p.41).  In doing so, a semi-

structured interview method was conducted over the phone, computer-mediated, 

as well as through (mainly) face-to-face interviews.  The advantage of 

conducting face-to-face and semi-structured interviews is that it reduces 

nonresponse and ensures a better quality of data collection (Dialsingh, 2008).  

Semi-structured interview method requires the interviewer to prepare an 

interview guide that includes a few open-ended questions (Roulston, 2010).  

Therefore, a set of prepared interview questions was sent to the participants 

before further interviews were conducted and consent forms were signed by the 

participants (see Appendix 1). These helped me to generate other related open-

ended questions for more in-depth investigations case by case, as I also used 

reflexive interview methods in this study for a continuous process of the 

research.   

After posing each question to the research participants, by employing the 

reflexive interview approach at the same time, I had to follow up with inquiries 

in quest of further details and explanations about what had been said by the 

participants and how particular meanings were formed (Roulston, 2010).   Based 

on the answers that were given by my respondents on the prepared interview 

questions, I would modify my further interview questions and keep reviewing 

my interview techniques to gain more complete data that I  would need for the 
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study (see Appendix 2).   Through in-depth interviews with Lolitas, a rich source 

of exploratory data for understanding the behaviours and thoughts of the 

participants was created.  Subsequently, relevant information was collected, 

recorded, transcribed, mostly translated, and analysed in the research by note 

taking, photos, and digital audio and video recordings.   

 

3.3.3.2 Selection of Subjects 

As mentioned above, the selection of the participants follows the snowball 

sampling method.  It was used in the selection of interviewees, and the data 

collected included multiple times of in-depth interviews.  My target samples are 

male and female Lolitas who are between 20 to 40 years old, and who have been 

participating in the group for between 5 and 10 years.  The rationales for such 

selection were: firstly, the dominant age group of the Hong Kong Lolita 

population is between the ages of 25-35; secondly, one of the aims of this study 

is to explore how feminine identity is being transformed and represented when 

Lolitas age.  Apart from multiple times of individual dialogues with the 

respondents, the interviews also comprised a group interview with Brolitas 

(male Lolitas) and two group interviews with HK Lolita administrative 

members.  Although this research focuses primarily on female Lolitas for its 

female dominated gender nature (there are over 90% are female Lolitas),34 I had 

included a few Brolitas for a wider coverage of individual experiences within 

the Lolita subculture.   

Between 2016 and 2020, a total of twenty Lolitas were interviewed after field 

observations and the two art exhibitions were completed.  They include the 

Garden Market A/W 2016 Loli Poly (Figure 3.6), the Magical Time with Akio 

Namiki at Lafayette in April 2017, and online interviews through Facebook 

Messenger in 2018-2020.  Fifteen female and five male Lolitas whose age 

ranges from 20-36 were included in the study.  All the interviews were 

conducted by the researcher (myself), and mainly took place in various cafes 

and restaurants.  Tables 4 to 6 in the below indicate the selected individual and 

                                                           
34 Data was provided by the Lolita respondents.  
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group interviews with respondents’ background.  Details of the selected 

interview data e.g. recording transcripts and translated data can be found in 

Appendix 4A & 4B.  

 

Table 3.4   Individual Interviews with Brolitas and Lolitas (2016-2017) 

Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 

Name  

(pseudonym) 

Charm Kaka Kel Ali Jane Fox Robbie 

Gender F F F F M F F 

Age 26 33 30 31 36 

 

33 36 

 

Joining the 

group (year) 

And Age by 

that time 

2007 2004 2004 2005 2004 2004 2003 

16 

 

20 

 

17 

 

19 

 

24 

 

20 23 

Years of 

Participation 

10 10 13 13 11 13 13 

 

Education 

Background 

Diploma 

(Design) 

Diploma 

(Hotel 

Management) 

Diploma 

(Fashion 

related) 

Degree 

(IT) 

Not 

provided 

Not 

provided 

Degree 

 

Career Clerk Clerk Merchan-

diser 

IT 

Assistance 

Clerk Not 

provided 

Shop 

owner 

Marriage  Single Single Married 

1 child 

Married 

2 children 

Single Single Married 

2 

children 
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Table 3.5  Interviews with “HK Lolita” Core Members (2017-2018) 

Participant P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P 14 

Name  

(pseudonym) 

SL Ven Cat Win Ann* Von 

 

Nat 

Gender F F F F M F 

 

F 

Current Age 28 29 26 28 32 20 28 

Joining the 

group (year) 

and age by that 

time 

2005 2005 2012 2007 2009 2011 

 

2004 

17 20 21 18 27 12 

 

18 

Years of 

Participation 

11 9 5 10 9 8 10 

Education 

Background 

Master High 

Diploma 

Design 

Degree 

Clinical 

Degree Master 

Degree 

Degree 

(Actuarial 

Science) 

Degree 

Career Engineer Civil 

Engineer 

Site 

Engineer 

Culture 

Area 

University 

Library 

(IT) 

Student Student 

   Marriage  Married Single Engaged Engaged Single Single Single 

 

*Ann’s interview was an individual one in Feb 2021 when I finally got his content to be my 

respondent in this study. 
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Table 3.6 Interview with Brolitas and Lolitas (2017-2020) 

Participant 15 16 17 18 19 20 

 Kon 

 

Ray Angi Same Sara SisD2 

Gender M 

 

M M F F F 

Current Age 35 

 

32 33 31 25 20 

 

Joining the 

group (year) 

And age by 

that time 

2014 2015 2013 2005 200 2016 

32 30 29 19 19 16 

Years of 

Participation 

3 2 4 12 6 4 

Education 

Background 

Form 5 Degree Degree Master Degree Degree 

Career Train 

Captain 

Civil 

Engineer 

Site 

Engineer 

Engineer School 

teacher 

Designer 

Marriage  Single Single Engaged 

 

Engagaged Married Single 

   Angi & Same got 

married in  Dec 2018 

  

 

 

3.3.4 Art-Based Research Approach  

Art-based research approach is “a creative and critical form of human 

engagement that can be conceptualized as research” (Sullivan, 2006) for this 

method can provide exceptional perception into the anthropological knowing 

and understanding (Barone & Eisner, 1997).  It is broadly defined as “an 

unfolding and expanding orientation to qualitative social science that draws 

inspiration, concepts, processes, and representation from the arts.” McNiff 

(2008, p. 29).  It is regarded as “a primary way of understanding and examining 

experience by both researchers and the people that they involve in their studies” 

(Chamberlain, McGuigan, Anstiss & Marshall, 2018, p. 132).  The purpose to 

use art-based-research approach in this study is because of its unique nature that 

provides alternative ways to investigate Lolita subculture from artistic practices, 

creations and expressions in various forms of art.  This approach would enhance 
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findings produced through traditional research methods as mentioned above, as 

Sullivan suggests: 

Arts-based researchers favor those features of qualitative research that 

encourage the use of reflective and responsive approaches whereby data 

gathering involves creating rich descriptive word portraits and visual 

documentation that reflect the insight of the insider and the intense focus of 

the observer. (2006, p.23) 

 

Internationally, Lolita fashion has been included in a number of special art 

collections and museum display items, such as “'Kitty and the Bulldog: Lolita 

fashion and the influence of Britain” at Victoria & Albert Museum in London 

2013 and “Tokyo Fashion Festa, a presentation of Harajuku street style” at the 

Museum of the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT Museum) in New York in 

2010.  In recent years, Japanese Shironuri artist, Minori,35  as well as a Swedish 

artist, Ulrika Wärmling,36  also engaged Lolita as their theme of art creation.  

Taking into consideration the art-oriented characteristics of Lolita subculture, 

together with my artist training background,37 an art-based research method is 

called for in this study.  The “Wonder Loli” Art Exhibition that was launched at 

No.10 Fantasia,38 Macau in February 2018 (see Figure 3.11) and at Koo Ming 

Kown Exhibition Gallery,39 Hong Kong Baptist University in May 2019 (see 

Figure 3.12) were the cases in point.  Both exhibitions intended to use art media 

to create, examine and interpret art in order to investigate how Lolita subculture 

are perceived and understood by the artist, the insiders (the participants) and the 

outsiders (the visitors, i.e. the community).  

                                                           
35 See webpage (Shironuri, 2013, for more information).  

36 See the artist’s homepage (Wärmling, 2020, September 24) for more information.    

37 I earned my under-gradurated degree, Fine Art (BA, Hons),  at Kingston University 

(London). 

38 The place is Located in St. Lazarus Parish originally a residential building, but 

transformed into a gallery in 2008 (consists 2 small exhibition halls and 10 mini show 

rooms) mainly exhbits and supports the creative work produced by the cultural, artistic 

and creative industries in Macau. 

39 It is a two floors section of the Lee Shau Kee Communication and Visual Arts 

Building, belongs to Hong Kong Baptist University.  The section was built for the 

purposes of exhibition events, with high ceiling: 6.15m (G/F), 8.6m (1/F). 
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Finally, a total of 40 pieces of art work were created and 10 pieces of Lolita 

accessories were selected for the display in both exhibitions of Wonder Loli (I) 

Figure 3.11 

 Invitation card of  Wonder Loli (I) 

 

Figure 3.12 

 Invitation card of Wonder Loli (II) 

 

Noted: Invitation card of Wonder Lolil (I) and (II) were designed by the resercher. 
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and (II).40  The main reason that I curated two exhibitions within different time 

and space was because I considered Wonder Loli (I) as a “preliminary study” for 

conducting an art-based-research method.  Therefore, I could learn and gain 

more experience from the first exhibition.  Improvements were made for the 

second exhibition Wonder Loli (II) in terms of time management, design of 

settings and preparation for the art exhibits.  In effect, data collected in this 

exhibition were much richer than the first one.  This was because the exhibition 

space was much bigger and had the capacity for more art pieces, and I also got 

huge support from my respondents.  They contributed many of the discussions 

that took place during the event, and helped generate great ideas for the fashion 

show, magazine display, and an exclusive corner for a tryout and photo taking.  

My respondents also helped me recruit models and two narrators for the fashion 

show.  All of these art practices and the compliments received from friends and 

visitors would not be possible without their creative ideas and experience in 

organizing Lolita functions.  In addition, visitors were invited to express their 

views about Lolita subculture by filling in a small circle paper slip that I 

designed for data collection.  Visitors only needed to provide their age, gender 

and answer a short question: “Please describe: how do you see Lolita 

subculture?” (see Figure 3.13).   It aims to collect a general concept on how the 

outsiders (audience from the general public) perceive Lolita subculture from 

their own experiences.  Another event that I included in this exhibition was an 

open seminar for the public.   It aimed to provide a platform for other people to 

share and exchange their views about Lolita subculture.  I perceived that all the 

above art-related practices/activities were the groundbreaking elements for 

helping me to explore Lolita subculture from very different perspectives.  

Chapter Five will have detailed discussion and analysis on the data collected 

from both exhibitions.   

 

                                                           
40 Lolita accessories including hair band, scepter, lace gloves and earrings, etc. which 

I brought and collected mainly from Lolitas friends and respondents in the past 6 years 

(i.e. 2014 to 2020).  
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3.4 Researcher’s Role & Reflexive Thinking 

My multiple roles or identities in this qualitative study as a researcher, an art 

curator, art teacher, a female artist, and a mother, continued to shape my 

decision and interests in research and influence the way I conducted the analysis.  

As a researcher, I prepared myself to contribute knowledge in the academic field; 

as a visual art teacher, I gained chances to know young people’s thoughts 

towards the Lolita subculture; as a mother who has a young daughter (six years 

old) drew my attraction towards the cute and sweet characteristics that the Lolita 

group exhibits; as an artist and curator, I could express my view towards the 

Lolita subculture in an artistic way.    

Sometimes, I would put on a Lolita dress when I joined Lolita activities for field 

observations and interviews for data collection.  Even though my Lolita look is 

not really “proper” within the group, the insiders accepted me as a very good 

“in-group friend” and even encouraged me to be one of their members. Although 

I do not think that I would become a Lolita, I have begun to collect Lolita clothes, 

as well as use my artwork “to perform” my “Lolita identity” in a visual art form 

since the commencement of the research.  According to Smyth and Michel 

Figure 3.13 

 The circle paper slip that for data collection 
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(2008), the researcher plays a significant role in the part of the research process 

and contributes to generating the collection, selection and interpretation of the 

data that are provided by participants.  The meanings that are produced from the 

data can be negotiated between the interviewee as well as the researcher (Smyth 

and Michel, 2008).  My passion in this subculture, my artistic background and 

personal experiences helped to move myself recurrently from inside and outside 

the group in different contexts.  The reflexive thinking of my role helps me to 

comprehend the Lolitas in multi-dimensional perspectives or a more balanced 

view, which enhanced and strengthened the validity of the findings in this 

research. 

 

3.5 Handling and Analyzing Qualitative Text and Visual Data 

In order to transcribe all forms of verbal and non-verbal resources that were 

provided/ presented by the participants during the interviews, I preserved the 

rules and authenticity of the transcription in handling all the collected data, such 

as images, note taking, audio transcription and dialogue translating etc. (Weiss, 

1995).  All related hand written materials and field notes were well-stored in a 

large file bag.  All the textual records, audio recordings, visual images, video 

data were stored on an online storage website and an external hard drive.  

The qualitative text data in this research comprised field notes and transcriptions 

of group and individual interviews.  First, I organise/ summarise and analyse the 

data from the field studies, and then make a suggestion of three epochs of Lolita 

development in Hong Kong in the past two decades. Then, I identified the 

linking pattern/development of Hong Kong women's gender status and the 

influences of Japanese popular (Shoujo) culture for the construction of feminine 

identity of Lolita.  As mentioned in chapter one, Foucauldian discourse analysis 

would be used in the study for the exploration into the mechanism with which   

a historically and culturally located system of power/knowledge produces 

particular social meanings/significances and creates subjects (Lolitas) and their 

world through discourses (Foucault, 1980).   Apart from using Goffman and 

Lacan’s theories on the exploration of Lolita’s identity construction, I also used 

this approach to analyse the social meanings shaped by discourses and the inter-
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relationship between discourses, such as the meaning of being a “Lolita” for the 

participants.  For analysing the visual data in this research, I also adopted the 

reflexive approach (i.e. circular relationships between cause and effect). This is 

because this method not only latches onto my (the researcher’s) understanding 

and interpretation of the visual content of Lolita subculture, but also helps to 

explore how the visual content is perceived by the subjectivities and intentions 

of the individuals involved (Pink, 2007).   

 

3.6 Ethical Consideration, Informed Consent and Confidentiality 

Ethical considerations pervaded the whole research process, especially in terms 

of Lolita participants being highly alert of the purposes of the research and were 

fully informed of what the researcher/interviewer is looking for.  Also, I 

included Brolitas and not just female Lolitas in the study as a measure to avoid 

bias or exclusion.  Fair treatment of respondents is of prime importance in this 

study.  I was fully aware of some of the bad experiences that my respondents 

had as they were labelled with this so-called “Lolita complex” (female Lolitas) 

or LGBTQ (male Lolitas) by some members of the general public. 41   It is 

important to give a clear explanation about the research aims, and the potential 

risks for providing necessary information about this study to the respondents. 

Researchers should do everything they can to ensure that all potential 

participants understand, as well as they can, what is involved in a study. They 

should be told why their participation is necessary, what they will be asked 

to do, what will happen to the information they provide, how that information 

will be used and how and to whom it will be reported. (BERA, 2019, p.9)42   

 

For conducting fieldwork, ethical approval from the university was required to 

warrant relevant ethical issues were addressed and taken care of thoroughly.  

Therefore, I acted in line with legal requirements in relation to working with the 

Lolita participants and submitted the HASC form. 43   Before conducting 

                                                           
41  LGBTQ is the abbreviation of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and 

Queer/Questioning. See (Petrow, 2014; Price, 2011, p.7) for more information. 

42 BREA is the abbreviation of British Educational Research Association 

43 HASC is the abbreviation of University’s Committee on the Use of Human & Animal 

Subjects in Teaching and Research. 
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interviews, all participants were well-informed of the purpose of the study, 

while information sheets were read and consent forms (see Appendix 1) were 

signed by both the interviewer and the respondents. 

In addition, all personal names of Lolita participants that appeared in this study 

were pseudonyms in order to protect the personal identity/information of my 

respondents.  Moreover, all the respondents were given an opportunity upon 

request to review the draft report of the study so as to ensure that they were 

comfortable with the way confidentiality was handled throughout the study.  

Participants were informed that they could refuse to answer questions during 

the interviews when they felt uncomfortable, and they could also delete any 

photographs/images if they did not want to share them in the study.  In addition, 

they had the right to withdraw from the study at any stage of the research.  I set 

a period of time (three months) in which respondents should not withdraw their 

data from the study.  It is because the three months of data collection could be 

considered appropriate and sufficient for respondents to consider whether they 

really want to contribute to the study or not (Prins, 2010).  This intends to 

safeguard the work completion in a smooth manner, as after a period of time, 

data collected would have become an integral part of the thesis.  

 

3.7 Conclusion 

This chapter gives details on the research questions, provides the rationale for 

the research design, and illustrates the procedures of the hybrid research 

approach, which involved both traditional and art-based research qualitative 

methods.  It also explains the process of data collection, data analysis, and the 

ethical concerns of the research.  Therefore, by adopting the mixed research 

approach, this study seeks to present multiple perspectives and create a more 

accurate and all-round understanding of the formation, development, as well as 

representation of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong.  The results caused from this 

research design and related subjects highlighted in this chapter will be discussed 

in Chapters Four and Chapter Five.   
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5. CHAPTER FOUR 

Lolita’s Identity Construction across Time and Cultural Hybridization 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The Japanese born Lolita subculture is one of the extraordinary examples of 

global pop-culture, which has been studied and evaluated by the media and 

scholars inside and outside of Japan in recent years.  The penetration of Japanese 

popular culture into Hong Kong can be traced back to the 1970s, for “Hong 

Kong's well-developed infrastructure and commercial expertise meant that it 

retained importance as a conduit for Sino-Japanese trade” (Bridges, 2003, 

p.1053).  And the other reason is that Hong Kong has been perceived both “as 

a testing ground for expansion in the wider East Asian market and as a suitable 

place to establish the companies’ regional headquarters” (Otmazgin, 2014, 

p.327).  Being geographically and culturally close to Japan, youths in Hong 

Kong are the first ones to adapt their neighbouring city to Tokyo's cultural 

movements (Otmazgin, 2014).  Therefore, Lolita subculture, as a sub-genre of 

Japanese popular culture in fashion and style, developed in Hong Kong quickly 

since it was first introduced from Japan at the beginning of the millennium year.   

This chapter explores the development, meaning, and significance of the Lolita 

phenomenon in Hong Kong from postmodern, historical and socio-cultural 

points of view.  By assembling and examining the ethnographic data collected 

from face-to-face interviews and materials from online resources between 2014 

and 2019, I observed and proposed that there are three major epochs of Lolita 

subculture development in Hong Kong: the Justice Epoch, L.O. Epoch and HK 

Lolita Epoch.  The evolution of the three stages in the development of the 

subculture has a strong connection with the transformation of the media culture 

nexus – a transference of communications online. The earlier engagements of 

physical activities like tea parties and photo sessions are slowly transformed and 

partly replaced by active participation through virtual platforms.  Hence in a 

later stage of development, Hong Kong Lolitas have also created an “imagined 
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community” for participants to share their beliefs and dreams freely. 44  

Furthermore, in the development of the MK Lolita (Mong Kok Lolita), it is also 

observed that a certain cultural hybridization has taken place within the 

subculture and has created a local variation unique to itself.   

 

4.2 Japanese Global Pop-Culture and its Expansion  

By the 1970s and 1980s, Japan began to sell its pop-culture as a “soft power”, 

aiming to create a new non-military and friendly image to other countries after 

its aggressive military invasions in the Second World War.  The power of pop-

culture expands greatly outside Japan and poses a threat “in terms of the 

economy” to other advanced countries (Sugimoto, 2014).  As stated by Gagné: 

As Japan's global pop-cultural influence began to rise in the 1990s with the 

spread of Japanese animation, comic books and video games, Japanese youth 

cultures in the form of subcultural expressions began to capture international 

attention (Gagné, 2013, p.6). 

 

The Japanese government collaborated with business sectors and the mass 

media to “run a “Cool Japan” project to promote “its pop-cultural products 

hoping that “the nation can increase its “soft power” through the effective use 

of these symbols and images in international trade and politics” (Sugimoto, 

2014, p.197).  The new global image of “Cool Japan” successfully attracted 

overseas educators and researchers to teach Japanese and Japanese culture as 

many high school and university students are keen readers of manga, players of 

computer games, and fans of fashion produced in Japan.   

 

                                                           
44 An “imagined community” is a notion defined by Benedict Anderson in his book 

(written in 1991) Imagined Communities to explore nationalism. He argues that “nation 

as imagined community” because “the members of even the smallest nation will never 

know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds 

of each lives the image of their communion" and such experience can also be shared 

through online media” (Anderson, 2006, p. 6). 
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4.2.1 Japanese Pop-Culture and Hong Kong 

Japan and Hong Kong are geographically close to one another and since the 

1970s Hong Kong has been following popular cultural movements initiated in 

Tokyo.  For example, Japanese pop music, magazines, animations, cosplay, 

manga, cutie stationery items as well as fashion are essential consumer items 

for many Hong Kong people, especially children, teenagers and young adults, 

and affecting their everyday cultural life experiences.  Despite the fact that Hong 

Kong was occupied by Japan and suffered during the Japanese occupation 

period in the Second World War,45 “it did not prevent locals (especially the 

younger generations) from embracing Japanese contemporary culture” 

(Otmazgin, 2014, p. 332).   Even with the flow of Japanese popular culture and 

commercial culture reaching its peak from the 1990s to early 2000s and slowing 

down afterwards,46 its influence continued to grow steadily in Hong Kong.  

Japan continued to see “Hong Kong as a financial centre and intermediary in 

the Sino-Japanese trade and investment linkages” (Bridges, 2003, 1065) even 

after it was returned to China in 1997.  Bridges rightly points out that Hong 

Kong plays “a role as “middleman” or “gateway to China” in Sino-Japanese 

economic relation”, and this explains “Hong Kong people's “eagerness” to 

embrace Japanese-style popular culture and consumer culture which emerged 

so strongly during the 1990s” (2003, pp.1054-1055).  This is also confirmed by 

Otmazgin as he states, “In popular culture, Hong Kong is probably the most 

“Japanese city” outside Japan” (2014, p. 322).  Based on his fieldwork surveys 

and interviews about Japanese popular culture in Hong Kong during 1990-2005, 

he shows how a commercial building, the Sino Centre in Mong Kok, had 

become a remarkable Japanese cultural hub frequented by many Hong Kong 

young people:  

In the Sino Centre in June 2004, there were 94 shops scattered across five 

floors, all specialising in a variety of Japanese popular culture products: pop 

music, animation (anime), television dramas, magazines, manga, adult 

                                                           
45 The occupation lasted for three years and eight months (i.e. from December 1941 to 

August 1945) until Japan surrendered at the end of World War II.  

46  For the popularities of Korean pop-culture as a competitor to Japanese’s pop-culture, 

e.g. fashion and drama, and the uncertain political factors in Hong Kong during the 

early 2000s.  
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movies, computer games and various Japanese-animation related 

merchandise (Otmazgin, 2014, p. 322).  

 

Although the Japanese popular culture products offered in the Sino Centre were 

often pirated versions, these products were successfully duplicated and 

distributed among customers who were previously not familiar with Japanese 

popular culture (Otmazgin, 2014).  Hence, it brought about a greater demand 

for both original and reproduced products and benefited the business of those 

Japanese companies, who targeted Hong Kong as a crucial market in the South 

East Asian, downplaying the issue of piracy.  This explains why the pirated 

copies of Japanese music CDs, drama DVDs, magazines, anime goods as well 

as Japanese fashion etc., could be found inside the shops of Sino Centre, or 

similar buildings/places, such as Mong Kok Computer Centre, Mong Kok 

Ladies Market, CTMA Centre, Langham Place, Oriental 188 Shopping Centre 

etc.47  My Lolita respondents also reported that they could find Lolita related 

items from those places.  As a result, trading and commercial activities of 

Japanese popular cultural products between Hong Kong and Japan continued to 

expand, and it is not surprising that Lolita subculture emanated and developed 

progressively in Hong Kong for over twenty years.  As seen from an article’s 

title, for many of the Hong Kong Lolitas, “Japan has a special place in my heart” 

- Hong Kong's JPOP loving Lolita fashionistas, the reporter writes:   

Talking with Lolitas in Hong Kong I thought there must be more that Japan 

could be doing to take advantage of this city’s position, not just as a part of 

China, but also as a central hub to Asia.  These Lolita fashionistas also created 

their own online community - currently at around 150 members.  In my 

opinion, those 150 members are extremely important to Japan. (J-Pop Culture 

Observations, 2012) 

 

4.2.2   Interrelations of Shoujo, HK Lolita, and Kawaii Culture 

According to Hinton, “Lolita style taps into the Japanese shoujo fantasy of an 

idyllic childhood, a girl’s world of frilly dresses and dolls” (2013, p.1598).  

Precisely, another essential factor that constituted popularity of Japanese Lolita 

                                                           
47 These places usually comprise small fascinating shops aimed at the youth market, 

which are mainly located in the busiest commercial areas in Hong Kong., such as Mong 

Kok, Wan Chai and Causeway Bay.   
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subculture among many young women in Hong Kong is the influence of 

Japanese Shoujo culture.  As mentioned in previously, Lolita fashion was first 

seen in Visual Kei rock bands performance in the 1990s; it spread across East 

Asia, and by the early 2000s into the Western World (Rahman et al., 2011; 

Porzio 2012).  Indeed, with the remarkable mix of pop music and fashion style, 

and the advance of new technology and global World Wide Web, the classical 

and feminine beauty concept of Lolita style quickly spread outside Japan and 

grew from an insignificant style to a burgeoning fashion craze internationally.   

Under the influence of this Japanese subculture, the development of Hong Kong 

Lolita has however taken on a very interesting turn.  Such a turn can be 

interpreted as an outstanding example of cultural hybridization where Japanese 

influence met with local cultural forces, namely, the Mong Kok culture.  The 

meeting of cultural forces resulted in the Japanese Lolita style evolving into the 

MK Lolita style, and coinciding with this development, the years from 2005 to 

2010 could be considered as the golden days of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong.  

I will further elaborate on the development of cultural hybridization in a later 

section of this chapter.  

Returning to the topic of Japanese pop-culture, one of its characteristics is 

“Kawaii”.  It means “cute” in English, but it has a wider meaning which is 

associated with being childlike, dolly, sweet and gentle etc.  The “Kawaii culture” 

was first devised by the high school shoujo, and under its influence, being “cute” 

is an essential element in the self-performance of Lolita identity, i.e. if it is not 

cute, it is not Lolita.  Analysing it this way, Lolita subculture can be perceived 

as a sub-genre of the Kawaii Shoujo culture.  As discussed in Chapter Two, 

cuteness/ kawaii is one of the essential elements of current Japanese Shoujo 

culture for this group of young women (mainly high school girls) to develop 

their own “Kawaii culture” and it is “a vehicle for expressing a romanticised 

imaginary childhood that influenced toys, art, fashion—indeed, all areas of 

popular culture” (Hinton, 2013, p. 1591).  One of the crucial reasons for the 

birth of the Kawaii Shoujo culture is the fast growth of the economy and social 

development since post-war time in Japan (Hinton, 2013).  Similar to the shoujo, 

young women in Hong Kong, who were born between the mid-1970s and 2000s, 

not only grew up within a rather stable and wealthy social environment as the 
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shoujo experienced in Japan, but also benefited from the rise of gender status as 

promoted/ practised in the West.  Women’s gender status has risen much in 

Hong Kong and Japan, for the former was under British rule for a century and a 

half, while the latter transformed into a modernised/westernised country after 

the Meiji Restoration in 1868.48 When moving into the 80s, young women in 

both places not only had plenty of pocket money to consume more beauty 

products but could also enjoy more entertainment than their mothers or 

grandmothers’ generations.  Indeed, many young women in the 1960s to early 

1970s in HK had to work as factory workers to support the family before getting 

married.  As Hinton highlights in his analysis of Japanese Shoujo culture, “the 

by-product of this gender situation was that during the economic boom period 

between the 1970s and 1990s, teenage girls had good allowances and more 

leisure time than other members of society” (2013, p.1591).   Following in this 

vein, it is not difficult to comprehend that young women in Hong Kong are 

sharing similar life attitudes and social values as the shoujos in Japan.  Hence, 

both locations had the conditions to provide good soil for the growth of Lolita 

subculture.  

In general, from the data that was collected in individual and group interviews, 

most of my respondents were from the middle class.49  Although I had not 

directly asked my respondents about their family background, such as their 

parents’ career, financial situation, and family income, the information became 

quite apparent in our conversations during interviews.  For example, most of the 

participants received good education and around 80% earned an undergraduate 

degree and 10% received a master degree.  Some had been sent to study overseas 

from high school to university education (mainly in the United Kingdom), spent 

holidays with family or friends in other countries, and were able to fly to Japan 

                                                           
48 During the Meiji Restoration, the leaders “acted in the name of restoring imperial 

rule to strengthen Japan against the threat represented by the colonial powers”.  

Emperor Meiji, in his 1868 Charter Oath, announced that “Knowledge shall be sought 

all over the world, and thereby the foundations of imperial rule shall be strengthened” 

(Kissinger, 2011, p.79).  Also see more from “Emperor of Japan: Meiji and His World, 

1852-1912” (Donald, 2005). 

49 For the measurement of middle class family in Hong Kong, it usually considers: their 

professional status, educational level (college or beyond), their housing and space, and 

their ability to speak English (Lui, 2003; Ho & Atkinson, 2018) 
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(alone or with few friends) a few times in a year for shopping and sight-seeing 

etc.  And they would never forget to bring a few pieces of Lolita dresses for 

photo shoots during their trips.  In a group interview that was conduct in March 

2018, my respondents expressed that:  

 Although not many of our members are from very rich family backgrounds,50 

(just a few), we are lucky enough to not have any financial burden from our 

family. We have autonomy to spend our money that we earned. (Cat, personal 

communication, March 24, 2018) 

 

Yes, somehow, I think we are in a better financial situation than the Japanese 

Lolita, for we can afford to buy more new Lolita dresses…even though we 

may have similar job titles or professions, salaries are higher in Hong Kong.  

Moreover, they need to pay higher tax and life expenditures. (Win, personal 

communication, March 24, 2018) 

 

Indeed, one Lolita dress can easily cost a few thousand Hong Kong dollars, and 

a limited edition from famous Japanese Lolita brands, such as Angelic Pretty or 

Jane Marple can cost over ten thousand Hong Kong dollars. 

Well, we don’t have enough money to buy properties in Hong Kong, as it is 

too expensive.  However, we can afford to buy Lolita dresses.  Although my 

mum always likes to make fun of me, saying that “had you been buying less 

of your Lolita dresses, you would possibly have bought a flat…hahaha. (Win, 

personal communication, March 24, 2018) 

 

Yes, it is only when you don’t need to worry about paying rent or 

mortgage…you will feel less guilty to buy more dresses… (SL, personal 

communication, March 24, 2018) 

 

It was evident that, although this group of young women were mainly from a 

middle class family background, it does not mean that they would spend money 

without a thought.  And one of the respondents made a comment on her own 

housing situation: 

Well, I don’t have enough money to buy my own flat, but at least I can afford 

to buy Lolita outfits….I don’t mind saving more from other expenditures for 

buying new Lolita outfits….it makes me feel happy when I dress as a Lolita. 

(Ven, personal communication, March 24, 2018 ) 

 

                                                           
50  For rich family background as expressed by my respondents, which refers to the 

upper class people in HK 
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This was especially true for some of the Lolitas who have relatively lower 

income and their financial situation might be tight.  Yet, they would spend less 

in other leisure activities or earn extra money from part-time jobs to buy dresses 

and accessories.  They are a group of sensible girls and know the ways to make 

themselves happy in a responsible manner.   

 

4.3 Data & Interviews 

Based on the data collected in the pilot study as stated in Chapter 3, more 

specific interview questions for this research were set and sent via email or 

Facebook to the respondents (both female Lolitas and male Lolitas) before 

conducting formal interviews.  Then, three face-to-face group interviews were 

conducted in two different cafés in Mong Kok, Kowloon.  One was conducted 

in August 2018 at the Papillion Café with four HK Lolita administrative 

members (see Appendix 4B), read as 專頁娘 in Chinese (see Figure 4.1 & 

4.2),51 while the others were conducted in early August 2017, and in August 

2018 at Sugar Factory Café with one Lolita and three Brolitas (see Figure 4.3 & 

4.4).  Because the interview time was a weekday after office hour, all the 

respondents met with me after work, and they were all dressed in their work 

clothes and not as Lolitas with proper makeup.  To me, that was a 

shock…especially when I saw the male participants, as until then I had only 

seen them dressed as Lolitas.  However, sitting in front of me were three young 

gentlemen who had “suddenly” transformed from three young pretty Lolitas.  

Fortunately, the shock did not affect the interview as I quickly regained my 

composure and resumed my role as the interviewer and researcher.  Audio 

recordings of the interviews were transcribed and translated.  Later, I made 

further individual interviews via the phone, WhatsApp and Facebook in the 

following few months to follow up and confirm the accuracy of the transcription 

with the respondents.  As reflexive approach was used in this research to ensure 

more effective and impartial analysis, I kept reviewing the data and updating 

                                                           
51 The translation for the Chinese words means: Administrative ladies for the webpage.   
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information that were provided by my respondents till early March of 2021, i.e. 

the final stage of drafting the whole thesis.  

 

 

 

Key Interview Questions 

The purpose of the interview is to answer the research questions of the study 

and key interview questions including:  

Figure 4.1  

Group Interview with four Hong Kong 

Lolita administrative members(專頁娘) 

 

Figure 4.2 

 The participants brought their 

boyfriends and one brought along her 

husband during the interview 

 

 

Figure 4.3 

 Group interview with 3 Brolitas and one 

female Lolita. 

 

 

 Figure 4.4 

Photos provided by the Brolitas after 

the interview 
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1. How do you know about Lolita subculture and how do you define it?  

2. What motivates you to adopt the Lolita style over many years? 

3. From your own understanding and experience, what are the changes of 

Hong Kong Lolita over the past two decades?   Was there any specific 

event or issue that has brought about such changes? 

4. How do you feel when you are getting older as a Lolita?  Will there be 

any changes in terms of style, behaviour, and experiences?  Why? 

5. What virtual/visual resources have you been using as reference in 

creating your Lolita style?  Do you think such references are important 

for the Lolita group? 

 

4.3.1 Becoming a Lolita-Preforming the Ideal Self 

As indicated in the data collected, the Lolita group engages themselves in the 

following activities: acquires techniques for putting on makeup, learns what 

specific behaviours they should follow, studies the history of Rococo and 

Victorian clothing style, designs fancy accessories to match the clothing styles, 

searches and purchases the limited design Lolita items from famous fashion 

bands within the group, attends tea parties and fashion shows etc.  Despite being 

costly and time consuming, such practices are maintained as they allow the 

Lolitas to attain an “ideal self” which could not be reached in real life.  In 

response to the question: “What motivates you to adopt the Lolita style over 

many years”? Their answers are:  

It makes you look more beautiful and younger, just feel like a princess- that 

is the main reason for wearing a Lolita dress. (Cat, personal communication, 

September 16, 2016)  

 

Being a Lolita is just like you can be “another self”, your role is no longer an 

ordinary clerk or office lady who works from 9am to 5pm, or a housewife 

who is busy with household matters, but being able to enjoy what you want 

to be. (Kel, personal communication, July 11, 2016)  

 

Wearing a Lolita dress is like performing a piece of artwork.  It “blends” 

myself into it too, and it is just beautiful. (Ali, personal communication, July 

9, 2016) 
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From the above answers, Lolita participants use the unique style of dress to 

express their concept of a “Lolita look”, which enables them to perform the cute, 

young, beautiful and sweet behaviour freely.  This “look” represents their notion 

of an “ideal self” or “desirable identity”, and it also implies an “ideal life” that 

they prefer, i.e., the well-being of freedom, for example, not necessary to care 

about an adult woman’s role or identity that is expected in society.  The concept 

of “desirable identity” can be further analysed with Lacan’s theory of the 

imaginary.  Lacan states that the notion of Otherness, encountered in the 

Imaginary phase, which is associated with demand, comes before the sense of 

“Self”, and it is built on the idea of “Otherness” (2007).  The “Other” is a 

structural position in the “Symbolic Order”.  It is the place that everyone is 

trying to get to, to merge with, so as to get rid of the separation between “Self” 

and “Other”.  This is because the position of the “Other” creates and sustains a 

never-ending “Lack”, which Lacan calls “Desire”.  Therefore “Desire” is the 

desire to be the “Other” (Lacan, 1977).  Feminine beauty throughout history and 

through cross-sections of cultures is the result of women transforming their 

body appearance to conform to a beauty ideal.  African women who practise 

stretching of the neck to create an elongated profile or European women who 

use corsets to attain a small waist in the 19th centuries are cases in point.  Such 

practices are in line with Lolita's ideology of performing “Self” as the ideal 

“Other”: feminine identity through adopting certain clothing styles and 

performing particular feminine ways of speaking or gestures.  Overall speaking, 

most of the Lolita participants construct their dream identity by dressing up as 

a princess, which is some form of a “fantasy” or a “dream” to bring about 

happiness and satisfaction (Porzio, 2012).  Therefore, the performing of the 

Lolita style (as a sign representing the image of a princess look) denotes a desire 

for achieving an “ideal self” within their “dream space”.  Borrowing Goffman’s 

dramaturgical theory, I propose to use the term  “dream space”  to represent the 

changing “stage” or “setting” of specific venues, for example, café, hotel 

function rooms, theme parks etc., for group gatherings.  It also can be the online 

platform for virtual activities within the community. 
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4.3.2 A Way of Escaping from Stressful Life-Dream Space 

Apart from wishing to attain the “ideal self” that is cute, gentle, lovely, adorable 

and elegant embodiment of female beauty, a second suggestion of being a Lolita 

may be a way of “escaping” from realistic life situations and looking for an ideal 

Lolita lifestyle, i.e. an ideal imaginary space.  Lolita participants do not have to 

dress in Lolita style in school or work for maintaining authenticity within the 

group (Porzio, 2012).  The subculture does allow a “dual self” and hence the 

possibility of swapping identities/roles in daily life.  With such flexibility, 

participation in the subculture provides them with an ideal “dream space” to 

enjoy their fantasy lifestyle.  Adult life, for example, is a way to vent stress from 

work, even though it is only a short time.  Participants enjoying activities within 

the “dream space” are kind of “precious” things/moments that cannot be 

attained in normal daily life settings.  The “dream space” provides an 

opportunity for the participants to escape from their busy and stressful daily life 

schedule, even though it is just a few hours after work or during weekends.  This 

view about “escaping” can also be found in Hinton’s analysis on the 

interrelations between Shoujo culture and Kawaii culture, for he suggests that 

“kawaii was a culture that provided an escape from the harsh expectations of 

adulthood” (Hinton, 2013, p. 1591).  It suggests that the shoujo is avoiding or is 

reluctant to take up the role of an adult.  Hence, it implies that this group of 

young women are trying to escape the responsibilities from job and marriage 

life and explains why this concept of kawaii ties in with the shoujo culture, and 

the same is true in Lolita subculture.  

Returning to Lacan’s “imaginary” theory, it is common that all human beings 

want to get rid of the “Lack” feeling, and always aspire to fulfil their “desire”.  

For many of the participants and some of my respondents, they have also 

expressed an experience of “lack” in different ways, for example, lack of space, 

job opportunities, limited promotion chances and freedom of self-expression etc.  

Despite the middle-class background of most of the participants, such concerns 

are still valid.  For example, one of my respondents, Charm, rented a mini 
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storage in an industrial building to keep her Lolita clothes and accessories. 52  

She said that the real Lolita life-style does not really exist in her real/natural life 

experience, because:  

 It is a dream lifestyle, for example, if you live like a real/natural Lolita, which 

is just like a princess’ life…..you will have your own wardrobe, your own 

room, and there is someone to serve you… However, these things are not 

there in my present life…because land is so expensive in Hong Kong. (Charm, 

personal communication, July 9, 2015) 

 

I didn’t have many pretty clothes when I was a child because my parents 

wouldn’t spend much to buy those “princess dresses” for me…maybe just a 

few from my memories… but I like those dresses a lot.  So, I saved money to 

buy the Lolita dress and rent a mini store for my dresses… I like being a 

Lolita, it is just like letting myself compensate for the lack in the past….in 

such way, my lifestyle will be close to that of a real Lolita…. (Charm, 

personal communication, January 23, 2017) 

 

Although Charm was forced to vacate and return her mini storage due to 

financial reasons, she kept a few of her very best ones in her wardrobe at home 

and planned to rent a mini store again when she finds a full-time job in the future.  

By posting the message within the Lolita community, she sold most of her Lolita 

dress and accessories.  As a gesture to show Charm my support and it was also 

a chance for data collection and analysis, I bought some Lolita items from her.  

The items are, as shown in figure 4.5: three wigs with different colours (black, 

blond and chestnut brown); a pair of high platform Mary Jane shoes (white 

colour); a pink dress with lace fringe details; a bright pink tutu skirt; and a silver 

sceptre.  All these items are the essential components of the “plot” to prepare 

for the desirable Lolita look for Charm (see Figure 4.6).   

 

Indeed, “Lolita” can be identified as a “specific identity” that is hard to attain in 

their real-life experiences; it is like a fantasy, a dream, an imaginary “ideal self” 

who enjoys an “ideal life” like little princesses.  For Charm, she rented a mini 

storage for keeping her Lolita clothes and accessories, which showed that her 

real-life situation did not match her ideal life.  She did not have much of her 

                                                           
52 See Chapter Three of this thesis for the information related to the data collection. 

Data was collected in a personal interview with the participant on the 24 January, 2017.   
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own private space and budget.  However, her eagerness or desire urged her to 

rent a space, even though it was very small, to fulfil her dream, regardless of the 

money and time that she hardly had.  For the Charm, the dream becomes true 

when she puts on her Lolita clothes, despite the fact it is just a short moment in 

time.  

 

 

4.4 Evolutions of Hong Kong Lolita-Three Major Epochs 

After providing the significations of Lolita subculture within scholarly 

discourses in Chapter two, the research also studies the close relationship 

between Japan and Hong Kong in terms of economic and cultural products.  

Empirically, the research is further supported by interviews as well as 

information obtained from online sources as a means of data collection.  The 

development of the MK Lolita style, a sub-genre within the “mainstream” 

resulting from the influence of Mong Kok culture, offers another perspective in 

the analysis of the evolution of Hong Kong Lolita subculture.  It demonstrates 

a model of cultural hybridization in the years between 2005 and 2010.  This 

chapter examines these factors/resources and I believe that the development of 

Hong Kong Lolita has a strong connection with the transformation of media 

culture nexus, resulting in the formation of different representative epochs of 

the subculture.   

Figure 4.5 

The Lolita items that I bought from Charm 

 

 

Figure 4.6 

 The respondent’s ideal 

image of the self 
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Yet, there have been very limited studies regarding the development of Hong 

Kong Lolita from perspectives of cultural and historical investigation.  Scholars 

such as Vera Mackie and Issac Gagné have done extensive work on the study 

of Lolita subculture.  The former contributes by investigating the formation of 

feminine identities and behaviors of Lolita in recent years (Gagné, 2008; 2010; 

2013) whilst the latter focuses on the study of gender and feminism of Japanese 

women (Mackie, 2010; 2015).  Their perspectives are from a western point of 

view and their focus was mainly on Japanese Lolita subculture development.  

As regards the development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong, Helena Kwong 

has written an article on the identities and meanings of being a Lolita through 

interviewing ten Hong Kong Lolitas from secondary schools (Kwong, 2006).  

There was also a related study which focused on the construction of a personal 

and social identity of Lolita through symbolic consumption (Rahman et al., 

2011).  However, their discussions about Hong Kong Lolita have not paid much 

attention to the macro-aspects of historical and cultural dimension.  Moreover, 

both Kwong and Rahman’s field studies were conducted quite a long time ago 

(already over a decade).  Therefore, this study will contribute to acquiring 

deeper knowledge about Lolita subculture in Hong Kong with regard to 

historical and cultural development, as well as updating the significance and 

impacts of its development in the community. The three major periods of 

development proposed in this study include: the Justice Epoch, LO Epoch and 

HK Lolita Epoch.  

 

4.4.1 Stage One:  The Justice Epoch (2000-2005) 

The Justice Epoch, as defined by my respondents, was the period starting around 

2000 when the Lolita participants were scattered with a small population of 

around 20-50 and had not become a fully-fledged Lolita community yet.  The 

term Justice was borrowed from an online virtual community platform called 

“Justice Forum53 正義論壇” which was founded in 2004.  That was the most 

                                                           
53 Justice Forum (正義論壇 ): An online social platform was found in 2004, which 

mainly provided information about animations, video games, leisure, for their online 
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popular time of the forum, engaging 2,497 online viewers and a total of 20,000 

online page visitors.  At that time the age range of the Lolita group was not as 

extensive as today, mainly between 15 and 20 years old.  It was not often to see 

a Lolita who is over the age of 20. 

 

Justice Forum provided an online platform for people who were interested in 

Lolita, Pullip doll and video game entertainment.54  Lolita fans were attracted 

to join the community because it provided a lot of information about the latest 

Lolita fashion style, news and shops, such as “Baby the Stars Shine Bright”.  

Because the name of the brand is long, the insiders shortened the term to “Baby”.   

In this first stage, Lolitas were almost unnoticed by the Hong Kong public.  Most 

of the participants were originally interested in frolicking Super Dollfies or 

members who were also active Cosplayers.  This can explain why the Super 

Dollfies was typically considered as the right accessory for a Lolita doll (Staite, 

2013).  By that time, it was very difficult to find Lolita clothing shops in the 

market.  Because of the limited choice of Lolita fashion shops available in Hong 

Kong, and the cost of ordering Lolita outfits from Japan was very high, many 

Hong Kong Lolitas preferred to make their own clothes, or accessories to attain 

the Lolita look.  To some extent, such practices of homemade clothing also 

created a higher self-esteem and sense of satisfaction for the participants.  As 

Simon Jones (1996) rightly perceives,  

There are a significant minority of young people who sew and knit their own 

clothes for reasons (…) There is a symbolic as well as practical pleasure and 

sense of fulfilment for young people in being able to use their own manual 

skills and resources to make their own clothes (p.15). 

 

Therefore, by reading magazines concerning Lolita clothes-making, in 

particular, Gothic & Lolita Bible (also known as GLB, a Japanese Magazine 

                                                           
members. The forum was very popular among members who were Lolita and fans of 

Pullip dolls.  

54 Pullip (Korean: 푸리프) “is a fashion doll created by Cheonsang Cheonha of South 

Korea in 2003. Pullip was first marketed by Jun Planning out of Japan; but the company 

underwent management changes in early 2009 and, since then, has operated out of 

South Korea under the name Groove” (Pullip, 2018, Para.1 ).  
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focuses on the Gothic and Lolita fashions),55 and surfing other online resources, 

participants in the Justice Epoch achieved their desired look.  These magazines 

were not physically available for purchase in the local market scene; they were 

ordered and purchased only via online sources at the beginning, which costed 

around $100 HKD.  Later on, some Lolita clothes appeared in shops in TST, e.g. 

Emily Temple Cute and Shirley Temple, 56  which are shops selling mainly 

affluent clothes for children (Emily Temple Cute, 2021).  At this stage, the 

participants were very cautious about how to perform themselves as a proper 

Lolita.  For example, as explained by one of the senior participants, in order to 

be a proper Lolita, they would follow all steps and suggestions that were 

recorded in Gothic & Lolita Bible magazine (Hereafter, GLB).  Because many 

of the participants were also fans of Japanese culture or Japanese studies, most 

of them are able to read Japanese and it was not a problem for them to read 

Japanese magazines and watch Japanese drama/ animations.  Some of the 

participants would translate crucial information or update news about Lolitas in 

Japan.  For the proper clothing style, ideally, the dress, accessories or clothes 

should be imported from Japan’s famous brands, such as Angelic Pretty, Baby, 

and Jane Marple, or at least (if locally made) clothes of fine quality.  Besides, 

the Lolita outfit should be worn in a proper manner (mentioned in the previous 

section), which means the aura of “princess” or a girl from a “noble” class is an 

essential “spirit” of a “true” Lolita.  This view is also verified by Gagné, as his 

informants repeatedly told him that, “Lolita is about having a Lolita spirit, which 

includes being “princess-like” regardless of the actual situations they are in” 

(Gagné, 2003).  Apart from learning how to create a proper Lolita with dress, 

specific “plots”, appropriate “manners/behaviours” and the use of right “speech” 

are necessary for that creation.  Basically, this “princess-like” characteristic is a 

                                                           
55 Gothic & Lolita Bible (GLB) was a quarterly fashion magazine in Japan, which was 

a combination of a magazine and book. It was first published in 2001. Since February 

2008, an English-language version has been released. However, it was discontinued 

after 5 issues in Spring 2009.  

56 One of the stores is located in the Ocean Terminal side of the mall, in TST, Hong 

Kong.  Originally, Shirley Temple was a kid’s brand in the 1970s, which was named 

after the child film star. Emily Temple Cute (ETC) is a sisterline of Shirely Temple, 

which is believed that the (ETC) extends their business and targets the grew up 

customers who wanted to keep wearing the little girlish styles (Emily Temple Cute, 

2021).  
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part of the general quality of a Lolita that they would try to perform.  However, 

the participants still have much of their own autonomy to choose how to perform 

and what dress to put on for the expression of their “Lolita look”. 

In terms of appearance, dresses, accessories and makeup are fundamental items.  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Lolitas have different sub-styles of dresses in 

different themes (e.g. Sweet, Gothic); however, some essential items/elements 

are still used commonly in different styles.  For instance, black, brown or blond 

are the common colours for wigs; there are also a few pairs of nice of 

bloomers/panniers, bonnets, ruffles hats, bows, Victorian headdresses, 

petticoats, sometimes completed with parasols, fine floral/pattern leggings, cute 

handbags; and Mary-Jane shoes/platform shoes.  Makeup must be used, and it 

is always emphasised to create a pair of large eyes with fake eyelashes.  

Sometimes contact lenses with colours are used to attain the effect of large doll-

like eyes.   

 For appropriate “manners” of a Lolita, she must be gentle, pretty, sweet and 

cute and present as childlike/innocent and princess-like behaviours.  Moreover, 

Lolitas have specific postures with hands and legs in front of cameras.  For the 

leg poses: one should keep his/her legs straight and narrow but need to turn 

his/her feet slightly inward towards each other and naturally touch the toes.  

Another more easy and common posture is, while keeping one foot in its normal 

standing position, the other foot is placed in front (see Figure 4.7).  As for the 

hands, making a hand heart by forming a heart shape using one’s fingers is a 

common gesture (see Figure 4.8).  These are supposedly the most popular 

gestures/postures of Lolita.   

As for the tone of speech, Lolita should speak “lady’s speech” in soft and polite 

tones.  In the guide of GLB,57 there are main principles to perform the Lolita 

speech: “1. Speak slowly and politely; 2. Do not use elliptical words; 3. Be polite 

and answer in a positive and indirect way when one needs to express something 

negative” (LGB, 2002, p.90).  It is a kind of speech following the traditional 

                                                           
57 GLB: abbreviation of Gothic & Lolita Bible. See more (Lolita, Clothics and Bible, 

2018). 
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emphasis on how a Japanese girl should speak like a daughter from a 

decent/noble family or noble class (Inoue, 2006).   

 

 

 

However, such practices of behaviour should not be confused with that of a 

cosplayer.  Lolitas are not mimicking anyone/role from manga or animations.   

Using Goffman’s (1974) concept in his dramaturgy theory on the discussion 

about performance of figures, being a Lolita is just like constructing a unique 

“self” as a “natural figure”.  The Lolita sees herself as a “figure of identity”, 

which is different from a cosplayer, for “cosplayer fans are always expressing 

to a certain degree a “not-self” that involves imitating someone else but with no 

emphasis on a convincing performance, as in a cited figure” (Gagné, 2013, p. 

142).  It is interesting that some of my respondents told me that they were also 

cosplayers at the beginning (i.e. the first stage of the Justice Epoch).  However, 

once they became a Lolita, it was difficult to “go back” to be a cosplayer:  

Being a Lolita is more about being myself, which is different from being a 

cosplayer, because you have to follow or act as a specific character that one 

is supposed to be.  However, a Lolita can make decisions for what kind of 

style that she prefers, and just being yourself is fine.  It is more interesting, 

and it has part of myself in it. (Charm, personal communication, January 23, 

2017) 

 

Figure 4.7 

Standard leg posture for 

photo shoot 

 

Figure 4.8 

Common hand heart posture for photo shoot 
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Therefore, “figure of identity” denotes the freedom of choosing one’s identity 

but not to masquerade as someone else, which is one of the distinguishing 

elements of Lolita because individualism and an expression of “selfness” are 

much emphasised in contemporary youth subculture.  For unknown reasons, 

nevertheless, this virtual group of Hong Kong Lolitas in the Justice Epoch just 

“survived” for a short time.  It faded away at the end of 2007.  Then, many of 

the Lolita participants began to join the “LO” virtual community to continue 

being informed and updated with events or activities within the group.  

 

4.4.2 Stage Two: LO Epoch (2005-2010) 

LO is an abbreviation from Lolita Online,58 which was founded (by a boyfriend 

of a Lolita) on 24th December 2005, while the last post/update of the website 

was in May 2008.  It was a Hong Kong based international virtual community 

of Lolitas and attracted around 1,500 online visitors who were essentially 

interested in searching information related to Lolitas.  Therefore, it attracts not 

only Hong Kong Lolitas, but also Lolitas outside Hong Kong.  During this 

period, being more knowledgeable with Lolita style after the Justice period, 

participants generally cared much about what “proper Lolita” is and what is not.  

“Proper” means original and spiritual, which emphasises on embracing the 

values and qualities for being a “proper” Lolita.  As described in the GLB 

magazine and also by some of the blog writers of the community, the original 

Lolita look is a full set of Lolita clothing including every detail e.g. wigs, fine 

makeup, and patterns on the dress, and style of shoes - from head to toe inclusive.  

As the “theory” of what is a proper Lolita has been discussed in the previous 

section, it will not be repeated here.   

However, despite the resistance against “improper” practice of being a Lolita, a 

certain “improper” Lolita style was nonetheless brought into being, resulting in 

the Lolita subculture in Hong Kong having a very interesting mark of 

localization through cultural hybridization.  A local sub-style called “MK 

Lolita”, which was first regarded as being an “improper” Lolita practice, came 

                                                           
58 Lolita Online (LO), the forum had its original name called Headdress Online. See 

more information from evchk.wikia. See more from (Lolita Online, 2018).  
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into being in the LO Epoch.  “MK” refers to Mong Kok culture which originated 

in the 90s and 2000s in the Japanese pop craze period.  It is an abbreviated 

adjective, referring to “a subculture related to the styles, community, culture, or 

behaviours of Mong Kok, a Kowloon neighborhood in Hong Kong known for 

the alternative crowds it attracts such as punk, hipster, goth, and other non-

traditional subcultures” (MK, 2011, para. 1).   

Indeed, Mong Kok is a dynamic and complex place situated in Kowloon, where 

old and new multi-storey buildings, commercial office buildings, shops and 

restaurants co-exist.  It is a popular place for young people (especially high 

school students) to socialise; and at the same time, it also has been depicted in 

triad films as an area where triads are highly active.   In fact, the clothing style 

of triads has been denoted as MK style.  Young people who try to imitate this 

style are called MK guys or MK girls, who dye their hair blonde or brown, and 

wear punk silver accessories.  Therefore, with such cultural connotations, a MK 

person is often regarded as of the lower classes, speaks foul language, smokes, 

squats in the street, and yet carefree and creative.  Interestingly, it was within 

this very cultural environment that a “hybrid Lolita” was brought into being – 

the MK Lolita.   

In parallel with the development in Japan and together with the emergence of 

MK Lolitas, Lolita culture in Hong Kong reached its peak in popularity and it 

was repeatedly reported by the local media: magazines (such as Eastweek, Next 

Digital), newspapers (SCMP,59  Oriental Daily, Apple Daily), and television 

programmes (e.g. Sunday Report, 60   Hong Kong Connection and Kids 

programme by TVB Jade; True Man Show by ATV).  Since then, more and more 

local fashion shops began selling Lolita dresses and accessories in Mong Kok 

and other popular areas for young people, such as Causeway Bay to meet the 

increasing demand.  Among the shops, there are two distinguished local Lolita 

shops which produced good quality Lolita outfits called, Spider and Lolita in 

Touch (LIT).  Spider mainly features black as their theme for designing elegant 

                                                           
59 SCMP is the abbreviation of South China Morning Post.  

60 “Sundy Report” has been produced and broadcasted by the TVB News Cantonese 

programs since 1987, which is a thematic programme and mainly explored current 

social and cultural issues. 
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and luxury Lolita clothes.  On the other hand, LIT mainly focuses on Kawaii 

and girly styles.  Both shops, seemingly trying to follow the design concepts of 

GLB, were very popular within the Hong Kong Lolita group during that time.  

One of the participants, Robbie, told me that both local shops (mentioned above) 

were very popular shops for Hong Kong Lolitas, because the quality was much 

better than those dresses that were made by themselves and yet the price is 

relatively cheaper than those famous brands imported from Japan.  Therefore, 

these local brands are very welcome by high school young girls.  Such a surge 

in popularity of the Lolita fashion formed part of the conditions for the birth of 

MK Lolitas.  Coincidentally, the film Kamikaze Girls was a big hit at the time 

(shown in Hong Kong in 2005) and became another factor contributing to the 

coming into being of such a hybrid form of Lolita.   

Between the years of 2005 and 2010, it was very common to see young women 

who dressed as Lolitas appearing in Mong Kok and they were being regarded 

as “MK Lolitas” (see Figure 4.9).  MK Lolitas do not always wear makeup, 

behave rudely, and usually just put on part of the complete Lolita outfit.  This is 

not the Lolita spirit that most of the “true” Lolitas recognized because it would 

downgrade/ruin the elegant and beautiful princess identity/image.  And yet, it 

was with the emergence of the MK Lolitas that Hong Kong Lolitas reached their 

peak of popularity.   

When I asked my respondents “What does “MK Lolita” really mean?” they 

responded: 

If you wear locally made Lolita dresses or accessories you are MK Lolita, 

which are usually copied versions made by local shops.  I used to have a few 

pieces of those locally made dresses at the beginning of my Lolita experience 

because it is cheaper for a secondary school student. (Ven, personal 

communication, June 24, 2019) 

 

If you dress as a Lolita, but you speak foul language or smoke, you are MK 

Lolita. However, MK Lolita is no longer seen since more online shops are 

available.  We can order dresses directly from Japan and even Taobao.61 (SL, 

personal communication, March 28, 2018) 

 

                                                           
61 Taobao (宝网) was found in 2003, is one of the Chinese biggest online shopping 

platform, owned by Alibaba group.  
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One went on to say: 

Some girls whose dresses were self-made and didn’t take up the complete set 

of Lolita outfits are MK Lolitas.  They just pretended or “acted” like a 

Lolita…. You know, even though we do speak foul language or smoke 

occasionally, when we put my Lolita dress on, we should stop all that.  We 

must respect what we are wearing, right? (Cat, personal communication,, 

March 8, 2018) 

 

Many Lolita participants emphasised the importance of following what the GLB 

magazine highlighted as “true” Lolita spirit during the time.   

However, despite this resistance of “improper” practice by the “mainstream” 

within the subculture and MK Lolitas did not last long or make it into the main 

practice, the “carefree, flexible and open-minded” spirit has left a distinctive 

mark in the development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong.  In fact, this spirit 

did not really subside but continued to be carried onto the third stage of Hong 

Kong Lolita development.  Hence, the “birth” of MK Lolita as a sub-genre 

within the Lolita subculture can be regarded as a result of the force of cultural 

Figure 4.9 

 MK Lolita style in 2005 
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hybridization.  Significance and implications of this cultural turn will be further 

elaboration in a later section. 

 

4.4.3 Stage Three: HK Lolita Epoch (2010-present) 

At the beginning of 2010, Facebook became very popular and was regarded as 

the major online platform for communication among many previous members 

of LO.  They created a new group on Facebook and this led to the third stage of 

development.  The third stage can be understood as the current stage, and the 

name is drawn from the HK Lolita 公開專頁 in Facebook (see Figure 4.10). It 

is a non-profit making group which was founded in September, 2011.  It got 

over 5,400 visitors and 5,600 followers by the end of 2020.  Their goal of 

creating this virtual community is first to “provide Lolita information, eliminate 

misunderstanding regarding Lolita Culture” and second is to “regularly update 

information on Lolita events and parties based in HK”.  One of my informants, 

who is also an administrative staff of the community group, expressed that: 

because Facebook is more popular and being used by many Lolitas, they invited 

the previous members from the LO group, and invited most of the members to 

join the HK Lolita virtual community (over 3,000 visitors) in 2011.   

The LO group also strategically divided the visitors into three sub-groups under 

HK Lolita.  The first one is called Hong Kong Lolita members’ group,62 which 

was founded in October 2011, with around 380 members.  Approval is needed 

for joining the group, which is only restricted to the core and active Lolita 

participants, members would feel more comfortable to share photos or other 

issues within the group.  The second one is named “HK LOLITA 二手買賣區”, 

which means HK Lolita, specific for second hand clothes trading, founded in 

May 2015.63  It is also a restricted group but still has more than 4,600 members; 

the membership criteria are relatively looser when compared with Hong Kong 

Lolita members’ group.  It attempted to provide a platform for selling and 

                                                           
62 See Facebook: HK LOLITA members’ group 2018.  

63 See Facebook (HK LOLITA 二手買賣區, 2020). 
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buying second-hand Lolita clothes as new and original Lolita outfits are usually 

very expensive.  The third one is called “HK LOLITA Overseas”, founded in 

June 2016, which mainly dealt with issues or activities of other Lolita groups in 

other countries.  However, according to the information from my respondent, 

who is one of the administrative members, the subgroup merged with the main 

group in early 2020 to avoid confusion because most of the members had double 

memberships and joined both local and overseas activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Various gatherings were organised each month, which was referred to as “call-

monthly-gathering-invite” - a way to unite Lolitas and a chance to invite more 

Lolitas to join the group and attend tea parties.  Around 2013, HK Lolita 

Facebook page opened itself to the public.  This was to provide more 

information for people who are interested in Lolita and invite others to organise 

market fairs, public activities such as inviting models to visit Hong Kong and 

showcase Lolita clothes, demonstrate how to use and wear makeup and/or 

accessories and to experience being a Lolita.   

At this stage, Hong Kong Lolita has become less restricted than the previous 

two stages, even though the quality and design must be maintained.  Many 

participants mixed the Lolita style with their daily clothing, which were 

remnants of the “MK Lolita” spirit that I discussed in the previous section.  I 

 Figure 4.10 

HK Lolita (Facebook Profile Photo) 
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believe that it is a strategy to attract new members as this allows more flexibility 

to put on Lolita outfits in a more relaxed manner.  Furthermore, it is also creative 

to “mix and match” different styles.  As one of my informants expressed,  

We don’t talk about whether the style is depicting Rococo or Victorian, 

whether it originates from Japan or not now, we care more about whether the 

style fits in with our own personality and how to make ourselves look more 

beautiful.  Of course, still, there are some of the core elements (such as cute, 

sweet, and elegant etc.) you should not miss out on, otherwise, it is no 

different from our everyday life clothing. (SL, personal communication, 

March 24, 2018)    

 

Clear signs of MK Lolita influence can be traced in this period of the subculture 

development.  Although the term MK Lolita is on longer used within the circle 

to avoid negative connotations as discussed earlier, the spirit of its “flexibility, 

creativity, and relaxed manners” are well reflected in today’s Lolita’s style in 

Hong Kong.  For example, in a Lolita event “Magical time with Akio Namoki”, 

I asked the Japanese makeup artist, Namoki, “How do you see Hong Kong 

Lolita? Any differences compared with Japanese Lolita?”, and he replied, 

“Hong Kong Lolita are more creative, for they like to try new elements in their 

style, such as accessories or hairstyle etc.” (Namoki, personal communication, 

2017).  Another respondent also mentioned,  

Japanese Lolitas follow the original Lolita rules, they will not go outside 

without a full set of Lolita dress and fine makeup, which is different from 

Hong Kong Lolitas. (Jane, personal communication, January 13, 2018) 

 

Therefore, when making comparisons on style creation, Hong Kong Lolitas 

demonstrate a kind of cultural hybridity and carefree style, while Japanese 

Lolitas are less willing to break the rules.  The latter is probably related to a 

certain tendency among Japanese people to follow rules and regulations 

prescribed in social cultural practices.  

 

4.5 Significance and Implications 

4.5.1 Transforming but Maintaining the Ideal Lolita Look 

As discussed in Chapter Two, women in Hong Kong today are expected to be 

strong, aggressive and career independent.  However, at the same time, they are 
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also expected to be smart, pretty, and hardworking wives/mothers after getting 

married.  Lolitas reject this contemporary women's role; they would rather be a 

young princess or noblewoman in the 19th century.  In order to express their 

dissatisfaction, the participants wisely make good use of Lolita fashion and the 

soft characters of traditional women.  Their exaggerated fashion style and super-

feminine characters in order to make an obvious declaration of their intentions 

and preferences.  As mentioned previously, many of the participants have joined 

the Lolita group for over 20 years, i.e. from late adolescence to their mid/late-

30s.  In response to the question: “How do you feel when you are getting older 

as a Lolita?  Will there be any changes in terms of style, behaviour, and 

experience?” one of the respondents, Ali, puts it: 

When we reached our twenties, many of my Lolita friends, including myself, 

were “transforming”… Before we were wearing very girly things with pink 

rose and lacy dresses to create a sweet Lolita look – that was the most popular 

for us then.  However, we are in our thirties now and some of us are married 

and have our own children.  The sweet Lolita style is a bit girly for me now.  

I prefer to dress in a Lolita style that is more elegant and classical rather than 

hanging onto a pink and fancy look. (Ali, personal communication, July 12, 

2016) 

 

In Ali’s case as well as other “senior” Lolitas, they would prefer to adopt more 

mature and classic styles as they get older.  This suggests that the “real self” is 

reflected in the clothes that Lolitas wear.  From other information provided by 

my respondents, some of them would “quit” the group for a few months or over 

a year due to changes of family role or work status following the increase in age.  

However, no matter whether new members or senior participants, they enjoyed 

putting on various styles that fit the taste and role of the ideal self and maintain 

the beautiful Lolita look.   

According to Foucault, the behaviour of making the body desirable is an 

investment of power in the body.  Although Foucault did not concern much 

about clothing in his power discourses, clothing is the essential items on the 

body, which reflects a person’s tastes, gender, characters, and social status 

(McLaren, 2002).  Therefore, the time and money that a Lolita spends on 

constructing the desirable feminine look could be explained as a kind of 

investment in identity formation.  However, this “desirable identity” among the 

Lolita group does not follow mainstream social values, instead, it works as a 
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reverse force (a rebellion) as resistance against social pressure.   

 

4.5.2 A Form of Cultural Hybridization - MK Lolita 

The use of online platforms and communication plays an important role in the 

Japanese Lolita subculture development, and it facilitates the quick spread of its 

fashion style and concept to its neighbour city, Hong Kong, as well as other 

parts of the world.  This Japanese subculture was well-accepted by Hong Kong 

young people (especially women) and has established a unique position in Hong 

Kong youth subcultural history in the early 2000s, i.e. MK Lolita.  This can be 

understood as a process of cultural hybridization.  Originally, the term 

“hybridization is used in postcolonial studies to describe the construction of new 

culture and identity that emerges from the interweaving of elements between 

the coloniser and colonised, challenging the validity of any fixed cultural 

identity” ( Bhabha, 1994, as cited in Kim, Yun, & Yoon, 2009, p.156).  The 

term can also be applied in other contexts where the conditions to produce 

hybridity are there.  In a broad sense, it can be explained as a process by which 

a cultural element merges with another culture and undergoes a kind of 

“mutation” under the conditions of the coexisting cultures.  For example, 

hybridity is frequently discussed in the context of globalisation as scholars view 

it as a cultural effect of globalisation (Kraidy, 1999).  

With the advance of the global network communication system, the birth of MK 

Lolita, I believe, was under the influence of MK culture which concurrently 

received the popularity of Japanese Lolita subculture in the same period of time.  

Despite the fact that MK Lolita is considered “different” from the original 

Japanese Lolita, this style reflects a unique character of Hong Kong Lolita in 

the form of a “hybrid identity” in the contemporary global era.  MK Lolita can 

be regarded as a highlight of Hong Kong Lolita subculture development in the 

LO epoch (i.e. 2005-2010).  It is a kind of hybrid and carefree Lolita style, and 

they are more flexible to adopt various elements, from the old and new elements, 

or from a mixture of cultures that happens in Mong Kok, Hong Kong.  As one 

SCMP columnist posted on the article regarding Mong Kok culture:  
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It’s where you can see and feel how real Hongkongers live.  There are 

mahjong schools, bars, nightclubs, brothels, massage parlours, and local 

eateries such as cha chaan teng.64  The beauty of Mong Kok is that it doesn’t 

carry its identity like a badge of shame, but rather a shining symbol of pride 

for all to see. (Tam, 2018, para. 9) 

 

Even though MK Lolita has not become a main style within the Hong Kong 

Lolita community, and only existed for a rather short period of time, it does 

enclose a specific identity and spirit within the Hong Kong Lolita that cannot be 

found in other places.  The group not only defines a creative and malleable 

means of identity construction, but also denotes a hybrid identity that young 

Hong Kong people has adopted. 

 

4.5.3 Virtual Space for Communication & Business  

Lolitas are likely to make their own unique Lolita dress or accessories as an 

expression of their personality and individuality (Rahman et al., 2011).  This is 

also true for my respondents, such as SL and Kel, who expressed that they would 

like to design their own outfits, especially accessories (e.g., earrings and corsets) 

to match the style of their dresses when they joined the group.  Such D.I.Y. 

practices of designing and creating their outfits are not common in other 

subcultures, and the outfits can be seen on their online social platforms for 

voting and selling.  As seen from the photos posted on their social webpages, 

various activities such as market-fairs, café gatherings for dress swapping or 

inviting models or designers from Japan for special events have been organised.  

This can be seen from the informants’ response to the following questions: 

“What kind of virtual/visual resources that you have been using for reference in 

creating your Lolita style? Do you think it is important for the Lolita group?”  

Oh yes, very important indeed!  I always search posts from a few of my 

favourite brands online or webpages for updated styles and accessories, 

where I can also buy or sell second-hand dresses, such as Baby, Innocent 

World, HK Lolita group and blah-blah-blah…. (Ven, personal 

communication,, June 12, 2018)  

 

                                                           
64 Cha chann teng is a Hong Kong style eating place, which is a combination of café 

and fast-food local (restaurant). 
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It was very nice to join and organise Lolita events, and you couldn’t make it 

without using online platforms…it has always been significant regardless of 

the changes of names or structures of those platforms over time. (SL, personal 

communication, June 12, 2018) 

 

As discussed above, Lolita participants are no longer just making clothes or 

accessories for themselves, but they are playing a very active role in using online 

platforms in selling (and buying) Lolita clothes and promoting Lolita theme 

activities. This also explains why the online second hand clothes trading “HK 

LOLITA 二手買賣區” is so popular within the circle. Some Lolitas would 

remake or re-design their old dresses or second-hand Lolita dresses to form a 

unique Lolita dress which suits their ideal style.  These “art pieces” usually got 

lots of positive feedback (i.e. many “likes” and “hearts”) from other Facebook 

users.  For example, my respondent Kel (see Figure 4.11 & 4.12), has posted 

photos of self-designed corsets, earrings and hair pins on the HK Lolita 

(Facebook) for sharing and selling.   She gains much happiness in her creative 

amateur designer identity:  

By designing and making Lolita accessories and sharing with others within 

the community, Lolita online platforms really enable me to retain my own 

interest and earn some pocket money and most importantly, make me feel 

greatly fulfilled and rewarded for they are created by myself. (Kel, personal 

communication, October, 2, 2016)   

 

Kel further expressed to me that she received much satisfaction (fulfilment) in 

being able to design her own unique accessories that match her Lolita outfits.  It 

was very rewarding when she received positive comments and requests for 

purchasing these accessories from her Lolita friends.    
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Apart from local Lolita fashion/accessories shops which were founded nearly 

ten years ago, for example, Spider, Miss Summer,  Anna House, LIT etc., some 

of the upper floor cafés, such as Sugar Factory Café, founded in May 2014;  and 

Papillion, founded in January 2015, also emerged and aimed to attract customers 

who are Lolitas or interested in the Lolita subculture.  These cafés are usually 

run by young entrepreneurs who want to create their own business; they also 

enjoy organizing activities for their customers, such as: Loliholic markets, and 

Victorian tea parties.   

 

4.5.4 An Imagined Virtual Community for Effective Communication 

From the above discussion, it shows that modifications of online platform 

practices have led to changes of creative activities within specific stages/epochs 

of Lolita subculture development in Hong Kong.  Without such a virtual 

platform as an effective space for communication within the group, I believe 

that the growth in terms of scale and diversity of Hong Kong Lolita subculture 

would be restricted or perhaps would not last for such a long time.  Since the 

2010s members of Lolita subcultural groups have found a web of imagined 

spatial connections via Facebook and other online platforms.  This spatial 

connection allows participants to share similar interests, values and views on 

Figur 4.11 

Earring Accessories, made by 

respondent, Kel 

 

Figure 4.12 

 Selling accessories at the Lolita Market Garden  

at the plaza D2 place 
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Lolita fashion style no matter where their physical locations are.  Therefore, the 

existence of online virtual communication platforms is nursing the development 

of the Hong Kong Lolita community ecologically.   

Gathering at such spaces on online virtual community sites reflected an 

inherently social desire and purpose where they could reaffirm that there were 

others who had similar aesthetics, even without much verbal exchange 

regarding who they actually were or where they actually came from (Gagné, 

2013, p.6)  

 

Indeed, the virtual platform accelerates not only the growth of Lolita subculture, 

but also enables the group to express personal interests, ideas towards life and 

people, and most importantly it also helps participants to construct their specific 

identity through the advance of online communication.  For example, Kon, who 

is a Brolita as well as a train captain, usually posts updated news about his job 

duties, details about service disruption of lines and expresses his view towards 

customers and issues of the train company (that he works for) in rather 

humorous ways (sometimes also comprises vulgar words).  This forms an 

interesting identity of a Hong Kong (MK) Brolita within the group.  Another 

Brolita Ann, whose role is a photographer within the group, works in an 

academic library.  To me, Ann is not only a great photographer, but also a very 

good video editor for he makes good contributions to the Lolita webpage too.  

More discussion about Ann’s art (photographs and video clips) will follow in 

the next chapter.   

Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, limited activities have been held since 2019.  

However, the community organised events/activities through effective use of 

online platforms, for example: an amazing video clip was created by the group 

called “Hong Kong Lolita Relay Challenge” broadcasted on YouTube in 

May2020 (see Figure 4.13),65 which was inspired by a European American 

programme #DontRushChallenge.  Another Valentine's Day Online Tea Party 

(for Hong Kong and Japanese Lolitas) was held via a zoom meeting in January 

                                                           
65 It can be watched in the YouTube: #DontRushChallenge 香港 lolita 接力換裝挑戰
Lolita from Hong Kong , which means Hong Kong Lolita Clothes changing rally (Yami 

Tube, 2020). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=CftNLUAqt_U&fbclid=IwAR1XQTK6ViZEe1PPOZ5hNb-ljRtkLD30Be5TJ3217PpVru7B608_7QmCmYE
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2021 (see Figure 4.14). 66  Previously, this kind of cross-cultural tea party would 

be in Japan and it provides Hong Kong Lolita a good chance to have gatherings 

with Japanese Lolita and do shopping in Japan.  From the above online activities 

of the Lolita group, one can conclude that Hong Kong Lolita is not only a group 

of plucky young people, but people who are also exceptionally creative, cute, 

and amazing.   

 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

To conclude, youths in Hong Kong, being culturally and geographically in close 

proximity to Japan, have a tendency to adopt their neighbouring city Tokyo’s 

cultural movements.  The development of shoujo culture as well as the kawaii 

culture provide a unique environment for the development of Lolita subculture 

in Japan during the 1980s to 1990s.  Under the powerful expansion/influence of 

Japanese pop-culture and the advance of virtual communication system, Hong 

Kong was the first place in Southeast Asia that adopted and developed as a sub-

group of the Japanese Lolita subculture, i.e. Hong Kong Lolita.   

The unique identity of Lolita can be analysed in two layers: the “dream self” 

and the “real self” or “natural self”.  This is because, as discussed in Chapter 

Two, Lolitas see themselves as different from cosplayers who simply imitate a 

certain character from a film, book, and video game.  By putting on the Lolita 

                                                           
66 See more from HK Lolita Facebook (HK Lolita Event, 2021).  

Figure 4.13 

 Hong Kong lolita relay challenge 

 

Figure 4.14 

 Fukuoka Valentine's Day Online 

Tea Party 
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outfit, participants not only play the “ideal role” of Lolita but also add onto 

themselves certain characteristics that they regard as more “natural” or “truly” 

representing how they feel or think.  Hence, they use this term “real self” or 

“natural self” to describe their practice and reject being seen as cosplayers.  In 

an ordinary daily setting, being a Lolita for the participants is a dream because 

it does not fit in the actual social context.  On the other hand, it can be perceived 

as a “natural self” when the participants put on the Lolita self within a particular 

time and space, i.e., “dream space”.  This is because the “natural self” of a Lolita 

can be achieved when she puts on Lolita clothes.  In terms of rebellion, Lolita 

are not daydreamers, they pluckily and wisely use the unique clothes to express 

their indignations. This is because in terms of gender inequality both men and 

women receive equal education, and are expected to have their own career and 

be financially independent.  However, it is commonly accepted that a husband 

does not need to take as much family duty as a wife does in our society.  As a 

result, it is not fair to women as they are usually being over-expected to do well 

in work and family duty. 

From the data collected, this study observed that the use of internet resources 

marks the substantial changes of Lolita ecology in the past decades.  The virtual 

platform has a very solid connection with Hong Kong Lolita identity formation 

and development since the birth of the Justice Forum in 2000.  The three stages 

of Hong Kong Lolita development show that the virtual space is very “real” to 

this subcultural community.  “Real life” Lolitas also rely on e-platform to 

exchange information about activities and ideas, and most importantly, to swap 

Lolita fashion products and express their views on different aspects of life.  

These online activities show how Lolitas in Hong Kong made good use of visual 

and virtual resources to form their unique identity.  The MK Lolitas in the 

second stage of Hong Kong Lolita development demonstrates an internal turn 

of localization in the form of cultural hybridization.  Creativity of the subculture 

that can be traced throughout the three stages is an indication of how Hong Kong 

Lolitas have been employing various resources to create platforms for effective 

communication and opportunities for business and art creation.  In the next 

chapter, I will demonstrate how professional and amateur artists use Lolita as 

the subject for their art creation.  It further investigates how the feminine identity 
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of Lolita is being perceived, understood, analysed, and represented as visual art 

forms by various artists, including the art-pieces produced by professional 

artists, Lolita participants as well as myself who plays multiple roles in this 

study.  
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6. CHAPTER FIVE…….. 

Expression of Feminine Identity through Art & Fashion  

 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter addresses the fourth research question, exploring how the feminine 

identity of Lolita is being viewed, studied, evaluated, and applied through art 

activities and art creations.  The specific clothing style of Japanese Lolita 

subculture has not only allowed it to co-exist with the local art and fashion 

industries but also receive attention internationally, for example, Lolita related 

art exhibitions were being held in London, New York, and Sweden in recent 

years.  Through engaging themselves in photo taking, video production, 

accessories making, Lolita participants (as amateur artists) were given another 

opportunity to express themselves as having a unique, artistic, and feminine 

identity.  Considering its art-oriented characteristics, an arts-based research 

method was called for in this study, i.e. the art exhibitions of Wonder Loli (1) in 

2018, and Wonder Loli (II) in 2019.  

This chapter first illustrates how professional and amateur artists use Lolita as 

inspiration for their art creation and performance as a background for the study.  

It explores how the feminine identity of Lolita Subculture can be understood, 

analyzed, and represented as art forms by these artists, (including myself as an 

amateur artist).  Regarding the Wonder Loli exhibitions, this chapter discusses 

how resources and data through art making and art show were used, collected 

and examined in detail.  It further elaborates how Lolita subculture can be 

understood and evaluated as art forms by the audience/spectators as well as the 

Lolita participants themselves.  This chapter concludes that: First, Lolita 

subculture permits both professional and amateur artists to make good use of its 

artistic and diverse elements for art creations, which can be represented in 

various visual art forms.  Second, the arts-based-research method has provided 

an exceptional chance for bringing this research work to a wider group of 

audience in the community.  Third, despite the fact that Lolita subculture has 

been around for some time, certain misconception about it in the community 

still exists.  Fourth, it shows that the feminine culture of Lolita speaks its own 
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tongue and maintains its role as the “other” in spite of the domineering 

mainstream culture. 

 

5.2 The Unique Nature of Lolita Subculture  

The unique nature of Lolita subculture provides a platform for diverse 

expansions in the areas of art and fashion.  As mentioned in Chapter Three, 

Lolita fashion has been included in a number of special art collections and 

museum display items globally, such as Victoria & Albert Museum (V&A) in 

London 2013 and at the Museum of the Fashion Institute of Technology 

(Hereafter, FIT Museum) in New York in 2010.  Other than that, professional 

contemporary artists such as Minori, a Japanese Shironuri artist and Ulrika 

Wärmling, a Swedish artist in painting also used Lolita as the subject in their art 

creation.  Amateur artists, who are also my Lolita respondents, such as SL, Cat 

and Kel, who re-designed dresses and created accessories to express their 

passion towards Lolita, while Ann (a Brolita) who used photographs and video 

work to represent his visualization of Lolita.  Apart from the fashion and art 

industries, Lolita subculture also calls for the up-keeping of a certain creative 

style of living in the city.  For example, both Hong Kong Lolita online platform 

(HK Lolita) and Papillion Café organized Lolita thematic tea parties or seminars 

on culture related topic.67  These events were not limited to Lolita participants, 

but also open to the outsiders.  Some young entrepreneurs also sold and 

promoted Lolita theme craft works, such as stationaries or accessories in market 

fairs, which usually took place at new industrial sites or renovated shopping 

centers.  These activities very often bought fresh, exciting, and innovative 

elements to the current commercial market for the youth group.  

 

In light of such art-oriented characteristics of Lolita subculture, together with 

my artist training background, an arts-based research method was called for in 

this study.  The “Wonder Loli” art exhibitions, launched in Macau in 2018 and 

                                                           
67 It is a local café in Mong Kok, Kowloon, where the customers can enjoy tea and 

reading.  
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Hong Kong in 2019, were the cases in point.  Hence, a mixed research method 

was used in this study, i.e. empirical research method which engages art making 

and art exhibition together with traditional interview methods of data collection.  

This arts-based-research method was an effective research technique that 

allowed me to explore how “Lolita” was being interpreted and expressed as a 

form of “specific feminine” identity by engaging public audiences, Lolita 

participants as well as myself in this project.  The work leading to this exhibition 

and the subsequent findings on Lolita subculture throughout the process will be 

presented. 

In the following sections, I will first explain how other artists (i.e. professional 

artists and Lolita amateur artists) use Lolita as inspiration for the theme of their 

art creation and performance as a review for this study.  Then, I will illustrate 

how art resources and data were collected, used, and analyzed in the whole 

process of art making and the organization of the two art exhibitions.   

 

5.3 A Review of Art & Creation Inspired by Lolita  

Using arts as an approach to research is what Savin-Baden and Wimpenny (2014, 

p.1) states as “research that uses the arts, in the broadest sense, to explore, 

understand and represent human action and experience”.  Therefore, in terms of 

what the artwork evokes for others (the viewers/visitors), I believe Lolita 

subculture can be explored and understood in a new light.  In terms of art 

perspective, Lolita fashion has been represented in several distinct art 

collections and museum displays globally.  Both professional and amateur 

artists also created their work by using Lolita as their theme.  

 

5.3.1 Masterpieces at Well-Known Museums 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, Lolita fashion has been identified as 

masterpieces of art when nine outfits of Lolita fashion in the “Kitty and the 

Bulldog” exhibition were shown at V&A in London between 2012 and 2013.  

These masterpieces, such as Gothic Lolita (see Figure 5.1) and Sweet Lolita (see 

Figure 5.2) were bought in 2011 from Tokyo, which showed the connections 
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between British traditional fashion design and Japanese street style.  An article 

titled “Lolita Fashion: Light Panier” which was posted by the V&A on their 

official webpage also states that, 

A striking feature of Lolita fashion is the extent to which it is influenced by 

British culture…Although the attitude and aggression of Punk and Gothic 

have no place in the world of the Lolita, the movement represents a similarly 

powerful rebellion against the conventions of contemporary society. (V&A, 

2012, para 1) 

 

From the above comments of the V&A, one can see how Lolita fashion is 

regarded as under British influence by borrowing the design elements of Punk 

and Gothic style, but at the same time it keeps the soft nature of Lolita spirit i.e. 

Japanese cuteness “Kawaii”.  This “double positing” of Lolita subculture poses 

as a significant rebellious gesture to the main-stream cultural context.  As 

McVeigh states, “cuteness” is a powerful theme in various aspects of Japanese 

daily life.  It indicates its ambiguous and multi-vocal nature as “softness” form 

in the Japanese mainstream culture (McVeigh, 2000).  Such “softness”, at the 

same time, creates an illusion/impression that Lolita subculture is perceived as 

powerless, feminine and weak in general.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 

 Punk Lolita (V&A) 

 

Figure 5.2 

 Sweet Lolita (V&A) 
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Before the “Kitty and the Bulldog” exhibition was presented in London, another 

big Lolita fashion show, “Tokyo Fashion Festa” took place at the FIT Museum 

in New York in early 2010, one of the most popular Japanese Lolita model, 

Misako Aoki was also invited for the cat-walk show (see Figure 5.3).  The 

award-winning blog writer la Carmina (2010) inscribed in her blog Tokyo 

Fashion Festa NYC: Gothic Lolita Runway Show, Harajuku Jpop Clothing at 

FIT Museum, New York Fashion Week:  

Encompassing live music, a fashion show, and visual-kei rock videos, it was 

the first of its kind in New York City. Opening the event was a short greeting 

from Misako Aoki, Japan’s Lolita “Kawaii Ambassador” (la Carmina, 2010, 

para 2) 

 

 

 

 

The FIT Museum also organised another fashion display called “Tokyo Fashion 

Now”68 from September 2010 to January 2011.  Such exhibitions and shows 

                                                           
68 It is an online show,“Special Exhibitions Gallery”, from 17th September 2010 to 

8th January 2011 at FIT.  See more from the online platform (The Museum at FIT, 

2020). 

Figure 5.3 

 “Kawaii Ambassador” Misako Aoki (second from left) 
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were examples indicating that Lolita fashion and culture do bring about 

international events that draw much attention from the younger generation of 

today.   

 

5.3.2 Professional Artists’ Work using Lolita as Their Subject 

5.3.2.1 Japanese Shironuri artist, Minori  

According to the Japanese Shironuri artist, Minori Minato, Shironuri means a 

“painted white face”.  It is a Japanese tradition that has been a cultural practice 

by both men and women in the history of Japan.  This kind of beauty concept 

can be traced back to the Heian time (794-1185) in Japan.  Heian women shaved 

their eyebrows, put white powder on their faces, painted new eyebrows high on 

their foreheads to attain the ideal beauty at the time (Dalby, 2001).  For example, 

men and women from aristocratic families painted their faces to show their 

status during the Heian period, which is regarded as the peak of the Japanese 

imperial court as well as a golden age of classical Japanese culture.  Another 

explanation is that faces were painted white to bring out their facial features 

because of poor lighting indoors in the Heian period.  By engaging her body as 

canvas and putting on classical-style Lolita outfits and Japanese Shironuri 

nature-themed makeup,69 Minori turns herself into a “living artwork” (Russon 

& Taan, 2017, para.1).  From this point of view, Shironuri can be perceived as 

a makeup style, which “has transitioned from the more traditional appearance 

to a blending of other styles, such as Gothic, Lolita, and Mori Girl” (Fandom, 

n.d.).70 

As for Minori, in the early stage of her “performing art” development, Minori 

created some fashion works that showed the influence from the Lolita style 

clothing (see Figure 4).  From that collection of art images, one can easily 

identify the Lolita style hair accessories, dress, and shoes.  Despite this seeming 

                                                           
69 “Shironuri” means “painted in white”, and initially referred to the customary makeup 

(made with rice-powder in the pass) worn by Japanese performers, such as geisha, 

maiko, and kabuki. See more from (Shironuri, 2013) 

70 “Mori” in Japanese means "forest", therefore, “Mori girl” also called “Forest Girl” 

(Mori, 2020). 
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affiliation with the Lolita style, Minori at one point did declare that the style did 

not suit her: “she used to enjoy wearing Elegant Gothic Lolita fashion, but over 

time she didn't feel that the style suited her” (Russon & Taan, 2017, para 3).  

Nevertheless, regardless of her personal inclination towards Lolita culture 

currently, Minori’s idea of blending Shironuri with contemporary subcultural 

style did open another door for the Lolita group to express their style with other 

culturally specific features.  In addition, the traditional Japanese Shironuri in 

this case can be regarded as a signification of the birthplace of Lolita: Harajuku, 

Tokyo.  As shown in Figure 5.5, Lolitas painted their faces white when joining 

the “White Face Monster Party” in Harajuku and attending other Lolita events 

between 2013 and 2014.  On the 2nd of April 2018, Minori was invited as a 

special guest to a Lolita tea party in Hong Kong (see Figure 5.6 & 5.7) organised 

by the HK Lolita group.  Almost all the Lolitas also painted their faces white 

for joining this special event as a gesture of respect for Minori’s inspiring style.  
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5.3.2.2 Stockholm Artist - Ulrika Wärmling 

This practice of painting the face white among Lolita groups can also be seen in 

other European countries, such as in the UK and Sweden.  I learnt about that 

from one of my Swedish Lolita respondents (see Figure 5.8), Marcie, who I 

Figure 5.4 

 Minori created Lolita related fashion 

work for herself 

 

Figure 5.5 

Japanese Shironuri “White Face 

Monster  Party” is a visual event in 

Harajuku, May, 2013 

 

 

Figure 5.6 

Announcemnet of Minori’s Tea Party  

 

Note:  I was  posted in HK Lolita 

Facebook  (April 2018) 

Figure 5.7 

 Minori and Hong Kong Lolita 

participants in the tea party  
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know from the HK Lolita community.71  While keeping in touch via Facebook, 

she mentioned to me that there was an exhibition about Lolita paintings of a 

Swedish artist Ulrika Wärmling.72   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marcie was 

one of the members of the Swedish Lolita community and also a model for 

Wärmling in the Lolita painting series.  She once dressed and presented as a 

Gothic Lolita style, which was painted by Wärmling (see Figure 5.9).  Through 

Marcie, I was able to contact Wärmling and had a chance to interview her via 

email for getting a more accurate data about her concept in the Lolita theme art 

pieces.  The artist was fascinated by Japanese culture after she met her half-

Japanese ex-partner.  Since then, subcultural themes have become quite 

prominent in Wärmling’s paintings for many years.  In early 2000s, she 

collaborated with “anarcha feminists” in Stockholm on a project while she was 

studying at the Royal Institute of Art for her Master’s Degree. She was 

                                                           
71 I got a chance to meet three Swedish Lolita participates, Marcie, Zaza and Faydo, 

for an interview over a dinner, when I joined a conference at the Ersta Sköndal Bräcke 

University College in Stockholm, Sweden, on the 30th , 2018.   

72 With Wärmling’s consent, her name used in this study is real. 

Figure 5.8  

 Photo with three Swedish Lolita participates 

 

Note: I met the Swedish Lolitas (,Marcie, Zaza and Faydo, in 

Stockholm, Sweden ) when I joined a conference in Sweden in 2018 
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interested in how the anarcha feminists could “become girls” using pink dresses 

and whether their pink dresses would make people like them more or not.  This 

led Wärmling to view Lolita in a similar way and use Lolita as the theme of her 

future project, and when she responded to my email interview question: “Why 

do you use Lolita as your art inspiration / creation?” she expressed her view 

with a gender discourse:  

What is so fascinating from my point of view is the way that the person who 

wears Lolita can switch between different styles from day to day which easily 

reads as different genders, or different ways of being a certain gender.  One 

day you can be a sweet girl, the next day a young boy, or a pirate. (Wärmling, 

personal communication, November 22, 2019) 

 

As shown in one of Wärmling’s Lolita portrait paintings, a Swedish Lolita with 

her face painted white, standing next to a painting (see Figure 5.10) displayed 

in her solo exhibition, "The Sweetest Cutest Closets" at Domeij Gallery, 

Sweden, in November 2019.73  It depicts a Lolita holding a masque, with her 

face painted white and looking at herself in a mirror (see Figure 10).  The photo 

also captured a very interesting scene as the Lolita, who is standing in front of 

the painting, is the model herself in the picture.  It demonstrates that Lolita 

participants use different ways, i.e. masque and painted white face, to “change” 

or in Wärmling’s term “switch” her identity. 

 

                                                           
73 See more from Ulrika Wärmling’s personal homepage (Wärmling, n.d.) 
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5.3.3 Hong Kong Lolita Participants as Amateur Artists 

Apart from professional artists who are interested in using Lolita elements in 

their “art creations”, as revealed by my respondents, many Hong Kong Lolita 

participants are enthusiastic to create their own do-it-yourself (DIY) Lolita art 

pieces.  Such artworks would include accessories, datebooks, postcards, tapes, 

and so on.  Some Lolitas even would re-make or re-design other dresses to form 

a unique Lolita dress which suits their ideal style.  As shown in Figure 5.11, the 

dress was recreated by respondent SL, a married young woman and a 

professional engineer.74  She took apart the materials of her original Japanese 

Kimono and turned it into a Lolita dress, which formed a very unique “Hong 

Kong Kimono” Lolita style.75  Figure 5.12 & 5.13 show the hair accessories and 

                                                           
74 SL: a master degree holder in Civil Engineering  

75 Kimono: a T-shaped traditional Japanese wrapped front garment and the national 

dress of Japan. 

 Figure 5.9  

 Representing “old school style “as 

suggested by the artist, Wärmling 

 

Figure 5.10  

 A Swedish Lolita with a painted face 

white, standing in front of Wärmling’s 

painting 
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corset that were designed and made by Kel,76 who is a mother of two children 

and a merchandiser.  She is interested in making Lolita hair accessories, earrings 

and corset with reference to traditional Chinese dress called Qipao,77 and the 

design work matches well with the Qi Lolita style.  Another Lolita, Cat, a young 

graphic designer,78 created her “cat-signature” art products (see Figure 14) and 

has been using this cat character for a long time.  The “cat” became her signature 

since it was created as a final year project in her degree course, and she 

expressed her views in our conversation via Messenger interview,   

I am still using this “cat” character to create different contents and lolita 

fashion is one of them…it takes a lot of time for manufacturing the acrylic 

part, as Taobao shops are somehow very hard to communicate  and 

sometimes what I bought came in in wrong sizes, and so I have to change a 

bit of my design  and I sourced other parts very randomly online or in Sham 

Shui Po.79 On average it takes at least around a month from sketch to the final 

product. (Cat, personal communication, January 16, 2020)  

 

 

                                                           
76 Respondent Kel is a diploma holder in Fashion Design.  

77 Qipao, also called Cheongsam, is a gown  of Manchu origin. “It is a high-necked, 

close-fitting dress with the skirt slit partway up the side” (Cheongsam, 2021, para 1).  

78 Cat: studied and gained her degree in Graphic Design in the UK 

79 Sham Shui Po is one of 18 districts of Hong Kong, where is known as the poorest 

place in Hong Kong. However, it is also paradise for art and fashion lover or a D.I.Y. 

maniac searching for materials, such as beads, button, pearls, feathers or fabrics, to 

create their masterpieces. 

Figure 5.11 

 Re-created Lolita style by SL 

 

Figure 5.12 

 Handmade accessories for Qi Lolita style by Kel 
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Apart from making dress or accessories, another respondent, Ann,80 a Brolita, 

who has joined the group for more than eight years, likes to use photos and 

videos to capture the beauty of Lolita related objects, especially the details of 

accessories (see Figure 5.15 & 5.16).  He said, it is common for Lolita 

participants to use photos to record the Lolita outfit/coordination/style.  For him, 

taking photos is also a great way to socialise and have fun.  Most importantly, 

as he expressed: 

I like taking close-ups of dresses and accessories.  Photos are good for 

exploring small details.  It is a way to appreciate Lolita dresses and 

accessories… It is something I can contribute to the (Lolita) community. 

(Ann, personal communication, February 18, 2021) 

 

Except for taking photos, Ann was also interested in video taking.  He told me 

that, around 2016, after he started taking the role as an in-group photographer 

more seriously, he began to “fall in love” with video taking for the community 

because he regards video as his preferred artistic form (see Appendix 4C for 

more details).  When I asked him, “Do you like to display your photos as art-

pieces in galleries, and why?” and he replied,  

For my photo, it is more about how the (Lolita) dress and the styling than my 

photography skills.  There is lots of work behind makeup, coordination, 

styling and presentation.  For my videos, I get to choose what to present.  

                                                           
80 Ann: with his consent, he agreed to be one of my respondents in the final stage of 

this research work.  Therefore, I conducted interviews via Facebook Messenger with 

him between February and March in 2021.  

Figure 5.13 

 Handmade corset (Front & back) by 

Kel 

 

Figure 5.14 

 Lolita cartoon signature design by 

Cat 
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There is much more artistic choice to make in my videos than my photos.  I 

put more effort in taking and editing videos than photos… If I want to show 

my works as a photographer, I prefer showing my videos. ( Ann, personal 

communication, February 18, 2021) 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Analysis & Discussion on Artists’ Work  

5.4.1 Painting the Face White and its Meaning 

The practice of painting the face white has different significances in various 

contexts according to different cultures.  For example, in western theater, white 

facial makeup used by performers usually signifies the clown identity; while 

white face character in Chinese opera represents negative aspects in human 

nature, such as being cunning, crafty, suspicious and treacherous etc.  From this 

point of view, the “painted white face” can be perceived as a “white blank 

canvas” which authorizes the “self” being transformed into another person with 

different identities.  This reverberates with Minori’s art for she uses her body as 

a canvas as a “blank surface” to create boundless art themes by merging the 

“self” with different sceneries or background stories.  Regardless of the 

Figure 5.15 

Aaccessories made by Ann. He is also the model in the 

figure. 

 

 

Figure 5.16 

 Photo of accessories in 

fine details 
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differences in context, this idea also echoes with a long-ago Portuguese story, 

The Blank Page.81  The highlight of the story is that a snow-white linen which 

signifies the virginity identity of a bride, has got “no marks” after the first 

Wedding night of a princess…. leaving “a blank page” for the readers to finish 

the story…. 

The idea of leaving it “blank” or Minori’s “painted white” perhaps signifies the 

unsatisfied/imperfect “self” that is trying to find other ways in creating new 

interpretations/layer of someone’s identity.  As Minori told BBC in an 

interview: “I always felt a sense of discomfort that my skin colour and makeup 

did not match my clothes… once I painted my face white, I could make my face 

from my imagination, and that felt wonderful” (Russon & Taan, 2017).  

According to Goffman, “personal identity to what marks out the person as 

distinct from all others, ….while people regularly find themselves in 

(unsatisfied) situations where they are stigmatized, which means disqualified 

from full social acceptance” (1974, pp.26-27).  In Minori’s case, painted face 

white as a “living art performance”, might provide her a new layer as “blank 

space” to construct her alternative self as a “painted white face” look, which 

was well blended with Lolita clothing style.  

 

5.4.2 Lolita- a Stimulating Subject on Gender Issues  

According to Wärmling (personal communication, 2019), being a Lolita means 

that one has the authority to switch self-identities, regardless of one’s gender or 

social background.  By observing Lolita subculture in Sweden, Wärmling     

believed that the Lolita group in Stockholm (and the other smaller towns 

surrounding it) was interested in feminism and gender discourses, and quite a 

large number of members had identified themselves as transgender or non-

binary.  Correspondingly, I believe that the practice of “switching of identities” 

in Lolitas is trying to attain an “ideal identity” which they could not achieve in 

the real social situation.  This explained why Wärmling used Lolita as subject 

                                                           
81 The story is from the book Last Tale (published in 1957), which was collected and 

translated by a Danish writer, Karen Blixen. See more from (The Blank Page, 2019 )  
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in her art creations which emphasized “the dressing as a way of communication 

and performing gender”.   

However, the excessive dressing style of the Lolita is very much the opposite of 

the Swedish norm of “less is more” and to dress naturally.  According to 

Wärmling, the provocative element in Lolita subculture is that Lolita 

participants consume quite a lot of plastic materials for making accessories, 

which are considered “cheap” and also “bad” for the environment by the 

standard of most Swedish people, especially the middle class.  In such context, 

Wärmling’s art can be considered as creating an impact on Swedish social 

values.  It enquires into how the Lolita group is received in Sweden, and appears 

to be challenging certain social norms or ways of thinking of the Swedish 

middle-class.   

In Wärmling’s art, the media is used “to create, examine and interpret art in 

ways that illustrate both the artistic process and the impact of arts and issue on 

people’s lives” (Savin-Baden & Wimpenny, 2014, p.1).  Wärmling believed that: 

Swedish Lolita seems to break so many rules of the middle-class, 

especially the Sweet Lolitas.  I’m very fascinated by that, and how 

these rule breakers expose silent rules in my society. (Wärmling, 

personal communication, November 22, 2019) 

Her Lolita theme-based work concerns dressing as a way of communication and 

performing gender.  She explained that since Sweden society accepts the 

LGBTQ community in general that might be a reason why the Sweden Lolita 

community has more transgender members.  From my understanding, this 

phenomenon is quite different from the situation in the Hong Kong Lolita 

community.  Although Hong Kong in many ways is a Western style society, it 

still holds a rather reserved view on gender issues related to LGBTQ.  Moreover, 

from my field observations and interviews, there is no evidence that members 

of Hong Kong Lolita have a close connection with LGBTQ.  As Wärmling also 

states,   

There are so many layers of understanding when it comes to Lolita fashion 

and culture.  It has changed a lot over the years, so I haven’t gone tired of it 

yet.  I also very much like to paint dresses and pretty things, so that’s also a 

reason, of course. (Wärmling, personal communication, November 22, 2019).   

 

It is so true that Lolita subculture exists as an ever-changing entity/phenomenon, 
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and its development can be seen to be moving into different directions under 

different social and ideological contexts.   

 

5.4.3 The DIY Feminine Identity  

Regarding the work of amateur Lolita artists elaborated above, all designs and 

creations demonstrate certain uniqueness of the artist’s own Lolita style.  The 

do-it-yourself, or D.I.Y. aspect plays an important role in this subculture, and it 

is most visible in the Hong Kong Lolita community when compared to other 

Lolitas in other cities.  Another subculture, Punk, which was popular among 

teenagers in the 1970s in Britain and America, is an exceptional example of DIY 

features.  Tom Buechele identified the Punk subculture as “masculine identity 

in DIY”, for this subculture “is surrounded by masculinity which may result in 

discrimination against women and feminine males” (as quoted in Moran, 2010, 

p.60).  Interestingly in a similar way, Lolita subculture can be regarded as the 

DIY feminine identity for its female dominated nature.  To put on the unique 

Punk style was a gesture to show their support to their bands (Moran, 2010, 

p.63).  However, the reason for creating their own clothes (as a practice of DIY) 

in the Punk subculture was because of the limited financial resources of the 

participants.  This is because Punk participants were mainly from lower income 

teen adolescents.  However, Lolita subcultural group are mainly from middle-

class and most of them joined the group at their late teens or during university 

life, therefore, many of the Lolitas could afford to buy expensive clothes or 

accessories.  As a result, designing and creating DIY Lolita items has small 

intention with limited budget in most of the cases, but is an intention to add their 

own artistic elements into a special style -a measure to achieve a more unique 

self.  As for SL, she is a big fan of Japanese culture and would purchase 

expensive traditional Kimono robes.  She re-designed her old Kimono robe and 

re-created it into a dress of her very own Lolita style.  As for Cat, who is a lover 

of cats and kawaii objects, she created her own kawaii “cat icon” which 

combined her own character so that, she and her cat, can share the same Lolita 

outfit.  In Kel’s design, the accessories were made as a fine combination with 

Qipao dress elements, which expressed the Chinese traditional culture within 

her Lolita outfits.  Kel even told me that she took a course in Qipao making so 
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that she could achieve better results in her design of Lolita accessories.  These 

designs and elements were well presented and represented the Hong Kong made 

Lolita style, which not only has European style of fine cuttings, but also 

comprises of contemporary “cute kitten cartoon” design and the feminine Qipao 

features, which shows the spirit of special, rich and diverse cultural elements.  

The three Lolitas told me that, when posting their “art pieces” on the online 

platforms, they always got lots of “hearts”, “likes” and even people asking for 

the price of their work.  They felt very encouraged and wanted to make more of 

their “unique” art pieces to share with the community.   

As from my observations, it is not common to see Japanese Lolitas with a Qipao 

style.  This is because Japanese participants prefer the original look of Lolita 

more as traditional Japanese culture emphasizes “group identity”.  Therefore, 

Japanese Lolitas might think other additional/new elements not an appropriate 

design of its original Lolita spirit as a “group identity”.  However, as discussed 

in Chapter Four, Hong Kong Lolitas are more creative when compared with 

Japanese Lolitas as demonstrated in the example of the “carefree and relaxing” 

style of MK Lolitas.  This is because Hong Kong Lolitas are more flexible and 

are ready to use new elements for the construction of the unique and innovative 

style for themselves.  This to a certain extent also reflects Hong Kong people’s 

flexibility/ accommodation in different circumstances.  Through the practice of 

DIY as the process of creating the “art-pieces”, it provides the “Lolita artists” a 

feeling of contentment and a sense of accomplishment because much 

recognition, appreciation, and satisfaction is gained within their own 

community where similar values and beliefs are shared. 

 

5.4.4 A Sense of Achievement and a Mission to Serve  

As in Ann’s case, apart from the passion of making accessories for himself, he 

was also an “appointed” photographer within the community.  At the beginning 

of his first two years as a Brolita in the group, Ann just joined activities as an 

ordinary member.  However, his talent in photo taking and video editing were 

gradually being discovered by the other Lolitas.  He was unofficially “appointed” 

as the photographer within the group, and most of the time Ann did the job 
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happily as a volunteer.  According to Diehl, Zauberman, & Barasch, 

“individuals may take photos for different reasons and with different audiences 

in mind, which may further affect enjoyment of the experience” (2016, p.137).  

For the Lolita participants, photo taking is regarded as a crucial and effective 

“tool” for capturing beautiful images, such as dresses, accessories, and 

particular moments in different events, to share/exchange with each other, for 

example, via online platforms as a social communication.  With advanced 

technologies and the global network system, their lovely look with fine makeup 

and the pretty Lolita dress style could “reach and exhibit” to various audiences 

around the world whenever they want.  Precisely, “photo-taking directs greater 

visual attention to aspects of the experience one may want to photograph” (Diehl 

et al., 2016, p. 119).  Although the Lolita community acknowledged Ann as a 

“professional photographer”, he preferred to be a “Video Art artist”.  Ann 

regards the photographer role as a powerful driving force for him to improve his 

video taking skill.  For example, catwalk shows are often fast-paced and one-

off, and very difficult to record every moment perfectly.  Because there is always 

room for improvement, the challenge and sense of achievement was an 

important reason for Ann to focus on video taking for the Lolita group.  Indeed, 

from the perspective in using visual form as art, record or memories, videos are 

more interesting, more realistic, more challenging and more artistic to express 

ideas in the realm of moving images.  Nevertheless, no matter whether it is 

photography or video art, Ann wants to use his skills to serve the community.  

As he expressed,  

It was around 2016 when I started taking the role more seriously and took the 

role as a photographer in some events.  It is something I can contribute to the 

community.  Photos and videos are good for publicity.  I want more people 

to know about Lolitas in Hong Kong. (Ann, personal communication, 

February 18, 2021) 

 

From the above discussion, the mission that Ann wants to contribute to the 

Lolita community, is not only about his passion in photo taking or video making, 

but also his sense of belonging within the group where the same language, 

rituals, behaviours and beliefs are shared.  As Gilovich & Keltner state, “the idea 

that a person’s self-concept and self-esteem derive not only from personal 

identity and accomplishments, but also from the status and accomplishments of 
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the various groups to which that person belongs” (2015, p. 413).  

 

5.5 Wonder Loli Art & Fashion Exhibition 

After taking a review and discussion of Lolita theme artwork by both 

professional and amateur artists above, I am going to elaborate the art piece that 

I created for “Wonder Loli (I)” and “Wonder Loli (II)”.  Apart from having 

direct interview with Lolita participants as a traditional way of data collection, 

as far as I know, alternative empirical research method which engages art 

making and art exhibition as data collection has not yet been seen in existing 

studies on the Lolita subculture.  I (as a researcher as well as an artist) therefore, 

“uses media both to create artefacts, and to use them as a means of 

understanding and examining the experiences of the participants and researchers 

involved in the arts-based research” (Savin-Baden & Wimpenny, 2014, p.1). 

The subject/theme of the art creation included in both exhibitions is “Lolita 

spirit.”    Raw resources of “Lolita artifacts”, for instance, like second hand 

dresses, mirrors, lace, fabrics, and cute unique accessories from various Lolitas 

were collected in the past few years when I attended some of their events like 

market fairs, fashion show, tea-parties, or personal interviews.  My idea was to 

include these items in my artwork by applying stitching skills on canvas, in 

combination with painting techniques.  In such a practice, I could blend in the 

essential elements of Lolita fashion into a fine art work, which expresses my 

artistic view of the Lolita subculture.  

In Wonder Loli (II), I also invited my respondents to take part in the art 

exhibition.   Apart from the artwork displays, I assigned one section of the 

exhibition for interactive activities.  The idea came from my Lolita respondents 

when I sharing my plan of the exhibition with them.  They were very creative 

and energetically suggested that I should include a fashion show as one of the 

highlights of the exhibition.  They also suggested that a “tryout” section to be 

set up at one corner of the exhibition venue so that the audience/visitors could 

put on some of the Lolita costumes for nice photo shoots.  The exhibition also 

included a display corner for showing Lolita magazines and collecting visitors’ 

feedback and views regarding the subculture.   
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5.5.1 Aims of the Exhibition 

First, through engaging myself in the process of creating various art pieces 

inspired by the different aspects of the subculture mentioned above, I ventured 

to deepen my understanding of the subculture itself and the lifestyle of a group 

of active Lolita participants in Hong Kong.  Furthermore, the exhibition allows 

a wider scope of data to be made available and accessible to the community.  

Various displayed items including artworks, magazines, the fashion show etc. 

were there to invite the public to comprehend this subculture from diverse 

perspectives.  Third, by using the reflective and responsive approaches as arts-

based research method in this project, I deliberate my perceptions and 

participants’ response about the art displays and the overall activities of both 

exhibitions. 

 

5.5.2 Setting & Procedure 

Two art exhibitions were held under the names of “Wonder Loli I” (see Figure 

17) in Macau (February 2018) and “Wonder Loli II” (see Figure 18) in Hong 

Kong (May 2019).  As mentioned in Chapter Three, the reason for curating two 

separate exhibitions with the same theme is that Wonder Loli (I) can be regarded 

as a “preliminary study”.  This would allow me to gain more experience from 

the first exhibition and have a better plan for Wonder Loli (II).  Furthermore, it 

also ensures a better result in data collection in terms of time management, 

design settings and activity organization.  In addition, the succession of 

exhibitions allows me to collect a wider scope of data in terms of time, space 

setting and audience.  As stated by Savin-Baden & Wimpenny, such art related 

research method also helps to create “powerful research space and is capable of 

exerting powerful influence on ways of “doing” research” (2014, p.9).  As a 

result, I obtained more relevant data in the second exhibition, and most of the 

analysis in the following sections were based on the data collected in Wonder 

Loli (II).   

In both exhibitions, I designed invitation cards, backdrops, and banners for 

publicity.  As for the art pieces, I illustrated my views and feelings about Lolita 

subculture through careful selection of colours and art materials.  For example, 
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soft-colours were chosen as the dominant colours of the art pieces, while 

decorative elements such as lace, small beads, crystal and sequins were used to 

create different visual effects and meanings.  These elements can be found in 

many Lolita accessories and dresses, and they emphasize the specific feminine 

characteristics of Lolita.  I was also inspired to title each art piece by the way 

the Lolita participants describe themselves while dressing up as different Lolitas.  

Therefore, the art pieces are specific visual experiences or impressions of the 

identity of different Lolitas that I perceived.  

 

 

Figure 5.17 

 Ribbon cutting at No.10 Fantasia 

 

Note:  In Wonder Loli (I) opening (February 2018, Macau) 
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Figure 5.18 

 Ribbon cutting at Koo Ming Kown Exhibition Gallery 

 

Note: In Wonder Loli (II) opening (May 2019, HKBU) 

 

 

5.5.3 Wonder Loli (I) 

The first exhibition “Wonder Loli (I)” was held at 10 Fantasia82 in Macau in 

February 2018, from 3rd to 25th, a period of three weeks.  Apart from the 

feasibility of my job location,83 the other more important reason for holding the 

first exhibition in Macau was because a few of my Hong Kong Lolitas are 

actually from Macau.  One of them is a colleague from the administration office 

of the University of Macau.  Interestingly though, Lolitas in Macau do not see 

themselves as “Macau Lolitas”, but identify themselves as “Hong Kong Lolitas” 

because the activities they joined were mainly held by Hong Kong Lolitas.  

                                                           
82 Fantasia is a local art gallery located in an old residential building in the St. Lazarus 

district of Macau. A historical building which has been converted into a creative arts 

incubator for mainly local artists.  

83 Working as a full time senior instructor, teaching Visual Art courses, at University 

of Macau since 2012. 
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Although the name of this subculture is not something new to many Macau 

residents, the exhibition drew much public attention and people seemed rather 

curious about this subculture.  I was also interviewed by two local media, 

“Macau TDM” and “Good.com”, 84  as well as the press of University of Macau 

“My UM”, (see Figure 5.19 & 5.20) regarding the exhibition.  The Macau media 

even invited me to present my Lolita collections and artwork in their thirty-

minute evening program named “Macao Affairsin, Episode 1688, Miracle Loli, 

Huang Shufen” in Portuguese, which means, “Macau Affairs, Episode 1688, 

Wonder Loli, Wong Shuk Fan”. 85 (Wonder Loli (I), 2019).  

 

                                                           
84 TDM is a Protogrunges Name Teledifusão de Macau, S. A. The company provides 

public broadcasting services in Macau, China; while “Good.com.mo” is an online 

media for introducing cultural issues in Macau. 

85  Wonder Loli (I) 奇蹟.蘿莉( I),  Sponsored by Macao Foundation; organised by 

Creative Industries Promotion Association of St. Lazarus Church District and  No. 10 

Fantasia, Macau, China   澳門人.  See more from (Wonder Loli (I) , 2019). 

Figure 5.19 

 Press column by My UM press (Text) 

 

Figure 5.20 

 Press column by My UM press 

(Image) 
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5.5.4 Wonder Loli (II) 

As a sequel to “Wonder Loli (I)”, “Wonder Loli (II)” was held at Koo Ming 

Kown Exhibition Gallery (see Figure 18), Hong Kong Baptist University in May 

2019 for three weeks.86 Having gained experience from the first exhibition, the 

work I created in Wonder Loli (II) focused more on the theme of “Finding the 

Wonder Self” by attaching round mirrors on the painting surface with 

embroidery patterns and finished mainly using soft-colour backgrounds.  The 

selection of the specific visual elements, therefore, permitted me to elaborate on 

my ideas and impressions towards Lolita subculture with different points of 

view.  Fortunately, a more spacious venue was guaranteed in the second 

exhibition, and hence, the setting and exhibits were much improved in “Wonder 

Loli (II)”.  For example, apart from creating and showing twenty-seven 

paintings, there was more space for setting up Expression Corner, Magazine 

Corner, Tryout Corner, Photo Taking Corner and even a Lolita fashion show - 

a high point event in the opening.  As a result, apart from my personal 

collections of Lolita fashion and artifacts, fine dresses and magazines borrowed 

from members of the Lolita community were displayed in this exhibition.  This 

allowed visitors to have a more “inside” experience of this subculture.  

In both exhibitions, I invited visitors to leave their comments in a guest book.  

In order to warrant feedback from visitors effectively, I also designed paper 

circles with questions printed on the side and handed them out to visitors to 

inspire them in giving me their views on different aspects of the subculture and 

sharing with me their experience of “Wonder Loli (II)”.  The design did have an 

effect and I was able to collect very specific data from the participants.  Some 

also gave me valuable feedback via online platforms such as Facebook and 

                                                           
86 The following guests were invited for the ribbon cutting during the opening of the 

exhibition:  Prof. Amy Lee (my principal supervisor, Associate Head, Department of 

Humanities & Creative Writing, HKBU); Prof. Kith Thompson & Dr. Patricia 

Thompson (University of Macau, College Master and Misstress;  Ms Grace Wong (The 

administrative director of Hong Kong Society of Education of Art , HKSEA); and three 

HK Lolita administrative representatives. 
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WhatsApp after seeing the exhibition.  This practice also demonstrated the 

impact of arts and cultural events on people, including both the Lolita 

participants as well as members of the public.   

 

5.6 Analysis & Discussion 

5.6.1 The Selection of Mirrors in the Paintings 

As for the artwork itself, there are significant reasons for using mirrors as the 

representation of my personal response to Lolita subculture.  First, mirror can 

be used as a significant “tool” for guiding the Lolita participants to explore “who 

am I” as an inquiry of their Lolita identity.  In terms of artistic concept, by 

attaching round mirrors of different sizes and employing stitching on the 

paintings, the exhibition enquired “who” is inside and “who” is outside the 

mirror; “where” the real self is and “what” an illusion is.  I intended to echo 

Jacque Lacan’s concept of “lack” through the art creation because this research 

employs his theory of “Mirror Stage”, from which Lacan further developed his 

theory of “Imaginary” (Lacan, 1977).  As mentioned in the theatrical framework 

section in Chapter One, Lacan elaborates the idea of how a “Self” being created 

through an “Imaginary Identification” with the image in the mirror.  Because 

identification of “Self” is always in terms of “Other” (Lacan, 2007) and because 

the position of the “Other” creates and sustains a never-ending “Lack”, which 

Lacan calls “Desire”.   Therefore “Desire” is the desire to be the “Other” (Lacan, 

1977).  This might implied how Lolita participants are trying to find the ideal-

self (to be a Lolita) and to feel being “completed” or “fulfilled”.   

In terms of using visual elements, the second reason for using “round mirrors” 

was seeing them as a metaphor of a “circle”, signifying a macro point of view 

for the exploration on how the participants, who are from the in-circle, see 

themselves.  And, at the same time, the reflection of the mirror is an invitation 

to others, who are from the out-circle (audience/visitors), to express their views 

on the Lolita community and the cultural manifestations.   

The third reason for selecting mirrors as the key media for the art making was 

because a pocket mirror is an essential “tool” for the Lolitas.  Every Lolita will 

definitely have one or two and keep it in their cute pretty handbags all the time.  
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It is because a mirror is essential for them to ensure (check) whether “princess 

look” image is well- maintained or not.  Metaphorically, that small mirror, 

which is placed in the middle of the artwork, is a “strategical device” reflecting 

how the participants are perceived by outsiders and vice versa.  In other words, 

my intention is to provide a “mini-space” as a media for both Lolita participants 

and the beholders to find the “inner-selves” of the Lolitas when they are standing 

in front of the artwork.   

 

5.6.2 The Application of Stitching in the Painting 

Another substantial feature for my art creation is “stitching”, with which I 

attached small accessory on the acrylic painting surface, such as sequins, beads, 

lace and plastic cherries/ flowers etc.  Actually, most of these “feminine clothing 

making items” are commonly used by the Lolita participants when they make 

their own Lolita clothes or accessories (as DIY practice).  Personally, I have 

been applying needlework on my paintings since I graduated from a fine art 

degree course and I had gained much satisfaction and enjoyment by using 

stitching techniques on art pieces.  Therefore, the art creation of “Wonder Loli” 

matched well with my artistic practice and experience.  The distinctive stitching 

techniques were rather important in the process of dress making and accessories 

creating within the Lolita group.  It denotes the “super-femininity” fashion style 

that appears in Lolita subculture as such symbolic representation is not 

commonly seen in other female-dominated subcultures like Grrl Zine, Roit Grrrl 

(feminist punk) and Ganguro etc.  Such practices of DIY clothing, as Simon 

Jones rightly perceives, “imply a kind of higher self-esteem and sense of 

satisfaction for the participants” (1996, p.15).   Although, traditionally, stitching 

or sewing had long been viewed as “women’s work” or a symbol of a “good 

wife or mother”, most Lolita participants certainly do not care much for such an 

identity as per my understanding.  This is because one of the crucial 

characteristics of Lolita subculture is being “childlike”, which has nothing to do 

with the role of a wife or motherhood.  Lolita participants primarily want to 

create something that fits their own Lolita style when they wear a dress or put 

accessories on their bodies.  Gradually, the self-made accessories or dresses also 

designate that the participants have autonomy for choosing or creating the 
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apparel items that “sew up” their own identities.  In a Vice magazine article, one 

of the participates of London's Lolita community states that, 

When you wear Lolita, you're wearing it for you: for you to feel feminine, for 

you to feel elegant... This is a society where women's fashion is made to 

appeal to men; that's really sad (Tierney, 2016, para 10).  

 

What Tierney meant is that contemporary clothing style of women usually 

emphasizes the exposure of skin to create a sexy look or the beauty of “S” body 

shape, which is from men’s perceptive of an ideal woman.  The feeling of being 

a unique self and independent is very significant for the Lolita group which is 

also true to many youths in our generation.  Therefore, for many Lolitas, 

especially female participants, making and wearing Lolita outfits means the 

freedom of being themselves regardless of one’s gender identity or social roles.  

The stitching and sewing practices and cute dress style do create the feminine 

identity of Lolita in a conspicuous way, however, this is not for pleasing men, 

but for showing the autotomy for being feminine as self-appreciation, self-

beautification and an expression of rebellion against mainstream views towards 

women.  

 

5.6.3 Title of the Artworks 

Regarding the title of each artwork, as mentioned in the previous section, the 

name comes from the way Lolitas describe themselves when they dress up.  For 

example, “Enchanted” (see Figure 5.21) depicts the emotional response of one 

of the informants who could not resist her “love” for Lolita since the first time 

she saw the stunning dresses.   

“Dignified II” (see Figure 5.22) is an inspiration from the Gothic Lolita style, 

and the work is mainly black and white with a few layers of lace and pearls, 

showing the features of being mysterious and aloof.  This is because Gothic 

Lolita style associates with the clothing style of Gothic subculture from England, 

which emphases the dark, mysterious, superseded, and homogeneous 

characteristics (Wilson, 2008).  However, the scary and horror elements, such 

as skull accessories and piercings, are not commonly used in Gothic Lolita style, 
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instead black frill blouses and floral lace fringes are the essentials to keep a 

balance with the “soft-tone” Lolita style.  

 

 

Another artwork, “Kawii I” (see Figure 5.23), represents innocence, shyness, 

childlike, sweetness, adorable, amusing, and charming, which can even be 

referred to any cute things, including humans and nonhumans.  As mentioned 

before, the characteristics of cuteness can be found in many Japanese cartoon, 

manga and aminations icons, such as Hello Kitty, Chibi Maruko Chan, 

Doraemon and Pokémon etc.  Therefore, this painting signifies the fancy and 

lovable characters of cute Lolitas.  To enhance the “kawaii” look, the 

background is painted pink with images of Mickey Mouse, which are 

represented in different colours stitching around the edge of the mirror.  Among 

all the visitors of the exhibition, children were much attracted by this painting.  

This was probably because of the cute characteristics of Mickey Mouse, and its 

association with Disneyland.  The word Disneyland “signifies the world of 

“magical kingdom”.  It is a magic park with music and tales from cartoons and 

films.  It denotes a place where children and parents have fun together” (Wong, 

2005).  Interestingly, it is also because of the association with Disneyland fairy 

tales and cartoons in childhood memories that has prompted Lolita participants 

and fans to deploy cute and endearing icons in the design of their dresses or 

accessories such as the imitation dress of Disneyland characters like “Minnie” 

(see Figure 5.24), “Alice in Wonderland” (see Figure 5.26) and “Snow White” 

(see Figure 5.25) etc.  As described in the article posted in the V&A official 

web-page (see Figure 5.26):  

5.21 

 Enchanted 

 

Figure 5.22 

 Dignified II   

 

Figure 5.23 

 Kawaii I 
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Alice and the Pirates is the sub-brand of Baby, The Stars Shine Bright. It was 

launched in 2004 to cater to a growing demand for Gothic and Punk inspired 

clothing. The overall effect is still sweet, but there is a dark edginess to it. 

The combination of Alice (Alice in Wonderland) and Pirates (Vivienne 

Westwood’s 1981 Pirate Collection) in the brand name is revealing (V&A, 

2011, para 3). 

 

This practice of synthesis clothing style not only shows the creativity of the 

Lolita participates, but also provides them opportunities to switch their ordinary 

identity from real life into an ideal one in their fantasy world.  There they find 

their dream self, which is cute, sweet, innocent, young, beautiful, and free from 

social pressure.  

 

 

Another artwork, “Blessed” (see Figure 5.27), was inspired by a Lolita couple, 

Same and Angi, both are Lolita participants and also my respondents. Same is 

female, while Angi is male (i.e., a Brolita).  They got married in December 2018, 

and I was invited to their wedding party (see Figure 5.28).  It was interesting to 

note that, in their wedding party, female Lolita dressed as Lolita style, while 

their male Lolita friends dressed as ordinary male style.  This might imply that 

Brolita participants feel not “secure” to disclose their identity in open events.  

Figure 5.24 

 Kawaii Disney version 

sweet Minnie 

 

 

Figure 5.25 

 Infanta Disney version 

Snow White Dress 

 

Figure 5.26 

 Sweet Lolita version 

Alice in wonderland 
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As for Angi, he did not put on his most feminine Lolita dress as a groom,87 but 

dress up as Oji Lolita, it means Prince/Boy-style.  It is a sub-style of Lolita 

fashion too, but with a more masculine appearance.  To show my perception of 

this couple, I used double mirrors (which merged as one) with a pink 

background in the painting, and under the title “Blessed”.  The artwork is an 

embodiment of blessing and good wishes for the newly-weds.  It also implies 

the blending of male and female identity, and also represents the “surreal” form 

of Lolita identity in this case.  

 

  

 

5.6.4 The Fashion Show  

One of the highlights of the Wonder Loli exhibition was a Lolita fashion show 

arranged as a special event during the opening of “Wonder Loli (II)”.  In my 

initial planning, I only intended to display some of the Lolita fashion outfits and 

invited my respondents to join the event.  However, it was unexpected that they 

                                                           
87 Angi’s nickname in the Lolita community is called “Goddess” (女神) because he 

looks more beautiful than the female Lolitas after putting on Lolita dress and make up .  

Figure 5.27 

Art work image “Blessed” was posted on 

Same’s Facebook  

 

Figure 5.28 

 Attending a wedding party of a 

Lolita couple (my respondents: Angi 

and Same) 
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also made an exciting suggestion in addition to the art exhibition: a fashion show 

with models walking the catwalk dressed in Lolita outfits.  This idea not only 

provided a very good chance for the public to see a live Lolita fashion show, but 

also an innovative activity to be included in an art exhibition.  And it was true 

that the show became a highlight in the opening ceremony of the exhibition. 

Without doubt, my Brolita respondent, Ann, who was the “appointed” 

photographer and video maker in the community, played an important role in 

this event too.  He made wonderful visual records of the exhibition, which I had 

not expected.  The video clippings and photos of the exhibition included in this 

chapter were mainly produced by him, for example, the following link was a 

video clip “Wonder Loli (II), Subbed” that was produced and edited by Ann 

(see Appendix 6B).  

In the fashion show, which highlighted the performance characteristic of Lolita 

subculture, eight female and one male Lolita models in total were invited to 

show the Lolita outfits in a 45-minute catwalk event (see Figure 5.29 & 5.30).  

The background of each dress was also articulated in detail by two Lolita 

narrators (they were also my respondents) during the event.  Information on the 

various outfits including year of production, story, materials/textile used, theme 

of the dresses, the designer/brand, colour selection and accessories for style etc. 

were well presented.  The fashion show was very successful, and it was well 

received by the visitors.  At the end of the event, many of the visitors also 

showed their eagerness by lining up to take pictures with the Lolita models.  
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There were other fashion pieces borrowed from my respondents presented in 

the exhibition rooms too.  Some of the dresses were very exquisite items for the 

Lolitas.  For example, the first and the second dress (see Figure 5.31), were 

supposed to be the most expensive ones among others in this exhibition - they 

cost over ten thousand Hong Kong dollars each.  It was produced by a classic 

Lolita haute couture brand called Juliette et Justine.  As mentioned by my 

respondents, Ali, who lent me these two dresses for display, “Lolita is about art; 

it is an art piece itself”.  For Ali, she collected Lolita dresses just like any art-

lover, who would spend a lot of money to buy their favourite artwork.  From 

another point of view, this artwork is not displayed in any other space, but on 

the art lover’s (Lolita’s) own body.  These “art-pieces” somehow echo the idea 

of Minori’s painted-face-white work and Wärmling’s Lolita painting.  Such a 

combination would create a “magical effect”, for the dress has the “power” to 

“transform” an ordinary person into a “princess” or a “lovable girl”.  

Figure 5.29 

 The fashion Show 

 

Figure 5.30 

 Catwalk time 
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According to the head designer of the brand Mari Nakamura (Ribeiro, 2018), 

the name of the brand “Juliette et Justine” was chosen by Novala Takemoto (the 

Japanese novelist of Kamikaze Girl).  However, whether the selection of the 

name has any connection or bi-association with Marquis de Sade’s novel 

“Juliette” and “Justine” is unknown. 88   Nevertheless, it is very likely that 

Takemoto had his special reason for such a choice, as most probably he got the 

inspiration from the two novels, which revealed very different characteristics of 

                                                           
88 “Juliette is a French novel written by the Marquis de Sade and published 1797–

1801, accompanying Sade's Nouvelle Justine. While Justine, Juliette's sister, was a 

virtuous woman who consequently encountered nothing but despair and abuse, Juliette 

is an amoral nymphomaniac murderer who is successful and happy. Both Justine and 

Juliette were published anonymously” (Justine (de Sade novel), 2020, para. 1). 

Figure 5.31  

Lolita Dresses display in Wonder Loli (II) 

 

 
       Note: Dress No.1 to No.7 of the above figure 

 

1. fée d'une fleur (Rose Pink), Juliette et Justine, 2008 

2. La fée d'une fleur (Green Mint), Juliette et Justine, 2008 

3. Dot Flower High Waist Jumper Skirt , h. Naoto - FRILL (Japan), Before 2010 

4. Cherry Bouquet Print Skirt, Baby, the Stars Shine Bright (Japan), 2005 

5. 玫瑰花異國風蘿莉塔連衣, Atelier Crème Brûlée (Taiwan/Japan), 2017 

6. Lost Tree (China), 帆風, 2017 

7. Metamorphose temps de fille (Japan) Daydreaming Goldfish 乙女の白昼夢 

2015 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justine_(de_Sade_novel)
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the two sisters: “Juliette” and “Justine”.  The former signifies virtue and pure 

women identity, while the latter suggests devil and iniquity women identity.  

The brand name is perhaps denoting contrasting meanings that matches business 

purposes: no matter you are a good woman, or a bad woman, you will like the 

dresses of our brand.  

All of their fashion pieces “are all about looking gorgeous”.  As stated in a post, 

Brand Introduction: Juliette et Justine: 

Juliette et Justine (sometimes called JetJ) is one of the most famous brands 

under the classic Lolita substyle. It’s best known for its painting prints 

(Amour D’Amants, for example) and its interpretations of 18th and 19th 

century Victorian and Edwardian dresses from England and France.  (Ribeiro, 

2018, Para.1) 

 

Personally, I also have a precious collection of “Amour D’Amants” Lolita dress 

which I bought from a second-hand Lolita market fair in 2017.  I wore the dress 

for the occasion of the opening of “Wonder Loli I” and introduced the dress 

during an interview with My UM post interview (see Figure 5.32).  The printed 

image was extracted from the lower part of a classical painting named The 

Progress of Love.89 The meeting (see Figure 5.33) was created by a French 

painter and printmaker Jean-Honoré Fragonard between 1771 and 1772.  As a 

Rococo painter, Fragonard was credited for his sophisticated skill in symbolic 

paintings about love and sex.  The work was commissioned by Madame du 

Berry, who was Louis XV's mistress.  It is one of the four canvasses of The 

Progress of Love, and which depicts a scene of a prearranged tryst set in a 

French garden terrace.  By this careful selection of specific art images as the 

design of classic and elegant Lolita dresses, and in my case the choice of this 

particular painting as background, I am certain that the brand has done some 

good studies on the subject.    

                                                           
89 The correct order “The Progress of Love” is not really known, but it is widely 

accepted that it starts with “The Pursuit, followed by The Meetin, The Lover Crowned, 

and The Love Letters” (The Progress of Love, n.d., para. 3).  
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5.7 Feedback of the “Circles” 

5.7.1 In-Circle & Out-Circle 

A corner in the exhibition venue was set up for visitor to leave their comments 

or feeling about Lolita.  Paper in the shape of a circle was designed to match the 

sub-theme of the artworks: “in-circle and out-circle”.  Apart from being invited 

to leave their comments on this art art-exhibition and their perceptions of Lolita 

culture, visitors were also asked to indicate their gender and age.  This is for a 

better understanding of the data during analysis and discussion.  There were 

eight groups: 5-10; 11-17; 18-25; 26-35; 36-40; 41-50; 51-60; >60.  Both 

insiders (Lolita participants), as well as outsiders (public) were welcome to 

leave their messages/views about Lolita subculture on the paper circles provided. 

 

Figure 5.32 

My classical Lolita skirt Amour D’Amants 

 

Figure 5.33 

 The Progress of Love: The 

Meeting 
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Finally, at the end of the exhibition, I received fifty-two paper circles with 

visitors’ feedback and comments (see Figure 5.34 & 5.35), and the key contents 

were transcribed and translated.  Below is an analysis of the feedback of the 

selected circles:  

Fantastic gift for anyone who got a heart as a young woman, 

regardless of one’s gender. (Visitor A: Age 36-40, M) 

It seems that, from this visitor’s feedback, one’s gender identity is “not a matter 

of individual choice but is determined by social norms” (Kawamura, 2016).  

This is rather true because the performance of identity is always something that 

is culturally formed or socially achieved rather than innate (Butler, 1990).  This 

implies that Lolita subculture does provide an option for those who want to 

express one’s own feelings freely despite gender limitations.   

 

Figure 5.34  

Feedback from visitors (I) 

 

Figure 5.35  

Feedback from visitors (II) 
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Visually rich in their apparels, looking forward to knowing more 

about their psychology. (Visitor B: Age >60, F) 

This might imply that some visitors are interested in the psychological aspect of 

Lolita culture.  As mentioned in the previous section, Wärmling, the Swedish 

artist, states that “someone wearing a Lolita outfit can switch between different 

styles from day to day regardless of one’s gender is a fascinating thing” 

(personal communication, 2019).  Psychologically, it is believed that style 

switching is an opportunity to experiment “with other identities through role 

switching” (Kjeldgaard, 2009).  Style switching practice can be hilarious and 

playful for modern youths, Lolitas, because it allows an autonomy of style 

switching.  It seems to be a significant part of this study and more exploration 

is called for.   

 

Almost forgotten memories… freedom, well-being …. (Visitor C: Age 

41-50, F) 

This visitor might have been a Lolita participant in the past, and the exhibits 

brought back memories of being a Lolita.  The exhibition reminds this visitor of 

how a Lolita represents freedom and a kind of comfort to be a Lolita.  This might 

signify the freedom of choosing to be someone or to be an ideal self is a free 

and comfortable experience for the participant.  Also, there might be certain 

psychological imprints in the visitor that has elicited this memory recall. 

 

So Cute (Visitor E: Age 18-23, F) 

As mentioned previously, cuteness (Kawaii) is a significant motif or feature 

characteristic that often appears in Lolita subculture. McVeigh presents a 

comprehensive study on Japanese “cuteness” in his book “Wearing Ideology”, 

and he defines: “cuteness” is a type of “fantasy” and a way of forgetting about 

unpleasant things in everyday life” (2000).  Being a Lolita, as one of my 

informants expressed, is just like going back to her “lost childhood” because she 

can wear fancy dress and cute accessories again.   

 

I love you (Visitor D: Age 5-10, F) 
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The above comment was expressed by a young visitor.  Although, it is not clear 

whether the note was for the exhibition or for the Lolitas, it is quite sure that the 

cute and sweet Lolita image/ issue is welcomed by young people.  

 

Many people in Hong Kong still think Lolita is abnormal.  Hope that 

people will change their view after visiting this exhibition. (Visitor F: 

Age 26-35, F) 

This visitor expressed a common view among the public regarding Lolita 

culture.  This means that many people in Hong Kong perceive Lolitas being 

deviant or strange in general, even though this subculture has been around the 

city for more than twenty years.  Most people see Lolitas as a group of youth 

who are not following social norms, as they dress themselves in a way that does 

not comply with their social identity, such as sex, age and social status etc.  In 

his article “A General Theory of Subculture”, Cohen (1997) states that social 

categories such as age, sex, ethics or classes control one’s situation.  In general, 

the dominant groups in society make the rules, organise meanings, “produce and 

impose their definitions of the world on others” (Hebdige, 1999).  Such social 

categories regulate our frame of reference, which includes perceptions, 

stereotypes and certain values held in society.  However, by creating themselves 

as “humble” and “cute entities”, which carries significant meanings as the 

subculture expresses its resistance to mainstream social order that defines their 

subordination.  From this point, the construction of Lolita identity appears to be 

breaking down social rules and norms by challenging hegemony with their 

unique style – a practice that is very much against the grain of the majority.  In 

fact, it can be read as a kind of “soft strategy” to express alternative views held 

by young adults in our society.  I believe that a healthy society should embrace 

different voices and members within should respect each other, regardless of the 

opinion being a majority or minority view. 

 

5.7.2 Other Feedbacks 

Another visitor who is also a friend of mine sent me her views after visiting 

“Wonder Loli I” via WhatsApp, which she also posted on her Facebook (see 
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Figure 5.36).  She told me that the first time she came across the word “Lolita” 

was from a movie (see Figure 5.37) which was directed by Stanley Kubrick in 

1962; the Chinese translation is (一樹梨花壓海棠).90  As discussed in the 

literature review of Chapter Two, because the content was based on the 1955 

novel of the same title written by Vladimir Nabokov, the term “nymphet” was 

used in the film to describe Lolita, the main characters.  Since then the name 

Lolita would bring certain negative associations for the Lolita subculture, which 

is more obvious in Western societies.  However, after visiting the exhibitions 

and having a chance to talk to some Lolita participants, she was pleased to know 

that “Lolita” could also be interpreted from completely different perspectives.  

This supports that the art exhibition did provide a channel for the public to see 

this subculture from another perspective of views.  

 

                                                           
90  The English can be translated as a young woman married to an old man (with white 

hair) who is much older than her age, it is a Chinese proverb in Ming Dynasty (1368 to 

1644). 

Figure 5.36 

WhatsApp message from one of the 

visitors 

 

Figure 5.37  

Theatrical release poster of 

Lolita,1962 
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5.7.3 Seminar & Art Tour  

5.7.3.1 The Seminar  

A seminar was arranged for the public on the 24th of May 2019.  Eight visitors 

joined the seminar: 3 males and 4 females; age range between 30 to 50 years 

old.  Surprisingly, one of the visitors who attended the seminar was an old friend 

of mine, Diva.  We knew each other when I was working in a primary school 

many years ago.  However, we rarely met since I left the job.  In the seminar, 

we had an interesting discussion on Lolita art, culture and its development in 

Hong Kong, and the most attractive issue for me was Diva’s self-history of her 

Lolita experience.  I never knew that she was a fan of Lolita as well as a 

participant during the time when she first graduated as a primary school teacher.  

She told me that her Lolita identity was well-hidden in her workplace, as Lolita 

was just introduced from Japan by the time she just started her career.  However, 

she seldom put on her Lolita dress after she got married.  After the seminar, 

Diva suggested taking photos (see Figure 5.38) with me in front of her favourite 

artwork “Kawaii” in the exhibition, which is Mickey Mouse images with soft 

pink colour background.  And her Lolita story has not yet really ended.  A few 

months later after the exhibition, I got another surprise WhatsApp message from 

Diva (see Figure 5.39).  She was planning to join a Halloween party with her 

three year old daughter, and she asked me to provide her information on making 

Lolita dresses for herself as well as her daughter for the event.  Because of time 

constraints, she finally did not have the tailor-made “mother and daughter” 

Lolita dresses, but herself dressed as a “Vampire Queen”, her daughter a 

princess, and her husband a “Red Devil” in the Halloween party (see Figure 

5.40) like cosplayers.91  

The story of Diva gave me a new understanding of another part of her life 

experience.  It is true that a person’s identity is constructed from different factors, 

and very often we perform the different selves according to different social and 

cultural contexts.  As Jameson states, “it is believed that (cultural) identity 

                                                           
91 Diva also told me that it was a bit difficult to decide whether to go out or not because 

of protestations in Hong Kong during the time (it was around December 2019), but they 

finally went and joined the party.  
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changes over time and evokes emotions. It is intertwined with power and 

privilege, affected by close relationships, and negotiated through 

communication” (2007, p.199).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.38  

Diva & me in front of the art work 

“Kawaii”. 

 

Figure 5.39  

Message from Diva 

 

Figure 5.40 

Diva and her family in a Halloween 

party 2019 
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5.7.3.2. Art Tour for Young Children 

Another activity, which was a special art tour for children, attracted a group of 

children and parents to the exhibition.  This activity was not included in the plan 

at the beginning but was later inspired by the children who attended the 

exhibition’s opening.  Finally, eleven children (ages ranging from five to ten 

years old) and thirteen parents attended the art tour on 24th May and 26th May 

(see Figure 5.41 & 5.42).  They were mainly children (K3 to junior primary 

level) of my friends as well as my daughter’s little schoolmates from her 

kindergarten.  And, together with their parents, some of the children also went 

to the “Tryout Corner” to experience dressing up as a Lolita or try on some 

Lolita accessories.  

In this event, I observed that parents’ focus was on their children’s behaviour in 

the exhibition environment, while children actually paid more attention to my 

artwork.  The children asked more questions about the exhibition, and they were 

rather curious why a mirror is being attached on the surface of each painting, 

and what kind of other materials were used for this collection of artworks.   

 

 

5.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this chapter provides a review on both professional and amateur 

artists’ work that used Lolita as their subject of creation; it analyses how the 

Figure 5.41 

 Introducing my artwork to the small visitors 

  

Figure 5.42 

I explain to the children how to find 

their favorite art pieces in the 

exhibition 
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feminine identity of Lolita is being investigated, understood, and applied in their 

creations.  By launching the exhibitions and inviting the participation of the 

Lolita show, the subculture was given another opportunity to express itself in its 

own light – a unique, modest, and feminine culture that speaks its own tongue 

and maintains its role as the “other” despite the domineering mainstream culture.  

Its dialogue with the mainstream is subtle but persistent, like a silent reminder 

to the world that differences should be respected and given room for its 

expression.   

Furthermore, to know how other artists perceive Lolita in their art creation also 

provides very good references and inspirations for my art creation.  To use art 

as a research tool can also help bring my research work closer to the community, 

so as not to be limited only to the academic arena.  From the feedback and 

comments from the visitors, it shows that despite the subculture being around 

for some time there still exists certain misunderstanding or misconception about 

it in the community.   

On the whole, the art-based-research method has provided an exceptional 

chance for me to bring this research work to a wider audience and a larger 

community who might gain insight from the knowledge and experience of this 

subculture.  Indeed, Lolita is not only about fashion, but also art and creation.  

Although pictures or artworks were used instead of words, it was an effective 

“way for prompting discussion about the nature of context” (Schratz & Walker, 

1995) as such research “creates more data, additional content beyond what was 

initially presented and therefore this adds new layers of meaning to the studies” 

(Savin-Baden & Wimpenny, 2014, p.9).  To me, these new layers, through the 

art display and activities of both art exhibitions, have served as data for this 

study as they open another door to people from different backgrounds or age 

groups to express their opinions towards the Lolita subculture.   
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7. CHAPTER SIX 

                                                 Conclusion 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This thesis has investigated the hyper feminine identities of Lolita subculture in 

Hong Kong through an analysis of the results of original empirical work: various 

data from their live narratives, art works, art exhibitions, and virtual resources 

from online platforms.  More specifically, it explores the formation, 

representation, performance, development and significance of feminine 

identities of Hong Kong Lolita in the postmodern time.  This mixed method of 

study has drawn upon a variety of concepts and theories, such as performance 

of identities, the Imaginary, gender discourses, visual art expression and 

semiotics to build the theoretical framework, inform the methodology and 

conduct the investigation.      

The study begins by exploring how and explains why the meaning/terminology 

of “Lolita”, which is perceived differently in the East and the West, by 

reviewing various studies as well as the feminine visual 

presentation/performance of Lolita styles by the participants.  It provides a brief 

background that contributes to the analysis of the formation of feminine Lolita 

identity in Hong Kong.  It further explores the gender identity and status of 

women in Hong Kong from historical and cultural standpoints, which outlines 

the formation, performance and development of women’s gender role and social 

status from the 1950s to the current time.  Focusing on exploring the 

transformation and development of this subculture in Hong Kong, this study has 

proposed the three major epochs from a macro point of view.   It also presents 

the local Mong Kok Lolita style as a case in point of cultural hybridization as it 

reflected transnational and translocal features in its formation and development 

in the realm of Lolita subcultural studies.  Then, the paper discusses and 

analyses the meanings of Lolita thematic art pieces that were created by various 

artists in visual art fields from a micro perspective.  It finally presents how my 

respondents, Lolita participants, the visitors, and the artist (myself) have 

engaged in the Wonder Loli exhibitions that I curated (in 2018 and 2019 
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respectively).  This thesis challenges the common misunderstanding of Lolita 

subculture and negative interpretations towards the participants’ identity within 

the community of Hong Kong.  It provides alternative ways for outsiders to 

comprehend this subculture in multiple-dimensional frameworks.  This final 

chapter reflects on the significant findings, the theoretical and methodological 

tools employed in the research.  It then ruminates the implications of this study 

and offers recommendations for future research and development.   

 

6.2 Significant Findings and Implications 

This thesis demonstrates how the feminine identities of Hong Kong Lolita are 

constructed in a regime of discourses in performing, imaginary and virtual 

platforms.  It examines the formation and development of feminine identities of 

Lolita subculture since its inception in Japan in the 1980s.  It investigates how 

the symbolic meanings of style, experiences and body have performed and 

transformed as female Lolitas become mature women over the past decades in 

Hong Kong.  It discusses to what extent the “Lolita identification” can be 

understood as a form of performance, a creative art expression, re-gendering, 

resistance or a form of self-crafting fantasy identity.   

 

6.2.1 Clarifying the meaning of “Lolita”  

The first research question asked why the term “Lolita” has been a “stimulating” 

topic for Literature and Cultural studies, and how it relates to a subculture.  The 

mistake of “Lolita” as “Lolita subculture” is usually associated with its negative 

connotation as a “nymphet” mainly comes from a Western cultural perspective.  

Through reviewing various scholars’ works as well as from my respondents’ 

clarifications, the study concludes that the hybrid identities of the Lolita 

subcultural group has “no direct” reference to Nabokov’s novel Lolita.  This is 

because the performance of the Lolita group emphasizes childhood, cuteness 

and modest characteristics, which has nothing to do with being sexual appeal to 

men.  The name “Lolita”, which is adopted by the subcultural group, implies a 

rebellion against the patriarchal power through their feminine fashion style and 

modest manner in expressing their resentment.  Moreover, Lolitas should not be 
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perceived as the same as cosplayers, because a Lolita has her own autonomy to 

select a Lolita fashion style that fits her, but not to imitate another character.  

The performance of a Lolita is very different from a cosplayer for the main 

purpose of a cosplayer is to perform comic book or animation characters.  In 

cosplaying, there is very little self-reflection as to what image the subject wants 

to present herself.   

 

6.2.2 Viable Cultural Space and Social Persistence 

This study also finds that the unique nature and expression of Lolita subculture 

has offered a variety of economic opportunities (e.g., for the fashion industry, 

art business and catering) both locally and internationally.  For instance, its 

particular clothing style has not only allowed the subculture to co-exist with the 

local fashion industry but also at the same time received attention from abroad.  

Locally, there are boutiques in Hong Kong specialising in Lolita outfits and 

accessories.  Globally, Lolita fashion has been included in a number of special 

art collections and museum display items.  Online shops selling “Lolita” items 

(clothes and accessories) have become quite popular among not just Lolita 

members but also members of the general public.  Apart from the fashion 

industry, the subculture also calls for the up keeping of a certain style of living 

in the city under the leitmotif of Lolita.  One obvious example is coffee shops 

and teahouses, which are usually designed with décor complementing the Lolita 

fashion and style and they offer gathering places for Lolita members to have 

high teas and other social functions.  The study proves that, despite the Lolita 

subculture being never recognized as mainstream, it survives in an economically 

viable cultural space which has been created alongside the development of this 

subculture.   

 

6.2.3 Virtual Communication and Lolita Subculture  

The second research question asked what kind of resources the female Lolitas 

have used in creating their feminine identities.  And the second part of the 

question asked how the symbolic meanings, experiences, body, and style of 

representations of female Lolitas were produced, transformed, and maintained 
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as Lolitas age.  Because of the powerful expansion of Japanese pop-culture and 

the advance of virtual communication system in the 1990s to early 2000s, Hong 

Kong quickly adopted and developed as a strong sub-base of the Japanese Lolita 

subculture, i.e. the Hong Kong Lolita community. The study shows that the use 

of internet resources by the participants marks the substantial changes of Lolita 

“ecosystem” in the past decades.  My respondents in this study generated 

various accounts of how they perform their feminine Lolita look.  It was very 

common that the participants would post and share photos via online platforms, 

for instance, Facebook, within their community.  Usually, the photos displayed 

are selfies of Lolita look, gathering events with other Lolitas, or the DIY Lolita 

“art piece”.  These indicate that the virtual platform accelerates not only the 

evolution of Lolita subculture, but also enables the group to express individual 

interests and helps the participants to construct their unique identity through the 

advance of online communications.   

 

6.3 Contributions  

6.3.1 A Creative Empirical Researching Method 

Different from traditional empirical research methods, in this study, I have 

played a double role of being artist/curator and a researcher.  Apart from 

engaging myself as an artist in the art creation of “Wonder Loli” and a curator 

in organising the art exhibitions, I am also the researcher who collects data from 

the whole process of the art-based research project.  I invited my respondents to 

take part in my art making process by using their idea about Lolita as the 

artworks’ title, and created a fashion show within the exhibition.  I also included 

visitors’ participation by inviting them to express their views and feelings after 

seeing the various Lolita related items, artworks, accessories, dresses etc. in 

both Wonder Loli exhibitions.  This artistic empirical research method, as far as 

I know, is not yet seen in existing studies on Lolita subculture in Hong Kong or 

other places.  Therefore, through integration of visual art outputs and the 

traditional empirical research method, this mixed approach benefits the research 

in a more creative way.  I believe it is significant to bring my research to a wider 

audience and I find myself admiring the feminist spirit of Lolita throughout the 
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research process.  The use of the art-based research techniques in this study has 

allowed me to study how “Lolita” was being interpreted and expressed as a form 

of “specific feminine” identity by the artist, the community as well as the Lolita 

participants themselves.   

 

6.3.2 Transformation & Cultural Hybridization of HK Lolita  

Through exploring the Lolita’s activities via virtual platforms, this study 

examines the transformation/development of Lolita subculture history in Hong 

Kong from the year 2000 to the current time.  It proposes that the development 

of Hong Kong Lolita subculture can be divided into three major epochs, i.e. The 

Justice Epoch, L.O. Epoch and HK Lolita Epoch.  The implication of the three 

epochs is that changes in online practices in the past two decades have led to the 

transforming of style and representations of the performance of Lolita identity.  

The MK Lolita, “born and brought up” in Mong Kok during the L.O. Epoch, 

did not follow all the “rules of original criteria” of the Japanese Lolita, and was 

being criticised by senior Lolitas within the group.  It only lasted a few years in 

the history of Hong Kong Lolita subculture, however, the birth of MK Lolita is 

in itself an interesting turn in the development of the subculture as it 

demonstrates a crucial form of hybrid identity through cultural hybridization.  

Most importantly, this special style embodies creativity, flexibility, and the very 

form of being an incredible of mixed cultures that is the very characteristics of 

the Hong Kong Lolita subculture – defiance of dichotomies created by binary 

oppositions like male and female; east and west; old and new; colonial and 

postcolonial; local and global.  Therefore, the appearance of MK Lolita could 

be read as a form of cultural hybridity and a carefree style of Hong Kong Lolita.   

 

6.3.3 Feminine Identity through Visual Art Expression 

The fourth research question asked how Lolita subculture is being viewed, 

evaluated, expressed and applied by professional and amateur artists through 

art activities or art creation.  The study introduces both professional and 

amateur artists’ work that used Lolita as their subject of art creation; it analyses 

how the feminine identity of Lolita is being investigated, understood, and 
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applied in their creations.  Professional Japanese artist Minori’s artistic idea of 

blending the traditional Shironuri; the Swedish professional artist, Wärmling, 

was interested in showing her “pink dress” as art pieces to explore the issue of 

anarchist feminists on gender discourses.  Some other Lolita participants, who 

create their own do-it-yourself (DIY) unique art pieces.  Regarding my Wonder 

Loli exhibitions, they focused on how the idea of Lolita subculture could be 

understood and evaluated as art forms by myself, the audiences as well as the 

Lolita participants.  My decision of using mirrors in the paintings was based on 

the idea that a “mirror” can be used as a significant “tool” for offering the Lolita 

participants a way to explore “who am I” as an inquiry of their Lolita identity.  

Moreover, a small mirror is also a feminine object which is always kept in 

women’s handbags or pockets to guarantee their ideal look.  

In short, through the process of creating their distinctive “art-pieces”, a sense 

of establishment and accomplishment for the “Lolita artists” is established as 

they gained much credit, appreciation, and fulfilment within their own 

community.  As a result, Lolita subculture permits both professional and 

amateur artists to make good practices of its artistic and diverse elements for 

art creations, which can be embodied in various visual art forms. 

 

6.4 Unexpected Incidences and Implications 

6.4.1 An Email Complains about the Art Exhibition  

A view shared by my informants as well as from some of the visitors is that, 

although Lolita subculture has been visible to many people in Hong Kong and 

other parts of the world since 1980s, its original meaning still is very much 

misunderstood by many outsiders.  As the informants told me in a group 

interview, 

You know, actually, we call ourselves (participants) “Aliens” from another 

planet, and the outsiders “Earth people”. (SL, personal communication, 

March 24, 2018) 

 

Calling themselves “aliens” is probably a result of some of their personal 

experiences in life.  They are often given a strange stare or curious facial 

expression when they present themselves in public whilst dressing up as Lolitas.  
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It is therefore quite understandable that such experiences would result in a “self-

identification” as “aliens” among Lolitas.  Interestingly though, from my 

observation, the Lolitas are not much hindered or disturbed by such experiences 

of estrangement.  Rather, the psychologically created distance has provided an 

opportunity for the Lolitas to strengthen their identity as being “special”, “cute”, 

and “endearing”, and are therefore “different” from ordinary people.  Such 

identity building is not just external in the clothing style but also an internal 

mental construction of a certain attitude towards life and society at large.  One 

of the purposes of the exhibitions is to find out how “outsiders” see and feel 

about Lolita subculture, and to compare the differences in views between the 

“outsiders” and the Lolita participants.   

An incident happened in the second week of the Wonder Loli II exhibition.  I 

received a phone call from the Department of Humanities & Creative Writing, 

HKBU, and I was told that a part-time teaching staff from the Language Centre 

of HKBU had made a complaint against the exhibition.  The complainant 

contended that it was rather inappropriate to have such an exhibition at a 

University Gallery or any decent context, and it was a disturbing experience to 

see banners of the exhibition within the University campus (see Figure 6.1).   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1  

Banner of the Exhibition that was displayed in the campus  
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Here is the note I received: 

A moment ago I received a call from a staff member from the Language 

Centre HKBU who said that she had some concerns about the Lolita show, 

especially considering its denotation in a European context. (HKBU, HMW, 

email extraction, May 16, 2019) 

 

I felt a bit nervous after hearing about the complaint at the beginning.  There 

were actually moments of doubt on my part as to whether I had really done 

something wrong in putting up such an exhibition in a university setting.  On 

the other hand, however, I was also annoyed and angry about this rather “low 

tolerance” in other academic members within the University.  To me, it is unfair 

to make a complaint simply because the name “Lolita” is associated with the 

title of Nabokov’s novel.  Perhaps, the cute and fancy Lolita look, and the doll-

like characterization with innocent features could be considered sexy (and hence 

politically incorrect) from a Western perspective (McVeigh, 2000).  However, 

calling it “inappropriate” to launch an exhibition related to “Lolita” is a 

misjudgment, not to mention that the connotation of this study has nothing to 

do with sex or paedophilia.  Besides, for the novel “Lolita” itself per se, it was 

on the Modern Library’s 1998 list of the best English novels of the 20th century, 

while Nabokov is recognized as “a giant in the world of literature” (Beam, 2016).  

Therefore, it should not be regarded as taboo or anything “forbidden” for the 

purpose of academic studies.   

Certainly, there exists noticeable misunderstanding about Lolitas and the 

subculture in people who have not had a chance to be better informed or to learn 

the culture in a more in-depth way.  The reaction from the complainant was 

clearly a result of the latter situation, and it actually very much reflects a 

majority view on Lolita subculture in our society which unfortunately is biassed 

and mis-informed.  

 Nevertheless, receiving the complaint was actually a blessing in disguise.  The 

exhibition did achieve what it had set out to do: to let more people know about 

this subculture from different perspectives.  Therefore, after consulting my 

supervisor regarding this issue, I decided to send an email to the complainant 
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and explained the whole idea of the exhibition.   As stated in the article “Lolita 

fashion: Japanese street style”: 

Although the term “Lolita” has sexual connotations in Western culture due to 

the book of the same name by Vladimir Nabokov, in Japanese culture it refers 

to cuteness, elegance and modesty (V&A, 2011, para.1). 

 

Finally, I got a one sentence as reply:  

Thanks for writing & noted (HKBU, HMW, email extraction, May 16, 2019).   

 

In this unexpected case of a “complaint”, I have learned that the name “Lolita” 

had been associated with certain negative connotations for some time by many 

“outsiders” especially among those who do not have a full understanding of the 

subculture regardless of one’s education level or background. 

 

6.4.2 Unexpected Incidence: A Brolita’s Story 

A little story to tell as another unexpected incident in this research work:  I 

conducted an individual interview with a Brolita, Jane, in a cafe in Sham Shui 

Po in July 2018.  The location was chosen by the interviewee.  In the interview, 

he did not allow me to record our conversation and he did not really respond to 

my questions.  I was only allowed to take notes.  It was a rather frustrating 

experience as throughout the interview he spoke very softly and I was not able 

to catch his ideas at all.  That was indeed a very challenging experience for me.  

However, I kept telling myself, I had to be patient because he was willing to 

spend time attending the interview, and I still had the chance to write his story.  

Instead of getting much information from him, I used the chance to explain to 

him my research aims in more detail.  And I reassured him that his personal 

identity will be well protected.  Surprisingly, when I was almost home after the 

interview (around 10:30 in the evening), I heard a buzz from my phone, and it 

was from Jane.  I was standing at the main gate of my apartment and 

communicating with him via Facebook messenger. In the end, Jane shared 

(disclosed) with me the whole story of how he became a Lolita and how he dealt 

with the issue of his special identity.  The twenty-five minutes of intensive text 

conversation via the phone, to me, was a very special experience.  I treasured 
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the experience a lot, not only because I got very valuable information from Jane 

but also learned that being patient and paying respect to my respondents might 

transform the impossible into possible.  Although I could not use and make 

analysis about the data in this study, I might have his consent in the future, and 

believe that the study of Jane’s experience would be a significant input for future 

investigation of Brolita identity.  

 

6.5 Limitations, Challenges and Future Research 

As it is an empirical qualitative research, the research conclusions drawn are 

based on hard evidence, i.e. gathering from Lolitas’ real life experiences during 

field-observations and individual interviews.  The search for meaning from the 

text is necessary for generating data and then building the research analysis 

(Charmaz, 2011).  In order to collect accurate, systematic, reliable and moral 

data, ethical issues have to be handled carefully when conducting participant-

observations, field-studies, continual interviews and art exhibition curation in 

various contexts for the study.  Below are my reflections and ethical concerns 

when conducting interviews and handling data:  

 

6.5.1 Accurate Transcriptions and Interpretations 

In doing qualitative research, one of the challenging issues is to guarantee 

correct transcriptions or interpretations of the data collected from my 

respondents because the understanding might vary between the insider (Lolita 

participants) and the outsider (researcher).  Minh-Ha in her article “Outside In 

Inside Out” (1991) suggests, a good ethnographic anthropological research is to 

represent others (insiders), and to be their loyal interpreters.  In order to get the 

native points of view from the participants and be trustworthy interpreters, the 

techniques of coding, the time for reviewing and checking are very important 

for achieving a correct data analysis and better interpretation. 

In this study, some of the terms are based on a very local Hong Kong cultural 

context.  When they are used within the Lolita subcultural group, the meanings 

created could be very different from our common understanding.  Therefore, 
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interpreting experiences of the insiders must be considered from all perspectives 

and with an open mind, for the interpretations are crucial in helping “to build a 

sharable understanding of the life experiences of another” (Denzin, 1989, p28).  

For example, as discussed in Chapter 4 about the case of Charm, although her 

income is low and living space is tight, she rented a mini storage to keep her 

favourite Lolita dresses and spent a large portion of her salary to buy Lolita 

clothes, makeup, and tickets in joining parties within the group.  These practices 

probably would bring about some form of personal enjoyment and satisfaction.   

However, from the view on life and ethics in a Confucian-influenced society of 

Hong Kong, Charm’s behaviour might be perceived not only as an irrational and 

naïve young woman, but also a “money burner”.92   This is because according 

to traditional Confucian values, a young adult should be self-cultivated, mature 

and responsible to family, community, and the nation (Nuyen, 2004).  The 

emphasis on individualism in Lolita youth subculture seems contradictory to the 

Confucian’s principles that embrace ethical and cognitive intelligence that a 

young adult should attain and cultivate.  As a researcher, however, I have to 

remain neutral with regard to socio-cultural influences upon my personal 

experience in a Chinese society when collecting, reviewing and analyzing data 

of the research.   

 

6.5.2 Trust 

As the term “Lolita” carries negative meaning as girls who are sexually 

appealing to man in many western or westernized societies, it can be perceived 

as a “nymphet” from other people in general.  Lolita participants expressed that, 

for the past experiences, they felt uncomfortable when attending interviews with 

the media.  This is because they worried that I (the researcher) might be a spy 

from local magazines or newspapers and would abuse or mishandle their photos 

and data for other purposes.  These might harm their image and mislead the 

public about Lolita subculture in a negative way.  On the other hand, I also have 

to judge if the information they provided is true or not.  Therefore, a mutual trust 

                                                           
92 In Cantonese “Burn money” means people spending money on something without 

thinking. 
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between the interviewees and the interviewer needs to be developed carefully.  

It had taken a long time, i.e. around 2-3 years in this study, for field observations 

and recurrent contacts with the interviewees to build up trust with my 

respondents/informants. 

 

6.5.3. Ethical Concerns 

Sometimes it is hard to decide whether it is ethical to use certain data or not.  

For example, there were personal views on specific issues and photos posted by 

our informants that we found on public web pages.  Although data from public 

websites, e.g. the HK Lolita, and the information is supposed to be open to the 

community, there is still an ethical concern as to how such information can be 

used or interpreted incorrectly.  Hence, permission is still needed to use the 

information as the participant’s wish should be fully respected.  This is 

especially vital to the male Lolita (Brolita) informants because they are 

relatively more sensitive about the disclosure of personal information for their 

sex identity is a male, but not a female as a member in this hyper feminine 

subcultural group.  

 

6.5.4 Future Suggestions 

As mentioned above, the Brolita, Jane, disclosed to me about his real-life story 

and his reason for being a Lolita.  Although his story was very inspiring and 

worth studying for LGBTQ inquiries within Lolita subculture, the content of 

that part of the interview was not disclosed.  This is because permission to use 

the data in this study was not given by the interviewee in the end.  This challenge 

was taken into account in this study because Brolitas could possibly be 

identified as the vulnerable population of the LGBTQ within the Lolita 

subcultural population.  Walsh-Bowers and Parlour emphasised that, “research 

with minority groups is necessarily an ethical and political intervention with 

participants” (1992, p.109) and as such the researcher should take “specific 

steps to prevent harm to research participants and their environments” (Price, 

2011, p.17).  Therefore, a good preparation of work has to be done to seek the 
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trust and permission for particular data collection and analysis for this specific 

group in the future.   

This research has targeted mainly on female Lolitas (aged 20 to 40) in Hong 

Kong, future research could extend to address the gender identity of Brolitas in 

the subcultural studies.  Future longitudinal study could reexamine the issues of 

performance identities with the participants in this research when they enter 

older age groups, for example, 35 to 45 years old.  Future comparative studies 

would also be valuable to explore the performative identities and artistic 

expressions of Lolita subculture in other Asian cities (such as Seoul, Shanghai, 

Singapore and Taipei) as well as Western cities (such as London, Barcelona, 

New York, and Sweden).   

 

6.6 Conclusion 

This study focuses on a certain Asian youth subculture - Lolita - that had started 

in the 1980s in Tokyo, Japan.  Despite its apparent local and idiosyncratic 

orientation at the point of origin, Lolita subculture somehow flourished and has 

been taken up by many other cities worldwide.  When “transplanted” to a 

different locale as a result of “cultural hybridization”, this “crossed-cultural” 

Lolita group takes on a different flavour but, nonetheless retains its very 

interesting role of being “rebellious” (if not totally subversive) to the 

mainstream culture (or at least being the “silent other”).  The uniqueness of 

Lolita subculture can be seen in its heavy emphasis on the aesthetics of fashion 

and classic beauty.  According to Mackie, “clothing is an element of capitalist 

production and consumption, and thus an element of transnational political 

economy” (2009, p.9).  Such uniqueness is the reason for its persistence in 

expansion globally and culturally in fashion markets and art arenas.   

What is more, the classical and feminine oriented identity shows a huge 

contradiction to the ideal look of a contemporary woman in the 21st century.  

This subcultural group wisely uses their “soft-weapons” and “unique-costumes” 

to defy their “subordination” in mainstream culture.  On one hand, they put up 

a modest, sweet and cute Lolita look, and on the other hand, they make good 

use of their Lolita style to empower themselves, perhaps, to be a princess or 
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queen in front of their boyfriends or husbands.   To borrow Blackman’s term in 

the discussion on subculture theory (Blackman, 2004, p.104), Lolita is a 

“chameleon”, which represents a new form of youth subculture for its 

continuous transformations since its birth in the 1980s.  This makes it a 

stimulating topic for discourses by scholars from different fields of studies.  The 

development of Lolita subculture in Hong Kong in the last 20 years is definitely 

a case in point.  Not only has this subculture taken up the role of the “silent other” 

since its inception, it persists in a diverse and self-sustaining manner that has 

even allowed the cultivation of a lively cultural space in the community.  The 

data collected in this study further proves that subcultural studies is no longer 

limited to delinquent adolescents or youth, and not necessarily low-income 

groups or male dominated communities but can be expanded into much wider 

ranges of age groups and social backgrounds.   

My multiple roles of identities (both within the circle and outside the circle)  in 

this qualitative study, as a researcher, a curator of the Wonder Loli exhibition, 

an artist, a visual art teacher and a mother, help me to make significant 

understanding and vital analysis of the feminine identity of Lolita subculture in 

balanced perspectives.  The formation, representation, performance of Hong 

Kong Lolita’s hybrid and feminine identities displayed and discussed in this 

study may possibly be beneficial in the investigation of Lolita subculture among 

other fields of identities.  In the opening of my Wonder Loli (II) exhibition, I 

wore a black Lolita dress as an acknowledgement for all of my Lolita 

respondents.  The dress style belongs to a design series of the brand “Emily 

Temple Cute” (see Figure 6.3).93  Actually, it is quite common to see other 

Lolita fashion brands using the image contents of Alice’s Adventure in 

Wonderland as one of their design themes.  This is because the idea is associated 

with the myth of wonderland for sweet, cute and innocent girls.  Coincidentally, 

it also matches well with the theme of my “Wonder Loli” exhibition.  The 

review of the exhibition can be found in the DVD attached in Appendix 6C.  

                                                           
93 See more information from the website: Emily Shirley Temple Cute (Emily Temple 

Cute, 2021) 
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My six-year-old daughter and her little friends, who also came to the opening, 

loved my Lolita dress because the patterns printed on the dress were inspired by 

one of their favourite stories Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland (see Figure 6.2).   

Indeed, most little girls fancy being cute and they love magical fairy tales like 

the most popular Disney cartoon “Frozen”.94  As a mother, I can understand 

such a tendency and perhaps unconsciously have been treating my little girl as 

a “cute and sweet Lolita”, and treasure her as a “princess”.  Perhaps, this wish 

for the daughter’s happiness is shared by all mothers.  This also explains why 

Lolita subculture, as my respondents mentioned, are relatively more acceptable 

by their parents when compared with other subcultures such as Goth, Grrrl Zine 

and Ganguro.  And, in a way, this also explains my affinity towards this 

subculture from the very beginning of my research.  I often feel touched by the 

genuine wish of the Lolitas to be happy and their presence be recognized and 

acknowledged.  In the course of this research, I must say that I was often 

impressed by the courage and persistence of the Lolitas in keeping the 

subculture alive, creative, original, and interactive.   

                                                           
94 Frozen is a computer-animated musical movie, which was produced by Walt Disney 

Animation Studios in 2013. “It is inspired by Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tale "The 

Snow Queen". The film depicts a princess who sets off on a journey alongside an 

iceman, and a snowman to find her estranged sister”. (Frozen, 2021, para. 1) 

 

Figure 6.2  

My thnakfulness to all the visitors at 

the exhbition opening (with my 

daughter) 

 

Figure 6.3  

Emily Temple Cute Alice Trump Series 

(white circle is the one I am wearing in 

figure 2) 
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My findings in this research, as mentioned in the methodology chapter, are also 

mediated and negotiated between researcher and participants, therefore, the 

research is co-constructed by researchers and participants (Corbin & Strauss, 

2015).  To me, I find it very interesting to get to know this group of lovely, 

beautiful, elegant, talented and energetic young women.  My respondents are 

contemporary women who play multiple roles in family, work and society as 

they do engage in several identities and duties.   However, they still free 

themselves to be a Lolita within their tight schedule.  Outsiders might find it 

difficult to comprehend why Lolitas are so keen to participate in activities within 

the group even when they turn into a more mature age in life, for instance, after 

getting married and having children.  However, I do not perceive that as 

delinquent or bizarre behaviour for it is a way for the Lolita participants to 

lighten their heavy burden, high expectations and complicated responsibilities 

in their everyday life.  Contemporary women are not only playing essential roles 

in nurturing family and bringing up the next generation, but also contributing a 

significant force in social development as well as economic growth in the 

society.  At the same time, there is nothing wrong to maintain one’s beautiful, 

cute and young self, to enjoy the ideal lifestyle in one’s own “dream space”, to 

show their artistic creativities, to speak freely, and even to express 

dissatisfaction and rebellion towards the imposition from society and the 

unreasonable demands and responsibilities experienced by women of the 21st 

century.  
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Appendix 1 

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 

 

Performing Identities: Hong Kong Lolita Subculture in the 21st Century 

 

Propose & Procedure:  

You are invited to participate in a research study. The main purpose of this study is to 

understand the formation and significance of the visual identities of Lolitas in Hong 

Kong.  

 

INFORMATION 

● As you know, I am conducting a project on Lolita culture studies and I would 

like to ask you some questions about that.  In this study, around 15 to 20 

female/male Lolitas, aged 18-40, who have been participating in the group for 

5 to 10 years, will be selected and invited to take part in interviews.  

● I would like to tape/video record our conversation, so that I can get your words 

accurately.  In addition, after the interview, I would like to gather some of the 

following items for further analysis, for example: your family/personal photos, 

Lolita clothing, accessories, magazines or objects collected by yourselves.   

● 3-4 interviews will be needed for the study, and the duration of the interview 

will take 30-45 mins. If at any time during our interview you feel 

uncomfortable answering a question please let me know, and you don’t have 

to answer it. Or, if you want to answer a question but do not want it tape/video 

recorded, please let me know and I will turn off the machine. 

● If at any time you want to withdraw from this study please tell me and I will 

erase the tape of our conversation.  I will not reveal the content of our 

conversation beyond myself and people helping me whom I trust to maintain 

your confidentiality 

 

BENEFITS 

The study intends to contribute new knowledge to the previous knowledge of youth 

subculture studies in the contemporary social and cultural context, and to understand 

the meanings, significances, references, citations, allusions and intertexts of the visual 

representations that are generated by the Lolita group. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY  

The information that you give in the study will be handled confidentially. When the 

study is completed (around 5 years) and the data have been analysed and it will be 

destroyed.  Your real name will not be used in any report/ writing. 
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CONTACT  

If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact 

the researcher,   Fanny, Shuk Fan WONG, at Department of Humanities and Creative 

Writing, RRS606 Sir RunRun Shaw Building, Ho Sin Hang Campus, HKBU, 224 

Waterloo Road, Kowloon Tong, and   93042196.  If you feel that you have not been 

treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in this 

research have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact the 

Committee on the Use of Human and Animal Subjects in Teaching and Research by 

email at hasc@hkbu.edu.hk or by mail to Graduate School, Hong Kong Baptist 

University, Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong. 

 

 

_______________ 

 

Subject's initials 

 

PARTICIPATION  

Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without 

penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time 

without penalty. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed 

your data will be returned to you or destroyed. 

 

Remarks: (If any) 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

CONSENT  

I have read and understood the above information. I have received a copy of this form. 

I agree to participate in this study. 

 

Signature of the Subject:  ______________________ Date:  __________________ 

Signature of the Project team member: ___________ Date: ___________________ 

mailto:hasc@hkbu.edu.hk
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Appendix 2 

Prepared Interview Questions 

(A)   Interview Questions of the Research -Pilot Study  

 

1. How old are you when you know about Lolita? How did you know it? 

2. Are there any criteria to be a Lolita, e.g. in terms of 

gender/style/age/behaviour/language use etc.?  

3. When was the first time that you dressed as a Lolita and how did you feel? 

(Do you have the photos?)  

4. * What motivates you to dress in that way? Do these motivations change over 

time?  

5. How do you feel when you get older for being a Lolita? Are there any 

changes in terms of style, behaviour, and experiences? Why? 

6. *Is it a form of fashion or lifestyle or culture? How would you define it? 

7. From your understanding, what is the population of Lolita in HK, and what is 

the ratio of both genders? 

8. How do you feel when the others on the street are watching you when you 

dress as a Lolita? 

9. Will you feel comfortable when your family/relatives/friends/ 

schoolmates/colleagues learn your Lolita identity? 

10. In what kind of situation/context do you feel free/relaxed to present your 

Lolita style? Why? 

11. Do you design and make your own Lolita outfits? Why and how?  

12. Where can you find information about Lolita outfits /accessories / updated 

news, and how often will you buy a new Lolita dress for yourself? 

13. How often do you attend Lolita gatherings/activities and where are these 

gatherings/activities usually taking place? 

14. Would you like to decorate your home/room as Lolita style? Why? 

15. From your understanding, do you know if there is any Lolita who will 

associate “assisted dating”? 

16. *for Lolita Mum: Would you like to share about Lolita culture/lifestyle with 

your children? Why?  Do you like to dress them as Lolita (regardless of their 

gender)? 

 

(B) Modified Interview Questions of the Main Research  

 

1) When and how did you know about the Lolita group? 

2) How old were you when you first dressed as a Lolita? 

3) How do you define/ position Lolita? Is it a form of identity, fashion or lifestyle or 

culture? 

4) Name some criteria for being a Lolita, e.g. in terms of gender/ style/ age/ behaviour/ 

language use etc.?   

5) How often do you attend Lolita gatherings/ activities? Where do these gatherings/ 

activities usually take place? 

6) What motivates you to dress in that way? Do these motivations change over time?  

7) How do you feel when you get older for being a Lolita? Any changes in terms of 
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style, behaviour, and experiences? Why? 

8) Do you feel comfortable when your family/ relatives/ friends/ schoolmates/ 

colleagues learn your Lolita identity? 

9) Do you design and make your own Lolita outfits? Why and how?  

10) Where can you find information about Lolita outfits /accessories / updated news, 

and how often will you buy yourself a new Lolita dress? 

11)  Lolita Mum (only): Would you like to share about Lolita culture/lifestyle with 

your children? Why? Do you like to dress them as Lolitas (regardless of their 

gender)? 
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Appendix 3A 

 

A Brief Report of the Pilot Study 

 

June-September 2015 

 

The report shows key features of the pilot study that was conducted as part of 

investigation on the identity formation and its significance of the Hong Kong female 

Lolita group. In particular, the study focuses on those who have been participating 

within the group for over 5-10 years.   

 

 

The pilot study aims to:  

1. Assess the research proposal for ensuring more accurate quality of the data 

collected in the main research. 

2. Understand the motivations/reasons for being participating in the Lolita 

group for many years. 

3. Understand the development and performance of symbolic meanings, use of 

visual resources, identities, bodies and style of representations of Lolitas as 

they become mature. 

 

Prepared Interview Questions (in Appendix 1): 

 

Pop up Questions during the interview: 

1. Would you like to decorate your home/room as Lolita style? Why? 

2. From your understanding, do you know if there is any Lolita who will 

associate “assisted dating”? 

3. If you have your own children, would you like to share about Lolita 

culture/lifestyle with them? Why? Would you like to dress them as Lolita?  

 

Methods 

The pilot study was conducted by the researcher through mixed research methods for 

data collection, which included face-to-face and semi-structured interviews (open-

ended-questions). 

 

Material:  

Tape recorder, Note-book, camera, prepared interview questions  

 

Procedure:  

Primarily, a personal invitation was made during a Lolita tea party event at a café in 

Causeway Bay on 30 May 2015, and three selected participants were invited and 

accepted for the interview.  The researcher, then, used WhatsApp and Facebook to 

confirm a mutual date, time and place for the interviews in the following weeks. 

Prepared interview questions were sent via email or Facebook to the respondents before 

the interview.  Finally, the interviews were conducted by the researcher which took 

place in a restaurant at University of Macau and a cafe at Landmark in Central, Hong 

Kong, on 11th July 2015).  Audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and 
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translated in August and September 2015.  

 

Sample:  

Three participants (Charmmy, Karen and Ailes) were selected by snowball sampling 

method.  At the time they were interviewed: Charmmy was 24 years old, Karen was 31 

years old and Ailes was 29 years old. Although there were interruptions for one to three 

years for various reasons, all of them have been participating within the group over 8 

years on average.  

 

Below is a table showing a summary of the selected data from the interview of the pilot 

study (July 2015)  

 

Participa

nt 

Charm Kaka Kel 

 

Ali 

Age 24 31 30 29 

Joining 

Lolita 

group at 

age 

16 20 27 19  

Education 

level 

Diploma 

(Design) 

Diploma (Hotel 

Management) 

Diploma 

(Design) 

Undergraduate 

(IT) 

Career Clerk  Clerk Merchandis

er Married 

 

IT Assistance 

Marriage 

/Child 

Single/ No Single/No Married Married/ 2 

children 

Source for 

knowing 

Lolita 

My mother 

brought me a 

Lolita style 

dress when I 

was 4 year old 

Facebook & 

websites about 

Lolita fashion  

Can’t really 

remember how 

did I know 

about Lolita, 

but just like it 

when I saw 

people wearing 

it in the first 

time 

Facebook , 

forums and 

websites 

about 

Lolita 

fashion/ 

issues 

Facebook , 

forums and 

websites about 

Lolita fashion/ 

issues 

Any 

Interruptio

n? How 

long and 

the 

reasons? 

Yes, 2-3 years 

Job nature/lack 

of time/change 

of body shape 

 

Yes 1-2 years 

Job 

nature/money/ 

change of body 

shape 

Yes, 2-3 

years 

Lack of 

Time/ 

Yes, 2-3 years 

Lack of Time/ 

change of body 

shape and family 

Is there 

any 

changes in 

terms of 

style, 

behaviour, 

There has not 

changed much 

in my case. 

Perhaps the 

style will be 

changed a bit 

Yes, my Lolita 

look was rather 

odd (10 years 

ago) …because 

I was still 

learning how to 

There has 

not 

changed 

much in 

my case. 

10 years ago, 

people are more 

concern about 

how to dress as a 

proper Lolita, but 

it is more and 
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and 

experience

s 

when I reach the 

age of 50 or 60.  

dress as a 

proper Lolita 

style by that 

time 

more lose today, 

as we can add 

different 

elements on 

some of the 

styles 

Frequency 

in joining 

Lolita 

activities 

In younger age: 

almost once a 

week 

In recent years: 

1-2 times a 

month 

In younger age: 

1-2 times a 

month 

In recent years: 

2-3 times a year 

In younger 

age: almost 

once a 

month 

In recent 

years: once 

every 2-3 

months 

In younger age: 

3-4 times a week 

In recent years: 

3-4 times a 

month 

Photos 

(2005) 

   

Not provided  

Photos 

(2015) 

 

 

 

 

Reason for 

being a 

Lolita and 

practicing 

within the 

group for 

many 

years 

I did not have 

many beautiful 

dresses when I 

was young, it is 

just like a 

compensation 

for it.  

I just feel that 

this style fits me 

very well and 

because I have 

my own job I 

can afford to 

buy more Lolita 

dresses now. 

In my personal 

opinion, no 

matter how 

strong a 

girl/women’s 

appearance look 

like, I believe 

every girl 

would prefer to 

have a beautiful 

lacy dress and 

would possibly 

want to wear 

those beautiful 

and elegant 

dresses 

I loved to 

play Super 

Dollfie 

(SD) 

I like to 

dress them, 

and some 

of the 

fashion 

brand 

became to 

sell Lolita 

dresses 

also 

promote 

their dress 

Curious about 

Lolita style when 

I saw some 

people wearing 

Lolita outfits on 

the street and 

also there were 

Lolita dresses 

selling in 

shopping malls.   

Want to be 

looked more 

beautiful and 

formal 

I just love it 
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My Lolita 

friends keep 

inviting me to 

attend their 

gatherings 

through the 

SD, 

therefore I 

also started 

to try to 

dress as a 

Lolita  

Will you 

made your 

own dress 

No, because I 

don’t have time, 

but I will make 

accessories. 

 

As I am rather 

fat, my dresses 

have to be tailor 

made  

Yes, I like 

fashion, 

and I like 

to combine 

my design 

work into 

Lolita 

dresses, 

e.g. Qipao 

style.  

A few, but 

mainly make 

accessories, such 

as hair pin, 

necklaces and 

hats 

View / 

Definition 

about 

Lolita 

Style 

I do not think it 

is a lifestyle, but 

a fashion style 

only. 

It is a dream-

like lifestyle if 

you really want 

to be a real 

Lolita, which 

will not allow 

me to do that.  

To me, a real 

Lolita style 

should be: 

The home 

should be 

decorated in 

Lolita Style.  

All the dresses, 

accessories and 

even my night-

dress… and 

maybe even the 

place I work is 

also a Lolita 

Style, which 

should be 

painted with 

candy colours. 

Yes, I agree. I 

would also 

prefer the 

clothes style 

definition. 

Other 

definitions are 

deviation from 

reality to a 

certain degree.  

It is very 

difficult to 

maintain this 

kind of lifestyle 

in Hong 

Kong…too 

luxurious. 

No space for 

the dresses, not 

to mention 

about shoes, 

hats, wigs, 

umbrellas and 

other 

accessories.   

It is a 

fashion, 

and also a 

kind of 

culture. 

It is great 

and 

elegant. 

It's not 

easy to 

keep all the 

clothes 

after 

getting 

married. 

Actually, if these 

outfits are being 

worn by the 

children, you 

will see them as 

children’s 

clothing.  

So, it reflects that 

the participants 

want to be a 

child again.   

It makes you 

look more 

beautiful, which 

is the main 

reason for 

wearing a Lolita 

dress. 

It is just like a 

piece of an art 

piece. It has life.  
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Disclosure 

for Lolita 

identity  

Only my family 

and some close 

friends know 

about it.  

Not willing to 

disclose the 

Lolita identity 

in the 

workplace, 

because if my 

colleagues know 

that I am a 

Lolita, they will 

keep asking me 

about Lolita 

issues.  

My family and 

my cousins 

know that I am 

a Lolita, I also 

post my Lolita 

look on 

Facebook, and 

they do not feel 

anything 

strange.   

However, I do 

not let my 

colleagues 

know my Lolita 

identity… They 

would keep 

asking you 

questions if 

they see 

someone in the 

magazine 

wearing a 

Lolita.  

Not much 

stress for 

me in that. 

My 

husband 

knew that I 

liked to 

dress as a 

Lolita 

when we 

were 

dating.  

I wear a 

Lolita 

outfit on 

Saturdays 

in my job 

place. So, it 

is not a 

secret for 

my 

colleagues.  

Not willing to 

disclose my 

Lolita identity in 

the working 

environment, but 

my family and 

relatives.  

My husband 

didn't accept me 

as a Lolita at the 

beginning, but it 

is fine now.  My 

kids also like it.  

 

Platforms 

for Lolita  

Informatio

n/ updated 

activities   

Facebook 

Yes, that is from 

Harajuku, 

actually, the 

internet is the 

most efficient 

tool, because 

each magazine 

will have their 

own official 

site…Usually, 

magazines just 

act as a preview 

function, the 

internet is the 

most updated 

source. 

Facebook 

Magazine 

Facebook 

Magazine 

Facebook 

Forums for 

Lolitas 

participants 

Magazine: Baby 

Shines/ Gothic 

and Lolita Bible 
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Appendix 3B 

 

Selected Interview Data with four Lolitas (2017) 

Second interview with the same informants, who also had been interviewed in the 

pilot study  

 

Participan

t 

Charm 

 

Kaka 

 

Kel 

 

Ali 

 

Age  26 33 30 31 

Career Clerk Clerk Merchandiser IT assistant 

Years of 

Participati

on 

10 years 13 years 13 years 12 years 

Marriage 

/Child 

Single Single Married 

(1 child) 

Married 

(2 children) 

Interviewe

d Venue 

SPK , 

industrial 

building  

Café in Causeway 

Bay 

Telford Plaza 

Kowloon Bay 

 

Old Macau Café 

(Macau) 

Photo 

image 

Provided  

In the 

second 

interview 

by the 

respondent

s 
 

 

Lolita 

accessories 

 

Not provided 

 

 
 

Design of hair pins 

for selling 

 
 

Limited design of 

Lolita dress  

 

 
Mini store for 

Lolita items 

Trying on self-

made clothes 

 
 

Design of corset for 

selling  

 
“Overload” of 

Lolita clothes 

 

Remarks:  

Although Ali is a Macau resident, the way she learnt how to be a Lolita and the 

activities she joined have been in Hong Kong all the time. Therefore she regards herself 

as Hong Kong Lolita, but not in Macau. 

 

Reflection of the pilot study: 

● During the interview, Ali mentioned a few times that there are many Lolitas in 
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Shanghai as well as in Taiwan. They have different views on Lolita because they 

are from different social backgrounds. This might be worth to make a comparative 

study about Lolitas in these three particular places for a better understanding about 

their characteristics and phenomenon of female subculture within the Chinese 

contexts.  

● Some of the interview questions have to be revised/added for enquiring more 

precise data collection. For example: After asking “What motivates you to dress in 

that way? Do these motivations change over time?”  Additional questions can be 

added: such as, “Is there any interruptions, why and how long?”  “What kind of 

topics/issues will you address during the gathering time?”  

● The reasons for interruptions indicate a rather important information/data for 

understanding the restrictions to a Lolita and this might reflect a certain conditions 

to be a Lolita; the characteristics of the Lolita’s personal desire; and the 

phenomenon of family or social background.  

● When asking the participants: How do they feel when seeing boys/men who are 

wearing Lolita clothing style? They responded that they do not hate it, but they 

think Lolita style suits a female’s identity better.  

● Views towards assisted dating: Some people will dress as Lolita style and post the 

images on websites for sexual business, the participants really hate it, and they said 

it is really an insult to them.  
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Appendix 4A 

 

Selected Interview Data: Voice Recording Transcripts  

 

Interviewer: Fanny Wong (researcher)    

Interviewee: Charn  

Venue: SPK , Industrial Building 

Date: 23 Jan 2017 

Data: Part of the interview 

 

Part A 

F:    謝謝你接受訪問。前幾天讓你拍了一些飾物和ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的照片，但非常有

趣的是，當我問你有沒有貼一些和ＬＯＬＩＴＡ有關的裝飾在書桌或是牆上，

你的回答是＂由於土地問題＂所以是沒有的，可否請你解釋一下？ 

Ｃ：因為我是沒有獨立一人的房間的，我和我的姐姐共用一個房間，所以我不能隨

便在房間掛自己的裝飾品。而且因為我是一個較為簡約風的人，所以我並不會

裝飾房間，希望能保持房間最原本的樣子，光看房間的佈置並不會看出我是有

ＬＯＬＩＴＡ嗜好的人。 

Ｆ：那按這張圖片所示，這個紅色的籃子裏有什麼東西？ 

Ｃ：一些戒指，還有一些手鏈，這些是作ＬＯＬＩＴＡ裝扮時會使用的，因為比較

容易配搭，它們的顏色不太鮮艷，可以配搭任何顏色的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ（服

裝？）。同時，這些飾品都帶有夢幻的感覺，所以都能搭配我的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ

裙子，因為我的裙子大部分都偏向甜系。 

Ｆ：所以你認為自己的裝扮比較偏向ＳＷＥＥＴ ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的類別？ 

Ｃ：是的。 

Ｆ：你的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ朋友也認為你的風格是偏向ＳＷＥＥＴ ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？ 

Ｃ：是的。因為他們覺得我不會穿黑色（系的衣服）。 

Ｆ：即是不會穿黑色系，ＧＯＴＨＩＣ ＬＯＬＩＴＡ類型的衣服。 

Ｃ：沒錯。其實一開始的時候有穿，但後來心境變換了以後，覺得自己還是像過去

一樣喜歡粉紅色，粉紫色。 

Ｆ：據我所知ＬＯＬＩＴＡ有許多不同的類別，例如華 ＬＯＬＩＴＡ和ＣＨＩ 

ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，這些都有粉色系列的，這些你又會不會穿著呢？ 

Ｃ：其實都要視乎裙子的剪裁是否符合我的喜好，還有自己是否喜歡它的ＰＲＩＭ

Ｔ，因為現在上市的裙子大多都較著重ＰＲＩＮＴ方面。 

Ｆ：ＰＲＩＮＴ指的是？ 

Ｃ：裙子的印花，因為最近（新出的裙子）較少淨色款，現在（廠商）主要力推印

花款。例如裙子的印花是巧克力，甜品之類的，大家購買的意欲會較高，基本

上這些都是大眾喜愛的款式。應該說現在出現了很多混搭（ＣＲＯＳＳＯＶＥ

Ｒ）的風格，比如ＧＯＴＨＩＣ風格混搭了一點點甜系，並不只是單純只有一

種風格。 

Ｆ：你覺得這種風格的演變我聽說以前ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝的風格較為明顯，定位為

該種風格的話就會是某幾種款式，一眼就能看出是什麼風格的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ。 
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Ｃ：是的，以前主要分為ＧＯＴＨＩＣ，ＳＷＥＥＴ和ＣＬＡＳＳＩＣ三種，到了

現在已經演變到不只這三種風格。 

Ｆ：也有ＭＵＳＬＩＭ的風格，那些會不會又分成ＭＵＳＬＩＭ ＳＷＥＥＴ，Ｍ

ＵＳＬＩＭ ＧＯＴＨＩＣ等分類？ 

Ｃ：你的意思是穆斯林？ 

Ｆ：是的，穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝的ＭＵＳＬＩＭ。 

Ｃ：據我所知他們是因為法制規定一定要用頭巾包頭，所以他們需要先包頭，再在

頭巾上戴ＫＣ。 

Ｆ：ＫＣ指的是什麼？ 

Ｃ：頭飾。平時一條裙子（搭配的一個蝴蝶結飾物），就是ＫＣ。這個名稱是由日

文演變而成的，但大家一般簡稱ＫＣ。因為穆斯林不能脫下頭巾，所以他們必

須先包頭再在頭巾上戴ＫＣ，其實和風格無關，只是因為當地法制問題才會有

這樣的做法。 

Ｆ：明白。像你一樣穿著偏向ＳＷＥＥＴ ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的，你們的服飾是否會偏

向ＷＥＳＴＥＲＮ ＳＴＹＬＥ？例如現在有旗袍風格的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ出現，

而這種風格的服裝又是粉紅色的話，是不是就變成旗袍和甜系混搭風格的ＬＯ

ＬＩＴＡ呢？ 

Ｃ：其實我個人覺得穿著華ＬＯＬＩＴＡ走在街上會比較尷尬，反而平時穿著全套

西式的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ就沒有問題，感覺那些風格比較日常。 

Ｆ：為什麼會有這樣的想法呢？是因為華ＬＯＬＩＴＡ太傳統？ 

Ｃ：其實我個人也喜歡復古感覺的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，但華系ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的款式實在

太接近ＣＯＳＰＬＡＹ，所以走在街上百分之九十的人都會說：嘩，ＣＯＳＰ

ＬＡＹ呀。反而穿西式的會比較方便。因為中式的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝許多部位

都很（束縛），穿上後不能像西式ＬＯＬＩＴＡ那樣蹦蹦跳跳，舉高雙手等等。 

Part B 

Ｆ：你也在玩ＣＯＳＰＬＡＹ，為什麼會覺得穿華風ＬＯＬＩＴＡ上街會尷尬？ 

Ｃ：不知道，就是覺得比西式搶眼，容易被注目。而且華風沒西式舒服，例如領口

太高在香港會很熱，華風較貼身緊束，舒適度低。我個人較活潑，所以比較喜

歡西式。 

Ｆ：今年是穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ第幾年？ 

Ｃ：大約十一年，但真正活躍的時間大約是四五年，因為分了一點時間去ＣＯＳＰ

ＬＡＹ。 

Ｆ：是指最近四五年？ 

Ｃ：剛開始的幾年和這三四年。 

Ｆ：家人對此沒太大反應？ 

Ｃ：是的，因為他們覺得反正管不住我，索性就不管了。 

Ｆ：＂管不了＂是什麼意思？ 

Ｃ：始終年紀大了，被指責會反撃，而且衣著關乎個人風格，家人會說＂不是穿太

暴露的衣服就不要緊啦＂，因為算是比較保守的家庭，所以都會覺得＂穿多好

過穿少＂。 

Ｆ：會不會批評你ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的價錢太貴，你一直買這些裙或是換不同的款式，

在經濟方面會不會有困難？這方面你會如何處理？每個的開支大約是多少？ 
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Ｃ：瘋狂的時候一個月買了兩至三條，都是日牌，一條大約二千多元。 

Ｆ：大約佔你的收入比例多少？ 

Ｃ：將近一半。但我會節制，會見好就收，不會花光，未到需要用儲款度日的地步，

只是會比較窮困。例如今個月買了三條裙就不會買化妝品，護膚品香水等等，

這裏買多了就會在其他地方節省。 

Ｆ：你和其他ＬＯＬＩＴＡ交往時，覺得男和女的比例大約是多少？ 

Ｃ：以我所知，平日會外出交往的女的大約佔９５％，男的佔５％。但我還是不明

白男ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的心態。 

 

 

Interviewer: Fanny Wong (F), the researcher    

Interviewee: Kel (K) 

Venue: SPK , Industrial Building 

Date: 14 March 2017 

Data: Part of the interview 

 

Ｆ：謝謝你接受訪問。請問你從什麼年紀開始知道ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？ 

Ｋ：應該是十七歲左右。 

Ｆ：大約是哪一年？ 

Ｋ：二零零四年。 

Ｆ：你現在的年齡是？ 

Ｋ：三十歲。 

Ｆ：你是因為什麼原因而認識到ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？是通過什麼渠道知道的？ 

Ｋ：原來是因為玩＂娃＂（ＳＤ？）後在網上相關論壇找到ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的資料。 

Ｆ：（論壇是）上網找到的還是他們會告訴你的？ 

Ｋ：上網找的。 

Ｆ：然後你就開始參與ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的活動？ 

Ｋ：是的。 

Ｆ：參加活動是不是一定要穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝？ 

Ｋ：需要的。 

Ｆ：為什麼你會有興趣穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝或是瀏覽相關的論壇呢？ 

Ｋ：我一開始是覺得娃穿的服裝很美，後來買了一本相關書籍，後來就想穿這些服

裝了。 

Ｆ：你的娃主要都是穿著外國服飾的造型？ 

Ｋ：是的，西方服飾。 

Ｆ：那你的娃都是在哪裏買的？ 

Ｋ：以前在旺角（兆？）商場買，不過現在沒有了。 

Ｆ：你會不會親手為娃做衣服？ 

Ｋ：會的。 

Ｆ：即是你喜歡做衣服的？ 

Ｋ：是的。 

Ｆ：你會如何去定義和介定ＬＯＬＩＴＡ是怎樣的東西？ 
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Ｋ：我覺得ＬＯＬＩＴＡ可以說是一種文化。 

Ｆ：是什麼樣的文化？ 

Ｋ：我覺得ＬＯＬＩＴＡ是一種包含了一些歷史背景的文化？ 

Ｆ：為什麼會這樣說呢？是怎樣的歷史文化？ 

Ｋ：因為ＬＯＬＩＴＡ是來自洛可可時代的服裝，亦會和不同國家的服裝風格有所

融合，所以充滿著不同地方和背景的文化。 

Ｆ：ＬＯＬＩＴＡ和你的生活有什麼關係？ 

Ｋ：像我的朋友所說的一樣，ＬＯＬＩＴＡ已經和我融為一體了。有時候不自覺買

的衣服，飾物，擺設都是ＬＯＬＩＴＡ（風格）。我的同事說我不穿ＬＯＬＩ

ＴＡ，不放ＬＯＬＩＴＡ風格的擺設就不像是我的風格。 

Ｆ：你今天穿的這一套（─────），看不出有ＬＯＬＩＴＡ風格。 

Ｋ：因為我每逢星期六上日文課的半天，心情會開心一點就會打扮一下。 

Ｆ：你星期六上午是要上班的，所以每一星期都會有一天作ＬＯＬＩＴＡ打扮。你

的同事對此有什麼想法或是反應？ 

Ｋ：他們會覺得很得意很可愛。都不會不接受這種打扮，會覺得挺得意，衣服挺美

的。 

Ｆ：你的工作範疇是？ 

Ｋ：可以說是採購。ＭＥＲＣＨＡＮＤＩＸＥＲ？ 

Ｆ：主要採購什麼？ 

Ｋ：其實字面上的採購和我現在的工作內容有所不同，我是屬於要跟單的，由設計

師設計出一件衣服開始，我們就一直跟進製作的流程，去一些（ＦＡＩＲ？），

宣傳這件衣服。 

Ｆ：所以其實你的工作和ＦＡＳＨＩＯＮ也很有關係。你原來唸書的時候是讀這個

範疇的嗎？ 

Ｋ：不是，我是因為喜歡製衣才進入這個行業的。 

（有少許聽不清）我一邊工作一邊讀書的，學歷大約是ＤＥＰＬＯＭＡ。 

Ｆ：所以是和ＦＡＳＨＩＯＮ沒有關係的？ 

Ｋ：其實都有一點關係，可以說是ＦＡＳＨＩＯＮ ＲＥＬＡＴＥＤ的科目。 

Ｆ：你認為作為一位ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，去參加相關活動時會不會有什麼準則要遵守呢？ 

Ｋ：剛開始會比較要求出席時要穿上全套的ＬＯＬＩＴＡ裝束。 

Ｆ：為什麼？ 

Ｋ：因為一開始這個文化，是以電影＂下妻物語＂（女主角的裝束？）為準則，他

們要求由頭到腳，由頭飾（到鞋）都要是全套ＬＯＬＩＴＡ裝扮。 

Ｆ：其實＂下妻物語＂的影響力也蠻大的。 

Ｋ：對呀，但我不是因為看了這部電影而喜歡ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的。 

Ｆ：你參加這些活動，會不會特別（注重）某種儀態或是語言？ 

Ｋ：不會，反而是和朋友去吃下午茶時會遵循傳統的吃法和禮儀。 

Ｆ：即是你們都要學習一些西方文化和餐桌禮儀方面的知識。 

Ｋ：是的。 

Ｆ：算起來你參加ＬＯＬＩＴＡ活動已經有十多年了，當中有沒有間斷過？ 

Ｋ：沒有出席活動但仍有自己製作衣服。 

Ｆ：是因為不喜歡出席活動還是有其他原因？ 
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Ｋ：因為那段時間正在唸書，比較忙碌，所以較少出席。 

Ｆ：但你喜歡在家製作衣服。 

Ｋ：是的。 

Ｆ：一開始是製作娃穿的衣服，後來就發展到製作大人穿的衣服，有什麼動機令你

一直繼續製作衣服？是不是希望自己造出來的衣服能得到別人的欣賞？ 

Ｋ：嗯，想要被別人欣賞，再者，我認為不同人穿的衣服都應有他自己的風格和配

合他的身型。因為（─────）不能完全符合人的身型。因為從我的角度看，

ＬＯＬＩＴＡ是一種應該要符合自己的身型和風格，穿得漂亮才可以。 

Ｆ：ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服裝也有不同的尺寸，對於一些身材比較豐滿的人穿ＬＯＬＩＴ

Ａ，你有什麼看法呢？ 

Ｋ：我有一些朋友常覺得自己身材較胖，衣服會不合身，而我自己蠻喜歡研究身型

問題，我就會協助她們改良衣服，把腰線顯露出來。 

（關於何時相遇）──ＴＥＡ ＰＡＲＴＹ 

Ｆ：你除了參加ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的相關活動，如茶會，也有自行製作ＬＯＬＩＴＡ服

裝，背後有什麼動力推動你繼續這項嗜好？ 

Ｋ：其實在我開始穿著ＬＯＬＩＴＡ到中期時，有一些朋友不再穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，

而我也開始忙碌起來，所以曾停止參加活動一段時間。後來，再和一些過去不

太熟稔的朋友相熟起來，所以就（重新開始）和他們一起參加聚會。 

Ｆ：剛才你說過你會自己設計裙子，你會認同自己的設計算是一件藝術品？ 

Ｋ：可以說是。 

Ｆ：會不會希望有人購買自己的設計？ 

Ｋ：會希望別人欣賞自己的設計，也希望讓多一些人認識ＬＯＬＩＴＡ。 

Ｆ：你會如何向他人介紹ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？ 

Ｋ：我有時候在市集會穿回自己的衣服，別人走過時會感到好奇而詢問，我便可趁

機介紹這是什麼服裝，有什麼類型等等。 

Ｆ：你覺得自己會否繼續穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？或者你覺得自己會一直穿這種服裝到什

麼時候？ 

Ｋ：應該會。大概會穿到自己感到厭倦為止，但暫時未有這種感覺。 

Ｆ：我發覺你穿著ＬＯＬＩＴＡ的時候好像不怎麼注重妝容，因為有一些人會比較

注重化妝，例如會戴假髮等等，為什麼會有這樣的差異？ 

Ｋ：因為我比較注重衣服和配搭方面。 

Ｆ：即是比起頭部的造型和人的面貌方面，你更著重於衣服？ 

Ｋ：是的。 

Ｆ：剛才提到你的同事和朋友都接受你的穿著，那麼你的家人又是怎樣看待呢？ 

Ｋ：他們都沒問題。 

Ｆ：包括你丈夫也支持？ 

Ｋ：是的，他也喜歡這種裝扮。 

Ｆ：你的丈夫在剛認識你的時候已經知道你喜歡ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？ 

Ｋ：其實剛認識他的時候我未開始穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，是他說這些衣服蠻好看的，可

以嘗試一下之後，我才開始穿著ＬＯＬＩＴＡ。 

Ｆ：即是你是受你的丈夫影響才開始穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ？ 

Ｋ：是的。 
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Ｆ：他對於這些衣服有什麼評價？ 

Ｋ：他說這些裙子挺好看的，顏色也很漂亮，然後叫我嘗試一下，後來我就試著買

了。 

Ｆ：所以一開始你從娃開始接觸ＬＯＬＩＴＡ，當中都有你男友的鼓勵，如果他沒

有鼓勵你的話，你還會嘗試穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ嗎？ 

Ｋ：也許我會只製作衣服，不會穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ。 

Ｆ：你的父母對你穿ＬＯＬＩＴＡ有什麼看法？ 

Ｋ：他們覺得這樣也不錯，不會太暴露。 
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Appendix 4B 

 

Selected Interview Data  

Group interview with HK Lolita Administrative Members 

 

Interviewer: Fanny Wong (researcher)    

Interviewee: 4 HK Lolita Administrative Members 

Venue: Papillion Café, Mong Kok 

Date: 24 March 2018 

Data: Part of the whole interview  

 

採訪者：再次謝謝你們，又一起見面了，主要是想謝謝你們上一次過去澳門參

加我的展覽，和很賞臉地幫我剪綵。 

受訪者 A：也謝謝你的邀請。阿 Kate 到了。 

受訪者 B：我是想，因為去之前你讓我們給一些 keyword 給你，然後你會畫一

幅畫，究竟大家想到什麽 keyword 呢？最後出來的那幅畫的成品是怎

麽樣的呢？ 

採訪者：Hi！在說他們去展覽之前的感受。你先叫東西吃吧。 

受訪者 B：你上班啊？ 

受訪者 E：不是。我 book 我五點半，約了朋友。昨晚公司 party 一點多才回到

家，睡了一回兒又回公司了，IT 就這樣的了。你們是來…… 

採訪者：我們是一邊聊天一邊訪問他們。 

受訪者 E：那不打擾你們了。 

採訪者：其實你可以坐的，請坐。 

受訪者 E：好的。 

採訪者：剛剛說到讓你們給我個題目，我就應用在畫上面。 

受訪者 A：我也很期待，我也在想那個 keyword 出來會是什麽？ 

採訪者：不知道最後出來你們的感覺會是怎麽樣的？ 

受訪者 B：已經忘記當初自己說了什麽，不知道哪個 keyword 是我自己說的。 

受訪者 C：他們一直在說粗魯那個是我。 

受訪者 B：不是你，但讓人感覺是這樣。 

採訪者：那個是我一開始的，差不多是我最早期 interview 的其中一個 Lolita，

她就這樣形容，她自己這樣覺得，所以我就用一個很 country 的感覺。 

受訪者 A：比較奔放。 

採訪者：你那個呢，我是用了…… 

受訪者 C：有塊鏡子的，我記得。 

受訪者 C：我還逼她照著塊鏡子幫我拍照，那她樣子就在鏡子裡面。 

採訪者：你覺得有塊鏡子的感覺如何？ 

受訪者 C：很有趣我覺得。 

受訪者 A：我覺得很好，就像你在哪個 moment 你（5 分 40 秒）在那個環境裡

面，這個 idea 真的很好。 

採訪者：進去這個展覽之前或者之後有什麽東西可以分享嗎？ 
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受訪者 A：一開始我是覺得，去到之前都沒想到會是什麼樣的，始終第一次回

澳門看展覽，平時也比較少看畫展，我也很期待自己那幅畫是什麽

樣。去到之後就覺得好神奇，看到了很多熟悉的東西放在作品裡面，

感覺也挺特別的。 

***** 

受訪者 A：可能幾十年後看回這些照片怎麼會成為這樣。 

採訪者：這是 2006 年的。 

受訪者 A：2006 年我剛剛開始穿沒多久。 

採訪者：因為這個對像是訪問中學生，你中學的時候開始穿沒有？ 

受訪者 A：剛剛開始穿。 

受訪者 B：那時候沒穿，但是有留意。 

受訪者 C：那時候有穿，但沒有…… 

受訪者 B：那個年代流行手作，自己縫。 

受訪者 A：或者一群人縫一件夢想的衣服。 

受訪者 B： 我第一條就是中七的時候，收了別人一條拿出來拍賣的半裙，在加

上 head dress，然後自己縫的。 

受訪者 A：我好像和你差不多。 

採訪者：但是你有衣車嗎？ 

受訪者 B：是別人自己縫，然後放上 yahoo 拍賣，然後我就買了。 

受訪者 A：我有收過類似的東西，好像 50 塊一條半裙而已。 

受訪者 C：裡面就配自己的衣服，都是這樣的。 

受訪者 B：自己買一件有蕾絲的襯衫，這樣搭配。 

受訪者 A：是啊，在 Sarah 買的。 

受訪者 B：總之白色有蕾絲的，就可以搭配了。 

受訪者 C：英國的 term 是叫 lolitabol 的 items。 

採訪者：lolitabol？ 

受訪者 C：就是 lolita 加 bol 這樣。 

採訪者：lolitabol items。 

受訪者 C：例如 lolitabol （21 分 47 秒），我們有這樣的 terms，英國那邊有的。 

採訪者：這是英國的 term 還是香港的？ 

受訪者 C：在英國那邊聽回來的 terms。 

受訪者 E：非常港式英文。 

受訪者 B：如果香港的話就流行（22 分 05 秒）。 

受訪者 C：那時候沒有流行這些。 

受訪者 A：那時候流行蕾絲襯衫後面打個字 keyword，Lolita。 

受訪者 B：是的是的，那時候很多這種，那時候還不懂自己去買，淘寶也還沒

有流行，那些人通常就是在雅虎拍賣上面找。 

採訪者：淘寶也是這十年？五六年？ 

受訪者 A：我想是 06、07 年開始，和這個時期也差不多。 

採訪者：其實你們都好好，因為不斷有組織活動，其實很累的，你們本身也要

上班。 

受訪者 B：是啊，真的很累。 
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採訪者：所以我覺得你們都很厲害，又那麼有心。 

受訪者 A：其實之前更累。 

受訪者 B：現在熟悉了一些，就比較容易。 

受訪者 A：我們開始搞的時候是每個月搞一次，那時候更累。 

採訪者：現在也差不多，好像每個月都有。 

受訪者 A：現在沒有，我們自己搞的可能一年兩個至三個。 

受訪者 C：但是會搞得大一點。 

 

***** 

採訪者：剛剛問到場地，是目前大家很喜歡來的地方，聚會或者是聊天的時

候，都喜歡來這裡，那你們開會會不會來這裡？ 

受訪者 A：很少。 

採訪者：很少啊？開會通常會有另一個…… 

受訪者 A：通常是我家。 

受訪者 B：自己地方方便點。 

受訪者 A：以前我們喜歡去外面的地方，因為有桌子，而且不怎麽限制時間，

比較晚關門，差不多 11 點才關，所以都 OK 的，可以聊的比較晚。但

是現在就好一點，因為我自己家有地方。 

採訪者：但其實你們都很厲害，已經那麽多年了，你們的熱誠還是繼續的，而

且你們還是搞手，繼續做不做搞手呢？  

受訪者 A：始終有繼續做，自然就想多一點東西玩。 

受訪者 C：因為其實呢，這個圈子沒有人搞活動，那些人就很懶，就很安靜

的。很少說，今天心血來潮，突然想穿一件逛街。 

受訪者 A：雖然我平時也會。 

受訪者 C：你是有這個心情才會穿，不然的話，你不會無端端穿一整套。 

受訪者 A：就像我今天這樣。 

採訪者：嗯嗯嗯。始終都要花時間，還要想衣服的搭配，妝也要 match，是花

時間和心機的一樣東西。 

受訪者 B：不過穿著漂亮的話就很開心的。 

採訪者：嗯嗯嗯，我發覺一樣東西很重要，你們的男朋友或者老公，你們三個

是男朋友，你那個是老公，是不是一開始都很贊成你們穿的？ 

受訪者 C：他認識我的時候已經在穿了。這個東西是 part of me，如果你不喜歡

我穿這個東西，也就是不喜歡我。 

採訪者：其實他們是在這個圈子裏面認識你們，還是在圈外？ 

受訪者 A/B/C/D：圈外。 

受訪者 C：通常圈內認識的都是本身有穿的。 

採訪者：我以為 S 和女神是…… 

受訪者 A/B/C/D：他們是圈內認識的。 

採訪者：是啊是啊。 

受訪者 B：其實圈內認識的都有幾 pair。其實我男朋友他之前認識的一些朋友

也有穿 Lolita，圈子裡面有共同認識的朋友，就在圈外認識了。 
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採訪者：是的，其實挺有趣的，有些人會覺得男孩子進來這個圈子，會不會想

藉由認識女孩子為名？ 

受訪者 C：有想過這個問題。 

採訪者：始終這個圈子是女孩子為主，而且也是漂漂亮亮的。 

受訪者 A：起碼會打扮。 

採訪者：是啊，而且很吸引的嘛。 

受訪者 B：他本身自己不穿的話，很少會特地進到這個圈子來。 

採訪者：當他們知道你穿 Lolita 的時候，他們有沒有什麽 common？還是你們認

識的時候，他已經知道你會穿這些衣服。 

受訪者 C：會不會很貴的？是不是經常買？可能怕我經常花錢，或者怕我家裡

很有錢。 

採訪者：是啊，你說要幾萬 yan。 

受訪者 A：我認識我老公的時候，我剛剛穿了沒多久，或者是說剛剛開始有能

力買多一點，但他也覺得是 OK 的，沒什麽所謂。 

採訪者：我覺得你老公也很支持你啊。 

受訪者 A：是啊，我拉他下海幫我們搞活動。 

受訪者 B：而且讓出一大半個衣櫃給她放衣服。 

受訪者 C：還要出賣色相給日本人。 

受訪者 B：因為可能呢，平時她和她老公像連體嬰一樣出現，大家只要認識

（40 秒 30 秒，人名）的都認識她老公。 

受訪者 C：她老公的身高也比較 outstanding。 

受訪者 A：我覺得他本身是一個沒什麼朋友的人。 

受訪者 C：在錄音的。 

受訪者 A：沒關係。 

採訪者：我想他不是沒什麼朋友，是支持你。 

受訪者 A：是的，他是。 

採訪者：或是是想陪你多一點。 

受訪者 C：賢內助來的。 

受訪者 A：賢內助。 

受訪者 C：我想是他的朋友和你的朋友基本是重疊了，你們一早認識的嘛，在

學校。 

受訪者 A：都可以這樣說，不過現在也很少約以前的同學了。 

採訪者：S 和女神不是剛剛 engagement 的嘛，應該遲一點都會結婚的了我猜。

那你們還沒結婚的嘛，還沒有計劃，但會不會想著有一個類似 Lolita

的 wedding？ 

受訪者 C：那 Lolita 的 wedding 一定有想過的。 

受訪者 B：但是太忙了，太多東西做了，什麽都沒有準備。 

採訪者：噢噢，但是什麽都還沒想的。例如 theme，有沒有傾向呢？ 

受訪者 C：簡單的。 

採訪者：簡單的。 

 

***** 
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受訪者 E：沒想著搞那麼多東西。 

受訪者 B：如果有這筆錢的話，我想拿來買樓？ 

受訪者 A：很現實，大家都。 

採訪者 C：會不會連樓都買不了現在。 

受訪者 A：這筆錢現在買不了了。 

受訪者 C：用了它算了，旅行結婚挺好的。 

採訪者：現在買樓實在是太瘋狂了，不知道是什麼世界，簡直是天文數字。 

受訪者 B：都不是給香港人買的。 

採訪者：被人炒高了。 

受訪者 E：移民咯。 

採訪者：移民去哪裡？ 

受訪者 C：現在最便宜是台灣。 

受訪者 B：現在要多少百萬？ 

受訪者 C：因為前段時間門檻提高了，現在貴了。 

採訪者：也就是說要三百萬才可以投資移民？ 

受訪者 B：去那邊開 business 或者買樓。 

採訪者：總之要三百萬。 

受訪者 A：但是台中的樓 88 萬就有交易了。 

受訪者 C：買幾層然後收租。 

受訪者 B：我不會移民台灣，我覺得台灣…… 

受訪者 C：遲早和香港一樣。 

受訪者 B：是啊，還有地震。 

採訪者：那可以選擇的地方也不多。 

受訪者 E：日本。 

採訪者：日本也有地震喔。 

受訪者 C：日本人工作辛苦，比香港辛苦。 

受訪者 B：我覺得日本人很麻煩。 

受訪者 A：可以開檔賣魚蛋，茶餐廳。日本有開香港茶餐廳的。 

採訪者：really？ 

受訪者 B：留學生開的，又有生意。 

採訪者：那要城市地方喔，不能農村，不然沒有生意。 

受訪者 C：要多香港、中國人的地方。 

受訪者 E：我想歐美更難？ 

受訪者 C：歐美是你的上一輩已經 settle 好了。 

採訪者：是的，除非是這樣，不然就很難。 

受訪者 E：我們的 department head 移民去了加拿大，但是找不到工作，還是做

回我們公司的東西。 

採訪者：是的，也不會輕易找到工作。 

受訪者 C：想當年我也是英國找不到工作然後回來了。 

受訪者 B：那邊的 local 也難找。 

受訪者 C：因為 local 也能做的，為什麼要請你。特別是我不是一個 outstanding

的人。 
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受訪者 E：可能 native 才會請。 

受訪者 C：你的 department head 現在在加拿大集中？可以雙重國籍的嘛。 

受訪者 E：一個月回來香港一兩個星期，半個月在加拿大。 

受訪者 B：賺港幣，在加拿大生活？ 

受訪者 E：可以這樣講，一半在加拿大，一半在香港。 

受訪者 C：我老闆也是加拿大回流回來的。不用講老闆，老爸老媽也是，在英

國回來。 

採訪者：那你在英國讀了多久？ 

受訪者 C：五年，由 A LEVEL 開始。 

採訪者：那在那邊也有一定的經驗了。 

受訪者 C：上陣子回去，有朋友說想擴張，問我要不要回去幫忙，其實有心動

過，但是 living cost 是 cover 不了的。我朋友不在倫敦那邊還好一點，

在南邊。但薪水未必 cover 不了我一個人在那邊生活。 

受訪者 A：我以前有個同學，中三已經過去那邊了，然後畢業了。他那行比我

這行更專，但是沒想到他的月薪比在香港低。 

受訪者 C：我算過，其實薪水不是很高。 

受訪者 A：他比我晚兩年入行，因為他讀完 master 才入行，我想…… 

受訪者 C：那邊做醫生差不多都是這個價。我同學妹妹今年剛剛畢業做醫生，

算下來差不多這個價。我的同學跟我也差不多，我現在是在中位線而

已。 

採訪者：英國的稅也很高，基本上很難…… 

受訪者 C：我朋友和她男朋友畢業之後一起租房子呢，是存不了錢買樓的。所

以想了很久，覺得很難在那邊發展。 

受訪者 A：我們在聊什麼問題，很灰暗。 

受訪者 B：離題了。 

採訪者：沒關繫，證明大家其實不僅關心穿衣服，衣食住行也是很關心的。 

受訪者 C：其實穿 Lolita 有時是一種發泄，上班那麽辛苦，要對自己好一點。 

受訪者 B：反正都買不起樓那就買裙子吧。 

受訪者 C：我媽經常說你買少幾條就可以買到樓了，我心想我賣掉十條裙子也

不夠租我的家，那我覺得都沒什麽意思啦。 

受訪者 E：是的，薪水都不夠。 

 

**** 

受訪者 A：今天穿完了，那明天繼續上班咯。 

受訪者 E：其實也挺好的，香港人穿得起 Lolita，分分鍾日本人自己都穿不起。 

採訪者：你說日本人穿不起 Lolita？ 

受訪者 E：是啊，日本人穿不起。 

採訪者：為什麽？ 

受訪者 C：因為對於日本人的工資來說，算貴的。不僅對於香港人來說貴，對

於日本人來說也是很貴的。 
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受訪者 B：他們交稅也要交很多，好像他們薪水到手的可能只剩下六七成，其

他都是拿去交不同的稅，還要交租、生活費，只剩下很少的錢，不能

像我們這樣，看到新裙子就買。 

採訪者：那相對來說，你們也會覺得自己是屬於比較幸運的一群？ 

受訪者 C：也是的。 

採訪者：有些人就算是有錢，未必那麽捨得去買。 

受訪者 C：只是將你的錢分配在這個東西上面。 

受訪者 B：我覺得是價值觀的問題，有些人會覺得你一兩千去買條裙子，不如

我拿去吃了更好。 

受訪者 A：死啦，我兩樣都是，吃了和買裙子。 

採訪者：沒關繫，你的老公可以給家用給你。 

受訪者 E：你有公屋，算啦。 

受訪者 A：交租都不夠買裙子。 

受訪者 B：你那個那麼小的單位，租金很便宜啊。 

採訪者：那很划算喔，有公屋住可以存到很多錢。 

受訪者 A：是的是的，不用供樓也不用交租，才有閒錢買裙，不然都不知道怎

麼生活。 

受訪者 B：自己出來住真的沒錢買。 

採訪者：其實大多數人未必是 background 很有錢，有很多餘錢，家裡給很多零

用錢去買，在你們這個 group 裡面，會不會有一半都是要自己存錢？ 

受訪者 C：大多數都是吧，可能家裡很有錢的就幾位。 

採訪者：大概多少成？需要用到自己的工資。 

受訪者 C：八成左右。 

採訪者：都有八成。 

受訪者 B：如果是已經出來工作的這幫，全部都是靠自己的錢。但也需要剛好

家裡負擔小才能做這個東西。 

採訪者：就是家裡的負擔也不能太大。 

受訪者 A：也要多謝自己努力讀書。 

受訪者 C：是的是的。 

受訪者 A：多謝自己努力讀書，然後可以找到錢才可以繼續買自己喜歡的裙

子。 

採訪者：我好喜歡你這句。 

受訪者 B：當初如果讀不成書，找到一份不知道是什麽的工作，可能就不能像

這樣買裙子。 

採訪者：可能像一份普通文員的工作，就未必可以……可能需要存多一點錢。 

受訪者 C：或者說是最低工資……很難會存到…… 

 

*** 

受訪者 B：那時候是會混在一起的。 

採訪者：她提到最初是由 cosplay 走出來的。 

受訪者 C：有些可能是雙修。 

採訪者：是啊是啊。 
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受訪者 B：以前 cosplay 很不喜歡 Lolita。 

受訪者 A：是啊是啊，現在也是。 

採訪者：是為什麼呢，我是聽說會 draw 了他們的 attention。 

受訪者 B：是啊是啊。 

採訪者：主要是這樣，其實是吃醋。 

受訪者 B：因為以前我們自己圈子不會有那麽多的活動，所以穿的時候可能就

去動漫的 event 穿，導致很多人一開始不知道怎麽區分，其實現在也很

多人不知道怎麽區分，看到你穿得比較特別，就會給你拍照。 

受訪者 A：昨天才有人跟我說 cosplay。 

受訪者 D：剛剛過馬路也有人跟我說 cosplay。說“cosplay 啊”，就路過了，我

都來不及跟他說，他就走了，他自以為是說是 cosplay。 

受訪者 C：現在一定很多這種情況。很多自以為是的人，說“這套 cosplay 很漂

亮喔”。 

採訪者：不是應該會清楚一點了嗎？ 

受訪者 D：沒有沒有。 

受訪者 A：外國人很多一接觸都以為是 cosplay。 

受訪者 D：香港多了很多人認識。 

受訪者 A：試過有個阿嬸知道我們是 Lolita。 

受訪者 C：我樓下個肥仔看更說穿得像個卡通人物那樣，我就費事糾正他了。 

受訪者 D：剛剛說的那幫呢是男孩子來的，我想是初中的男孩子，他們現在沒

有 facebook 所以就不知道 Lolita。 

採訪者：他們是用什麼？ 

受訪者 D：就是讓你不能留下 record。 

採訪者：facebook 很多東西可以 check。 

受訪者 A：是啊，起底啊。 

受訪者 C：但是我覺得你會上網的話，就應該知道哪些東西不應該留。 

受訪者 A：我也覺得是。 

採訪者：非常感謝大家今天的暢談。 
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Appendix 4C 

 

Selected Interview Data: Transcript and Translation (Ann) 

 

Interviewer: Fanny Wong (researcher)    

Interviewee: Ann (Brolita) 

Venue: Via Facebook Messenger 

Date: February-March 2021 

Data: Part of the whole interview  

 

 

Interview Questions Visual Style of Lolita Culture/Subculture in Hong Kong 

1. How old are you? And your career? 

I am 35 and I work in an academic library. 

 

2. Is there any criteria to be a Lolita, e.g. in terms of 

gender/style/age/behaviour/language use etc.?  

Not much in terms of gender and age. It is harder to wear some brands when you 

are not a lady of smaller size and average height, but anyone can be stylish. I think 

the only criteria is a good understanding of what a good Lolita look should be. 

 

3. Why do you like to take photos for the Lolita group? How long have you taken 

this role as a photographer within the circle? 

First of all, most of us like having photos to record our outfit/coordination/styling. 

Taking photos is a great way to socialise and have fun. Secondly, I like taking 

close-ups of dresses and accessories. Photos are good for exploring small details. 

It is a way to appreciate Lolita dresses and accessories. 

We always take photos of each other. It was around 2016 when I started taking the 

role more seriously and took the role of photographer in some events. It is 

something I can contribute to the community. Photos and videos are good for 

publication. I want more people to know about Lolita in Hong Kong. 

The photographer role is a powerful driving force for me to improve my video skill. 

Catwalk shows are often fast-paced and one-off, and very difficult to record every 

moment perfectly. There is always room for improvement. The challenge and sense 

of achievement is an important reason for me to take video for the Lolita group 

(and for some other communities in Hong Kong as well). 

 

4. How do you see your Lolita photos? Would you like to display them as art-

pieces in galleries? Why? 

It is more like a service than an art-pieces. Most of the time photos are just sent to 

their respective photographers. It is unlikely that I would display them as art-pieces. 

I printed some of my photos and kept them in an album as personal memories. 

 

On the other hand, I like making videos and sharing them on social media platforms. 

I think video is good for showing what happens in a Lolita gathering/tea 

party/catwalk show. If I want to show my works as a photographer, I prefer 

showing my videos. 
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The reasoning is: for my photo, it is more about the dress and the styling than my 

photography skill. There is lots of work behind makeup, coordination, styling and 

presentation. Photography is but the last step of presenting it in photo form. For my 

video, I get to choose what to present. There is much more artistic choice to make 

in my video than my photo. I put more effort in taking and editing video than photos. 

In short, video is my preferred artistic form. 

 

5. What motivates you to dress in Lolita style? Do these motivations change over 

time? 

At the beginning I dressed when I wanted to try a new dress, or a new coordination. 

I wanted to create a specific look and took a picture of it. Later when we began to 

have regular meet ups, the meetings became the focus of my Lolita life. Often we 

would have a theme for the meeting and I would try to create a look to match the 

theme. 

 

6. Is Lolita a form of fashion or lifestyle or culture? How would you define it? 

I think Lolita is a form of fashion. It is true that people that enjoy Lolita fashion 

often have similar lifestyles, or hobbies. However, there are really no rules. Some 

people like to wear Lolita every day. Some people wear Lolita only for the purpose 

of taking photos. We are free to wear Lolita and have different lifestyles. On the 

other hand, we often debate on whether a look is in Lolita style or not. 

I would define Lolita fashion as: a form of fashion that mainly features the skirt. It 

often uses a petticoat to fully show the shape and pattern of the skirt. Wearers of 

this fashion style often try to create a coordinated look with accessories, usually 

with a matching headdress. There are exceptions (e.g. ouji), but these exceptions 

are usually a matching style to the basic Lolita style. 

 

7. How do other people react when they know you are a Brolita? 

Most people don’t give a damn. People look at you when you wear special clothing, 

Lolita or not. Some people would get mildly surprised when they take a closer look. 

Little children would ask their parents about my clothing. Reactions are quite 

positive, most of the time. 

For people knowing me better, they would ask about where I am going. I think 

most friends are more interested in knowing about my afternoon tea than my 

fashion style.  

 

8. Will you feel comfortable when your family/relatives/friends/ 

schoolmates/colleagues learn your Lolita identity? 

My family knows my Lolita identity. Like my other hobbies, they are okay with it 

as long as I don’t cause too much trouble. 

I guess quite a lot of my friends know my Lolita identity, even though just a handful 

of them have seen it. Not a very interesting topic in our conversion. I think it is 

okay for them to know my identity. I have two sets of social media accounts for 

Lolita and non-Lolita. I won’t talk about the other account directly, but it is okay 

to let them know about the other side of my life. 

 

9. In what kind of situation/context do you feel free/relaxed to present your Lolita 
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style? Why? 

Having afternoon tea with Lolita friends is the most relaxing and enjoyable. In 

general, situation that we do something together in a slow pace and have time to 

start conversion naturally. 

 

10. Do you design and make your own Lolita outfits? Why and how? 

I don’t make dresses but I like making accessories. Exploring different coordinates 

is fun and headdresses are important to create a different look. Sometimes it is hard 

to find accessories with matching themes and colours so making them is an option. 

Small accessories, like bows, hair clips, wrist cuffs, and necklaces, are quite simple 

to make. You just need simple hand-sewing, glueing, and having a lot of patience 

to work with tiny parts. 

 

11. Where can you find information about Lolita outfits /accessories / updated 

news, and how often will you buy a new Lolita dress for yourself? 

Follow social media like Facebook and Instagram. Major brands have regular 

updates and proper online stores with details. Chinese brands use the Taobao 

platform, but for me it is easier to read the news from some major reseller. 

I buy one or two dresses per year. Storage is a real problem. 
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Appendix 5 

 

Wonder Loli II Art Exhibition  

Venue Application and planning (May 2019) 

 

1. Exhibition Timeline 
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2. Application for the exhibition venue  
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3.  Floor plan of the exhibition venue (G/F) 
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3.  Floor plan of the exhbition veune (1/F) 
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Appendix 6A, 6B & 6C 

 

 

DVD Content: 

6A: TDM Interview:  TDM 澳門人。澳門事 ! (第 1688集 ) 

6B: Wonder Loli (II), Subbed 

6C: Wonder Loli II Review 

 

 

 

DVD   
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